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The Worth of Nations: Nationalisrn as the Pursuit of a Shared Frame of Reference 

by Catherine M. Frost 

A thesis submitted in conformity with the requirements for 

the degree of Doctor of Phdosophy, convocation year 2000, 

Graduate Department of Politid Science at the University of Toronto 

This work argues that the moral value of nations arises in theü role as a cognitive 

mechanisrn for bringing together relevant information about a population's àrcumstances. 

As something that represents a shared frame of reference, nations can provide personal 

benefits in esteem and eficacy and can help in the management of a group's collective life. 

I begin by identif$ng and criticisïng six existing tsieory types that suggest a cettain 

moral wo& to nations and I daim t h a ~  d e  ri& in pans, they prove unworkable on 

some dimension- Turnïng to the experience with nationalism in Ireland and Quebec, 1 

argue that in these cases there were two fomulations of the nationalist daim. The first 

daimed that a difference in undersgnding betareen governed and governing harmed the 

population's interests- The second held that the loss of a unique idiom underminecl the 

esteem and adiievements of the population. Both, I argue, point to the significance of a 

shared h m e  of reference for politid and personal wdl being. 

1 then normaàvely evaluate an accwnt of nationalism as a shared h e  of 

reference- The national fiame of referme, 1 argue, bundles together information on time, 



space, and relations with others, and given the territoriaised nature of contemporary 

politics, this dimension sets nations apaa 1 dso contend that nationalism is concernai 

with redishg a good radier than establishing a condition for justice, and that is an 

instrumentai good but one that derives from a capacity that is intrinsically good. 

Nations can extend personal knowledge, support expression and esteem, identify 

relevant local issues, and help us adapt to our dpamic environment. However, th- need 

to keep in Nne with the actud circumstances of &e population. If not, the informaaon 

and options they offer will becorne increasingly ill-suited, and rnay becorne an obstacle to 

lcnowledge and eficacy. Fortunately nations also provide a way for populations to 

collectively revise the options and information with &ch thqr work 

Finally 1 ask how thiï account compares to the theories 1 outlined at the outset and 

1 suggest that it addresses the weaknesses identified in these theories while it draws upon 

and complements their strengths. 
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This project is rnotivated by my own need to understand what to dunk about 

nationdism. 1 am Irish by descent and 1 spent my chiidhood in the Republic of Ireland. 

As a schoolchild in Ireland 1 leamed about the strude for Irish independence, 1 

memorised the names of the herws of the 1916 Rising and was tau& the Irish language 

upon first entering sch001. Thee  couid be no doubt in the rnind ofan attentive 

schoolchild that the achievement of an Irish state was an achievement for which one was 

supposed to be grateful, 

1 immigrated to Canada with my famiiy when 1 was fourteen. In this country the 

future of the state is cas in doubt by the nationalisrn of Quebec Under the influence of a 

Trudeauesque vision of multicultural coexistence and liberal rationaiism, the prevailing 

opinion I encountered among Canadians was that nationaiisrn was an undesirable doctrine 

of dissent and strife. This lefi me in conflict over what to thïnk about nationalisrn as a 

phenomenon. In one country there was widespread acceptance of its legitimacy, in 

another there was widespread acceptance (et least among Anglophones) that it was a 

harmful and dangerous doctrine. 

If the question were put to me 1 would have to admit that 1 am grateful for the 

adiiewment of an independent Irish -te. Yet what am 1 suppused to thinlc about thïs 

response? Do 1 need to liberate myself fiom an attachment to the idea of an Irish nation, 

something that 1 know was an object of indoctrination in my Irish schooling? Am 1 a bad 



Canadian if 1 thuilr Quebec should have the option to go its aam way, perhaps to d d o p  

itself as a separate nation? Indeed, what if 1 fuid that prospect exciting? 

My object in writing this dissertation was to ouutlie an understanding of the moral 

worth of nations that can account for my feeling that the Irish state was an achievement for 

which 1 could be gratefd, but lhat did not sanction every exmeme to which nationalism has 

been d e n  in the past Having grown up in the most traditional part of Ireland 1 a m  well 

aware of the d i n g  environment that nationalism can foster, as wel as of the violence and 

conflict that goes with i t  But 1 am not convinced that this is a necessary part of 

nationalism, or that nich conduct wiil serve the ends at which 1 believe nationalisrn airns. 

I recognise that this is an arnbitious goal, but 1 would like to think that this could 

be a strength as well as a wlnerability of the project This work is an inevitably limited fim 

attempt at grappling with a multifonn and cornplex problem, yet it d e s  out an important 

question - on what (if anything) do we base the moral worth of nations? If we can get 

clarity on this matter, then we 4 be better psitioned to address the many other 

questions that immediately follow- Questions such as: 1s nationalism worth the risks 

involved? How does this moral worth stack up against other principles we d u e ?  Under 

what conditions should we accommodate nationalist daims, and when should nations give 

way instead? 

These are vitaüy important questions and without answers to them a theory of the 

moral worth of nations is harnstning in its practical applicability. Yet important as they are 

1 do not set out to address these questions here. In this regard, at least, my object is more 

modest Though I will touch on these aspects indirecdY, as the argument p r d s ,  my 



interest is focused primarily on identifying what gïves nations dieir moral standing. If'we 

recognise a moral worth to nations, this may ultimately involve us in trad-6 with other 

things we value - like social diversity, i n d ~ d u a l  autonomy, etc. - and 1 knoar that this may 

seem intolerable to some. But 1 am not convinced that an acceptable alternative is to deny 

nationalisrn any mord standing fiom the outset and thereby f o r d  the need to evaluate 

it against these other concerns- 

In this introduaory chapter 1 set out some preliminary information about the 

project. 1 begin with a brief preview of the argument 1 mean to make concerning an 

understanding of nationalisrn as the pursuit of a shared ftame of reference 1 then say a 

few words about the methodology 1 will employ, and indicate what 1 will not be doing in 

this projen 1 next provide an qlanation of some of the key terms 1 use as weU as an 

q lana t ion  of why 1 avoid certain other terms. 1 follow this with a more detailed oudine 

of how the chapters of the dissertation are mctured, and I close with a few comments on 

how 1 hope this project om contribute to the study of nationalisrn as a normative problem 

1 - Preukw of the Argument 

The central daim of this work is that the moral value of nationaiism arises in the 

benefits derived from a shared fiame of reference in time, space, and in our relations with 

others. Based on a review of the arguments of Irish and Quebec nationalists, 1 argue that 

the nationd fiame of reference serves as a cognitive mechanism for bringing together 

relevant information about the temporal, historical, and social dimensions of a 

population's coUective life. Nationalism attempts to establish, or portray as already 



established, a parri& b e  of reference among a population by changing either the 

politid order or the population's traits so that they better reflect die national b e  of 

reference Since its moral worth is owed to the benefits that it can help redise for a 

population, nationalism is an instrumental g d  However, the capacity to create and re- 

create shared h m e s  of reference (national or otherwise) is an attribute which is 

intrinsidly valuable, in that it d e s  coU&e Me possible. 

As a shared fiame of reference, a nation can yield benefits at two levels. At the 

personal level it provides benefits via a seaire sense of one's context and a feeling of 

belonging and esteem through association Mth group achievements. These b e n e h  have 

been recognised in existing theories concemecl with the morality of naaonalism, such as 

those of Will Kymlicka, Charles Taylor, and Avishai Margalit But ofien these accounts 

stop there, at the individual level, and thk leaves out an important part of the picture. 

Because of this, these accounts run into problems when individuals are attached to 

different fiames of reference, as in the case of immigrants. Lf nationalism is justified solely 

at a personal or individuai level, then everyone has an equal daim to having their frame of 

reference politically or socially established. Kymlicka for instance tries to deal with this 

problem by accommodating some groups with historical nghts or grievances and saying 

others (immigrants) have essentially contracted away their right to their original fiame of 

reference- 

At the collective level, nationalism also provides political benefits because a shared 

frame of reference assures a certain level of mutual understanding and makes it more likely 

that the governors wili understand and share an interest in the affairs of the govemed. 



This kind of understanding helps to minimise inadvertent harm and facilitates &e 

consideration of relevant interests in a representative system Theorists of the morality of 

nationalism such as Miller and Tamir have already recognised that nationalism pays a 

dividend in tenns of political efficacy. But they artribute this to the existence of affective 

ties between conationals. This account proves problematic, however, because it cannot 

explain the origin of these ties without becoming circula. (1 have ties to m y  cm-nationals 

because they are my conationals). Instead, 1 beli~re a shared h m e  of reference is the 

origin of the special relationship berneen canationals, 1 believe that the cenational 

relationship rests on cognitive praaices rather than affeceive ties, and 1 believe that this 

cognitive factor is reflected in the arguments nationalists use to jusaft their cause 

Following Lrom the understanding of nationalism oudined above are several further 

daims. 1 also argue that the national fiame of reference is evidence of an adaptive capacity 

that enables us to reconfigure Our ways of thinking, communicating, and acting together. 

Historic changes in what Benedia Anderson c d s  "forms of consciousnessw' are, 1 believe, 

further evidence of this capacity at work But these shareci fiames of reference are not just 

the product of historid materialism, aithough they are related to these forces at some 

level. The courses of nations o h  owe a great deal to the conscious efforts of their 

national adherents. Nationalisa who cal1 upon their companiots to k o m e  a nationw2 

can also, thetefore, be held responsible for the condua of that nationalism. We need not 

accept a given nationalism in whatever forms it presents to us. 

' Benedia Andason, X m r z @ d  Commrmiria: Repertiorts on the Oniput a d  S ' ,  ofNatioricllInn, rev. d 
(London: V m ,  1983), 23. 
* Such a caU was issued by the eighteenth œntury Irish piiamentarian Henry Grattan, in bis puxsuit 
of an independent Insh patlianient. I discuss Grattan's nationaiism in greater detaii in Chapter 2. 



A shared b e  of reference offers a way for a population to achieve security and 

efficacy in their lives. It faditates and supports both individual and coU&e 

achievements because it provides a cornmon idiom for communication, a cognitive 

mechanism for complexity reduction, and a resewe of histonal precedents for inspiration. 

Nations are not the only kinds of shared h e s  of reference that pay this d ~ d e n d ,  but 

they encompass a territorial dimension that gives them pareicular politicai significance in a 

period when political authority is higldy temtonalised and when juridiction is often 

exercised within borders. 

To continue to pay a dividerid in tenris of secwity and eficacy, the national frame 

of reference should keep in tune with the a c d  circumstances of the population that 

employs i t  If not, the information and options it offers will become increasingly irrelevant 

and ilt-suited, and instead of improving a population's knodedge and efficacy, it can 

become an obstacle to it. Yet precisely because they bring together and integrate 

information on the key dimensions that inform our thinking and acting, nations provide a 

way for a population to collectively revise the options and information with which they 

work Reexamining its national character is therefore one way for a group to change the 

contact of choice for the individuals withiri i t  

2. Metluxblogy 

My methodology involves using a case-snidy approach to help understand and d u a t e  

moral phenornena- 1 employ a contextualist approach, in the belief that observing r d -  



world experience can provide vital fdback into normative thinking, and 1 therefore pay 

close attention to h m  eMnts and arguments unfold in practice. This medmdological 

approach is oudined in Joseph Carens' Culttne, Citizenshiip, und Cornllluni~' and is similar in 

kind to the contextualist approach fdlowed by Michael Walzer in Sphers ofJustke4 

1 begin by examining aüsting b r i e s  of nationalism to see whether they are adequate 

to account for nationalism's moral worrh (or lack thereof). 1 classifj. the M g  normative 

thùiking on nationalism mto six theory.types and identify where these accounts prove 

problematic. 1 then ask how well these theories help us understand the conduct of 

nationalism in nwo historical cases - those of Ireland and Quebec What rnakes these w o  

cases interesting fiom my point of view is not what makes them hot topics for most 

sdiolars of nationalism? Rather, 1 am interested in the fact that some aspects of these 

cases are often thought to be morally uncontroversial. In Ireland, changing the political 

order to establish an independent state in the cwenwix counties seems now to be widely 

regardeci as a morally legitimate masure, aithough attempts to change the traits of the 

population - affecting women's rights, language use, and economic development, for 

instance - proved problematic. In Quebec, efforts aimed at cultural selfipresewation - 

such as regulating language use and fostering economic development - are generaliy seen as 

legiamate, but changing the political order is considered problematic. Because sirnilar 

measures appear in a different light in thae cwo cases 1 think they can help highlight what 

factors rnatter in establishing the moral standing of the nationalist daim. 

' Joseph C a m ,  uihodudion to CultrrrP, Citknship, and Conanunity: A ~~ OfJurtiw 
as EvenAanded. (New Y& Oxford University Press, m). 
"Michael W k ,  S p k  ofJrsai#= A ofPPdian cud&pud. (USA: Basic Books, 1983). 

7 



My casework involves three main research steps. First, duough historicaf research I 

identifg the social setting in which these events unfdded, the main tactics employed by 

nationalkas, and what the outcome of their efforts were Second, 1 examine the argumenrs 

that n a t i o n h  make on behalf of their cause by returning to original sources such as 

contemporary journak, speeches, and wrïtings, to see if there are things in nationalists' 

arguments that are rnissed in current theories. Third, 1 ask whether the formulation(s) of 

the nationalist daim (identified in s e p  two) can help explain why the conduct of these 

nationalist movements can be judged appropriate in some instances and problematic in 

others. 

Taking the understanding of the nationalist clah that was distilled through this 

casework exercise, 1 then proceed to a normative evaluation and ask whether this clairn bas 

moral standing. In the final stage of rny work I explain how rhis understanding of the 

mord worth of nations relates to or differs from the existing theones 1 discussed at the 

outset- 

3. What I am mt doing 

As noted this is an ambitious project Therefore 1 want to make dear what 1 will 

noc be tcying to achieve in this exercise. Tc begm with, aldiough I believe that there should 

be lirnits to the appliation of the nationalist daim, identi%ng those limits is not ehe main 

object of this work. 1 do specify one limit - that nationalism should be characterised by 

- - -- - -- 

In the Irish ase, the ~littioaalist pliaes of the e d y  Irish State have attraaed mnsidetable attention 
in recent schofarsbip, while in Quebec the issue of political has been the f k u s  of much 
debate. 



equd respect for persons; and more lunits may be appropriate, but 1 do not pursue that 

question here Since nations are not the only thïngs we value. we need to d d o p  ways to 

balance these concems. In m y  view, however, the f b t  step in diis process is to establish 

what the moral daim of nationalisrn consisCs in, when properly understood. 

Neither I do mean to defend every instance of n a t i o n h  Clearly there are 

nationalisrns that employ indefensible tactics. Yet it does not necessarily follow that all 

nationalisms are indefensible. If nationalism is also associated with ce& benefits, then a 

clear understanding of those benefits and how they arise can only be to out advantage. 

1 d l  not be arguing for nationalisrn as the only (or even necessarily the best) way to 

condua politid a f f h .  1 think it is one of many possibilities. In truth, 1 suspect it has 

already seen its day. But it still serves a purpose for certain people and groups and so it is 

d l  a relevant force to understand. 

Finally, wlde 1 personally believe that the need for a shared b e  of reference is a 

constant feature of the human condition, I WU not attempt to establish so broad a claim. 

Instead 1 wiil be content if 1 can argue that nationalisrn is evidence of how the nation, as a 

shared frame of reference, can secure both personal and politid benefits, and that these 

are benefits we should be concerned with providing hough our political and social order. 

4. Dejinitions and T-wbgy 

The choice of terrninology is always a crucial part of developing an argument In 

this section I want to outline what 1 mean by a few of the basic terms 1 employ. As well, 1 

want to explain why there are certain other terms 1 have avoided- 



The first tenn I should explain is, of course, ' n a t i o n k '  By nationalism 1 mean 

the doctrine that seeks the establishment of a shared frame of reference in the ,  space and 

social relations and that is encapsulateci in the ideas of the nation. Nationalism also cwers 

the measures enacted to arrive at a situation whereby a national fiame of reference 

becomes widespread among a population, or whereby the political order is changed to 

better reflect the population's fiame of reference. N a t i o n h  therefore suggests a kind of 

matching principle7 that aims at  a situation where the political order and the members of 

the population al1 work widiin a certain fiame of reference. 

By 'nation' 1 mean the frame of reference that describes a set of selected knowledge 

concerning history, temtory, and social relations. Once committed to this frame of 

reference the members of a population may corne to see it as so integral to their lives that 

they think of themselves as part of the nation, d e r  than as people who emplqr a certain 

set of ideas and information. Nevertheless, the nation is a cognitive construct; it is not the 

population group to &ch that consma refers. 

With these two major t e m  outlined, 1 next want to explain m y  use of certain 

other phrases that I employ as part of my exploration of nationalism. In the discussion 

that follows 1 talk about the nationalist claim as having moral standing under certain 

conditions. 1 have chosen to use terms like 'daim' and 'standing' because men where I 

argue that there is some moral worth to nations, 1 do not mean to imply that this moral 

value should automatically prevail mer al1 other concems. Instead, in reahorld 

conditions moral decisions require us to weigh competing daims of various worth, and we 

must pay attention to how these daims play out in a pamcular situation. In advance of 

' This aspect of nationalism is dkaseâ in more decail in Chapter 2 

10 



addressing any specific moral challenge, however, we can determine whether a moral daim 

has standing - i.e, whethr it should weigh into die process of decision-making. My goal 

therefore is not to presaibe the moral standing nationalism should have --vis other 

things we value (although this is an important task), it is oniy to argue that it has sufficient 

moral standing in a general sense to merit consideration, and in some cases perhaps, 

accommodation. 

1 should acknowledge, hawever, that 1 make one exception to this stance. In 

specifying that nationdiSm should be characterised by an equal respect for pemns 1 am 

suggesting that a concem for a fundamental kuid of quai$  should not be sidelined in 

favour of nationalist objectives. This is b u s e  1 see it as a p r~ondi t ion  of the kind of 

moral conversation in which we must engage in order to assess the legitimacy of a 

nationalist c l a h  And also because if not for a belief in equal respect for persons, then 

there is no particular reason to be mncemed with the b e n e h  to various populations, 

benefits that ground the worth of nations. Nonetheless 1 recognise that rhis aspect of my 

argument is not M y  developed, and that the relative ranking of the nationalist daim and 

the principle of equal respect for petsons is open to challenge. 

Another term where there is room for confusion is that of 'independence' as a 

political status. ï h e  way 1 use the term, independence is not an absolute measure - you 

either have it or you don't - but rather can be present in wryuig degrees. So when 1 ask 

about the appropriateness of independence for heland or Quebec, what 1 am concemed 

with is the move toward i w d  independence, and how far the process should go. 

' Of course equaüty can be dehed mae a Iess M y y  1 use it to indicate tquaï fieedom h m  civic 
resbnaions. 



1 am concemecl to darifV this terrn because for some people nationalism implies the 

goal of a nation-state, indeed it is sometimes thought to be defined by this goal. As should 

aiready be dear, this is not my understanding of nationaiSn If n a t i o n k  were defined 

in terms of the goal of complete independent s~atehood, for instance, this would d e  out a 

vast portion of what is norrnally accepted as representing [rish nationalist history- In fact, 

Irish nationalism would h e l y  regiscer throughout much of die nineteenth century, going 

into a long hiatus afier the Republican revolutions of 1798 only to burst back ont0 the 

scene with the 1916 Rising- C1early such an understanding of nationalism misses 

something important 

For this reason 1 do not talk about nation-states in this discussion- Statehood is 

certainly the objective of some nationalists, but 1 think the more general drive is to change 

the political order to better reflect the shared frame of reference. These changes can take 

many forms, several of which f d  short: of statehood. 

Another terrn that 1 have tned to minimise my use of in this discussion is 'identity.' 

This rnay seem like a nirious strategy, given diat national identity is generaliy seen as an 

important factor in acplaining why nations mean so much to people. But 1 chose this 

strategy because 1 diuik identity can be problematic in two ways. First, there are so many 

different concepts of identity in circulation, that the word indicates different things to 

different people? Second, the term a n  lead to a fdse sense of confidence that we 

undemand what is going on when people 'identiv in one way or another. We alf know 

- 

1 have identifieci sorae of these different ofidentity in a paper entitled "Argumaits 
from b t i t y "  presented at the oonfkenœ 'Migrations, Interactions and Conflicts in the Making of a 
Euopean PemoQ.acy," The University of Bologna, Italy, ïkamber 1I5-9, 1997. 



what having an identity f d s  like, but 1 am not sure we aiways know how it workdO 

Instead, I wanted to see arhat other terms 1 wodd use in place of identity, i f 1  had to try to 

explain the same ideas without using that pareiccuiar term. 1 have not always been 

successful in avoiding die term but 1 have tried to set out in different ways, whenever 

possible, what 1 meant in place of the idea of identity. 

Fhally, I do not discuss nations as ethnic groups. This is b u s e  1 don't believe 

nations are ethnic groups or vice versa. I understand 'ethnic' as an anthropological term 

for identifiing population groups baseci on descent." While ethnic groups also have their 

unique social forms, this is not sufTicient to make nations synonymous with ethnicity- As 

Emest Gellner observed there might be plenty of social groups in the world that have 

potential for nationhood, but only a hction ever assert themselves this way.'Ethnic 

groups, therefore, may provide fertile ground for the birth of nations but what d e s  a 

nation a nation is ultimately something beyond ethnicity.13 

These, then, are the terms I wïil use, and those 1 wiil avoid as 1 pursue this 

discussion. 1 have discussed only a select few, thme that are the most basic. Others 1 wiil 

outline as 1 proceed. 

'O If 1 had to venture m y  own explanation of identitty I would say that it arises in the idea that you and 
1 are aiike in that we think a act based on the same points of refimmœ- The 'identity' is therefore 
between our aonduct or cognitive prartioes, whadi we n m g n k  to be simihr in khi. Having an 
identity means having this experienoe of a like trait or pattern in anorhaorha " The Néw w- ofEngikh fa &stance &fines 'ethaid as "denoting ongin by bhth a 
descent rattier than by present ~tionality~" 
l2 "Most of the potential nations," m g  to Gellner, "fhil dal<ogethr even to raise their ciaim." 
See, N i  andNarioMfr'sm (I-, New Y& Coniell University Press, 1983), 49. 
l3 Anthony D. Smith's 'pnmoPdralise' - * theoryofnationalismoffersanaccountchatstresses tbeethnk 
origin of nations- Basicaiiy his argument is tbat nations are o k ,  with deeper mots than is g m e d y  
recoguised. 1 think we aould mllcBde this and stiil think that M t y  and mtionality are separate 
and distinct phenornena. See Tlic E h k  Oll& OfNationr (ïmdon: Basil Blackwell, 1988). 



5. Chapm Outline 

The discussion that foUows this introduction proceeds in five main chapters- 

Following the methodology 1 outluied above, I begin by assessing the casting theoreticai 

perspectives on n a t i o n a b  The next two chapters consider the historical experience with 

nationalism in Ireland and Quebec, and thus ~rovide the contamai content of the 

argument The fourdi chapter returns to the b e l  of normative assessment and attempts to 

evaluate a new account of the worrh of nations based on the findings of the previous 

chapters- The fifth chapter then compares this account with the existing theoies 

encountered at the outset, to see how it perfom. 

In my first chapter I identify and aitique six theory-types that suggest a certain 

moral worth of nations (or in one case, suggest the absence of such worrh). My main daim 

in this chapter is that these theories, while they are right in some parts, prove unworkable 

on some dimension. 1 attempt to outline where the particular problems lie, and conclude 

by specifiing those criteria which an account of the moral wo& of nations should be 

expected to meet 

My second chapter is concernai with the experience with nationalism in Ireland. 

The main argument of this chapter is that there were two formulations of the nationalist 

daim in the Irish case. The first (the ' g d  government' formulation) claimed that a 

difierence in understanding berween govemed and goveming harmed the population's 

interests. The second (the 'national character' formulation) held that the loss of a uniquely 

Irish idiom underminecl the esteem and achievements of the population. Both, I argue, 

point to the significance of a shared b e  of reference for political and personai well 



being. Yet I aiso oudine how some of the tactics used did more harm than gocd and how 

attempts to legislate certain national traits lad in some cases to discrimination and 

dienation. 

Chapter 3 addressg the acperience with nationalisrn in Quebec In it 1 argue that 

we see similar arguments for nationalism king used in Quebec as were encountered in the 

Irish case (i-e., an emphasis was put on understanding local circumstances and reraining a 

psydiologidy important idiom), But while changing the population to support a 

cornmon idiom may be appropriate in Quebec, 1 argue that Quebec is a less clear case 

when it cornes to political change in the form of independence, because there is also a 

certain shared (Canadian) fiame of reference involveci. 

In Chapter 4 I attempt to evaluate normatively an account of nationalkm as a 

shared h m e  of reference- I argue that as a shared fiame of reference the nation is a way to 

redise beneh  at both the political and the personal be l .  It provides a way to extend 

personal knodedge, support expression and esteem, address relevant local issues, and 

adapt to a dynarnic environment The national &me of reference brings together 

information on time, space, and relations with others, and given the territordisecl nature 

of contemporary politics, this dimension sets nations apart from other shared frames of 

reference. I also conclude that nationaiism is concemed with realising a good, rather than 

establishing a condition for justice, and I argue that this is an instrumental good but that it 

derives hom a capacity that is intrinsicdy good 

In the last major chapter - Chapter 5 - 1 ask how a shared h m e  of reference 

account sa& up against the acisting t h d e s  I oudined in Chapter 1. The main daim of 



this chapter is that the 'shared b e  of reference' account addresses the weaknesses 

identified in agsting theories while it draws upon and complements their strengths. 

Ln the last part of the project 1 provide a short conclusion which sums up the major 

daims and findings, a .  1 contemplate the d u e  of the o v d  exercise as reflected in these 

daims and findings. 

6. C o ~ b u t i o n  

1 believe this work can contribute to the study of nationalism in two ways - one of 

them is concemed with a theoretical feature, the othet with a methodologid approach- 

First, at a theoretical level dUs project aims at refining our thinking on the m o d  s t a ~  

of nationalism so that we can avoid some of the difficulties encountered in txisting 

theories. The outcome a 'shared fiame of reference' account - is distinct from existing 

normative approaches in that it uses ideas developed for a personaVindividual defence of 

nationalism (as a context for choice and a source of individual esteem and identity) and 

argues that these factors aiso have a collective dimension. In other words, they don't just 

rnatter fm people, but bencleen people In mm it &es the collectïvim defence of 

nationalism (as a basis for better politics) and grounds it in more than affective ties or 

sociai trust, either of which can prove unreliable without other factors to ground them 

Second, this exercise takes a novel methodological approach to its theoretical task. It 

seeks to bring badc into the equation a set of voices that have traditionally been excludecl - 

those of nationalists themselves. Doing so provides an opportunity to see whether there is 



something about the moral worth of nations ht has not yet been f d y  captured by those 

who theorise about i t  As it now stands, in both the Irish and Quebec case, nationalist 

arguments are studied mostly for their historical or sociological insightq but rarely as 

claims about politid good. On the other b d ,  normative debates over nationaiism are 

ofien conducted without direct reference to how nationalists thernselves frame the issue. I 

think this is a signifiant omission and my work aims to address this defiut 

7. GmcLunon 

As already noted, this is an ambitious projecx But 1 am not attempting a project of 

this scope because 1 think 1 can see deeper into the cornplex phenomenon of nationalism 

than others have before me. In t ~ t h  I only began to understand it at aU because of the 

work that has already been dom. Yet at the same time, 1 felt the pieces were not all fitting 

together. Either the nation was cast as so  essential to our ability to suwive and thrive that 

we could hardly do without it, or it was cas as a dark inheritance that we needed to grow 

out of, or sometimes it could even be both. From what 1 had already seen of nationalisrn I 

undemood it to be a powerful force when it came to bringing a population together, but 1 

believed its course was still directed by the way people chose to employ it. I wanted to see 

an account that reflected this dimension of the phenomenon. 



CHAITER ONE: THE WORTH OF NATIONS 

There are a number of possible ways to approach the question nationdism a 

good thing?" I mean to review a seiection of these approaches in this chapter. But 1 will 

argue that the Ieading theories on the motality of nationalism, while right in parts, prwe 

unworkable on some dimension. For that reason 1 conclude that we need to revisit our 

thinking on nationalism so chat we can better corne to grips with the difficult but 

important question of its moral standing and to explain why we should (or should not) 

make a place for it in the political or public arena. 

h this chapter I focus on six different theories about the morality of nationalism. 

Nationalism does not appear in the same light in each of these theories, but each aims at 

explaining the same drive to forge a distinct political and/or sociai unit based on the idea 

of the nation. The nation, meanwhile, appears in these theories as a largely socially 

constructecl set of relationships that the population involveci tends to regard as a 

fundamental part of their collective lives. 

Yael Tarnir says there are two ways of 'theorising' nationalism." The first involves 

the development of sociological or historical accounts about nationalist movements. This 

is the type more cornmonly adopted by scholars of nationalism, she says. But she urges 

scholars to explore a second way of thinking about nationahm, one that attempts to 

provide "an abstract, normative theory of nationalism." In her view, it is this second type 

l4 Yael Tamir, ''Themericd DMinilties in the M y  of Nationalism," in Rclikeihig N - b ,  cd. 
Joyceiyne Couture, Kai Nielsen, and Mi- Seymour (- University of C l d g a ~ ~  Press, 19%). 



that is most properly the work of political theoriscs, s ine  it involves uprescribing certain 

norms and modes of behavi~ur.~'~ 

1 intend to take up Tamir's challenge to address the moral dimension of 

nationalism but I also want to include an assessrnent of the hist~ncal/SOCi~logi~aI accounts 

already in circulation. This is because 1 believe such accounts also have implications for 

Our moral thinking about nationaism As David Miller has argued, any political theory 

has two elements to it, one of which amounts to a 'philosophical anduopology" and the 

other consists of a set of 'prescriptive principles.w'6 Sociologid/historical theoties that 

offer an account of the anthropology of nationalism, while they do not n e c d y  entail a 

particular moral stance, do suggest a perspective on the phenornenon that may, in mm, 

influence the kind of prescriptive principles we are prepared to endorse. 

1 begin the discussion with the W y  of theon= that answers the question of 

nationalism's moral worth in the negative. These are theones that see nationalism as 

catering to the darker side of our natures. These "dark sidew theories point to the problem 

of ethnic conflict, to the subordination of the will, and to the need for stability and order. 

Any one of these is thought sufficient to render n a t i o n a h  a dangerous doctrine, and 

suggests that while its appeal is undeniable, its morality is dubious. 

Second are remedial right theories which, in effea, attempt to bypass the question 

of nationalism's moral standing by focusing instead on the question of rights. ïhey argue 

that where rights are harmed in a systematic and groupMde way, there rnay be a case for 

secession. But this approach has unavoidable consequences for the statu of nations and 



the movements that champion theu cause- Somewtiat optimistically, remedial right 

theories suppose! that the issues r a i d  by nationalism can be sobed without having to 

address nationalisrn head on. This position proves untenable 

Third are what 1 am calling udysfunctionalist" theories. These are theories that 

argue that nationalism helps us cope with the demanding economic and social 

circumstances of modernity. It does so by providing a new social structure attuned to the 

knowledge and mobility requirements of the new economy - both domestic and 

international - and by compensating for the ills of anornie and inequality. Such theorïes 

suggest that without nationalism we would, at a minimum, be unable to redise the promise 

of modernity in al1 its industrial and iiberal glory, and that we could even face some kind 

of social or economic collapse without the nation to shelter us. 

F o d  are social trust theories, which suggest that shared nationality tends to foster 

relationships that enrich Our moral anci political lives by boosting the essential ingredient 

of ma Trust bom of common nationality is thought to be the key to deepened 

commitments and to the realisation of distributive justice. 

The f i f i  type - seIf-esteem theories - is akin to "dysfunctionalistw theones in that it 

suggests that we can't get dong very well without heaithy nations. But they connefc 

nationalism to the more intimate arena of seIf-esteem rather than to economic or social 

effectiveness. Secure identity and belonging is so fundamental to individuai well being, 

they argue, that whatever senres to ground these factors acquires value in v ime cf its 

contribution to self-esteem. 

l6 David MiHet, "Communitarianism: lefk, right and aentre," in W L n n  d is Rut&, ed Dan 
Amon and Amer de-Shalit (New York RouUedge, 1999), 172. 



Sixth and fin*, 1 consider an autonomy-based theory that grants, somewhat 

obliquely, a certain moral standing to national cultures. Will Kymlicka holds that 'sacietal 

cultures' - which indude national minorities - provide a way of rnaking choice 

meaningful, and are therefore essential to individual autonomy. Consequendy weryone 

should have access to a secure societal culnue, as this is the foundation of personal 

autonomy. 

1 will set out each of these theories as separate daims about the moral standing of 

nationalism, and discuss how diey fare on rhis score (though particular authors ofien rnake 

use of elements from more than one of these theones). This is not intended as a 

comprehensiw reading of any one of them, howtwer, and 1 don't pretend to be able to do 

justice to them in the space allowed. What 1 aim to do is identify what each has to say 

about why we should (or shodd not) accommodate the daims of nationalism when we 

encounter them. 1 then consider how well these answers hold up under scnitiny- I suspect 

that they al1 point to some dimension of the tmth about nationam, but it's just as 

important to know the limits of these approaches and where they fa11 short as explanations 

of the worth of nations- 

1. NAnONALISM AS OUR 'DARK SDE' 

Ernest Gellner called the account of nationalism that reduced it to "atavistic forces 

of blood or temtory'' the "Dark Godsn theory, and he promptly disrnissed it as ~ntenable.:~ 

But it is not so easy to banish those associations. While Geltier is nght to rernind us that 



barbarity is not unique to the age of nationalism, it is still legitimate to ask whether 

nationalism has a tendency to feed (or feed on) backwardness, h a d ,  repression or chaos. 

In other words, is naaonalism about indulging the darker side of Our natures? 

Those who argue against the m o d  value of nationalism point to two nationally- 

inspired world wars and to more recent exercises in the art of genocide and edinic 

cleansing as the repeated incarnations of the same dark purposerpose Short of these atrocities, 

there is ample evidence to associaate nationalism with authoritarian or totalitarian regimes. 

And even where the nationalist cause does not seem to promise an imminent coliapse into 

bloodshed or repression, the nature of the doctrine and the movements it spawns threaten 

to undermine that delicate balance known as 'the international order.' PVhat sovereignty 

would be secure, it is argued, if it codd be undone because of a constructed fiction like the 

nation? Thus even if nationalisrn could be disassociatecl fiom the evils of ethnic hatred or 

totalitarianism, our basic interest in living in a system characteriseci by stability and 

predictability militates against regardhg nationalism as anything but downright dangerous. 

But before 1 address the arguments of these theories, 1 want to point to a problem 

in the way they are sometimes employed- This idea of nationalisrn as catering to Our 

darker natures is often used in opportunistic ways - to describe movements that challenge 

existing states. These states, on the other hand, are purported to have escaped the 

contagion. The good ones, at least, are supposedly held together by an attachment to civic 

principle. Yet the community basecl in a purely civic attachment is an ideal that has rarely, 

if ever, been realised. If there is little chance of realising a auly  neutral order and the civic 



nation is, as Bernard Yack has argue4 a myth," then nationalism r e m s  as a pressing 

question for au states, whether existing or aspiring. If i t  is morally Uegitimate then the 

chances are we are all implicatd in its guik Jua because one nationalism succeeded long 

ago where another failed does not give the successful one a bye in the moral arena. 

Therefore it is implausible to apply 'dark side' themies as if only those already exduded 

fiom the club of smtes can f d  victim to the malaise of nationdism. If that is how the 

theory gets employed, it is suspect from the beginning.19 

But if we accept that it applies equally to the nationalism of exïsting and aspiring 

states, 'dark side' theories are worth investigating- To make the case against nationalism, 

'dark side' theories come in at least three variations, based on dserent accounts of what 

constitutes darkness. The variations 1 revîew here centre on ideas of progres, the will, and 

social order. In the case of progress the concern is with the maxunisation of social utility 

via enlightenment and liberalisation. In the case of the will, the concem is with self- 

determination as the highest good, and questions how this can be presewed in a system 

that involves multiple wills - to wit, politics. And in the case of social order, the concem 

is with the value of stability and predictability as a crucial precondition of other social 

goods. As noted, nationalism can be variously consmied as threatening progress, 

subjugating the will, or undermïning the basic order of politicx, and therein, supposedly, 

lie its dark tendencies. 

'" Ya& "The Myth of <he Civic Nation," in n>aaipilg N M i m z ,  ed. RwaM Beiner (New 
York S U N Y  Press, 1999), 103-19. 
'' Louis Balthazar m;iirer a similar point in tbe introduction to, Bdim ciu n r r t i o n r r l k  au Qlcé6ac 
(Montreal: L'Hexagone, 1986), and Rogers M. Smith echog the same idea in his introduction to Civic 
I&&: Gmjliaing Vrsiorts of Cititns/rip ut USaii3tvry (New Haven, Nk Yale University Press, 1997). 



John Stuart Mill recognised the value of nations as the setung for represenmtive 

democracy, but he also felt that they could be obstacles to the progress of Society (by 

encouraging suiking wer innovation)." The utility yielded through progress is what 

justifies both a liberal order and representative democracy, so &en naaonaiisrn gets in the 

way, nationalism must yield. Thus where it opposes a liberal and progressive order 

nationalism should be considered a retrograde or regressive force. Canadian Prime 

Minister Pierre Trudeau used such logic to aiticise what he saw as the backwardness of 

Quebec nationalism2' Yet contemporary Quebec nationalism - the very n a t i o n h  that 

Trudeau was taking aim at - is dosely associaated with the Quiet Revolution in that 

province and introdued a social, economic, and political transformation that would have 

wartned Miil's heart So the fim thing to observe is that nationalism is not an inherent 

enemy of social progtess. At moçt it depends on the particular circumstances involved. 

But there is a more fundamental problem with this account of nationalisrn's moral 

standing. The problem with Mill's logic is that it assumes a linear and recognisable path to 

this thing d l e d  progress, and that the s d e d  advanced nations know better how to run 

society and politics for the general good. Such logic not only condemns atavistic 

nationalism; it a h  justifies imperialism in the interem of bringing the b a h r d  out of 

their darknes into the light of progress. But irnperial and colonial experiments, even at 

their most benevolent, have rarely served the interests of those they were supposed to 

JohnStuartMill, UiSUurionimr; O n L i b e r t y a d G m i h t h s a r & p m m t d w ~ , e d .  H.B, 
Aaon (London: Dent, 1972), 395. 
*' TrudeauarguedtbatindependeocewasaotviabkforQuebecbecausz "FrenchraTutiaistoo 
cuIturaiiy anaemîc, too ecommidy destitute, tao inteiïecnraUy marcid, too Spintuaiiy paralysed, to 
k able to suvive more than a 00upIe of d t x a k  of stapation, emptying herself of aii her vitality into 
nothing but a OeSSpit, the minor of ber natioaaliscic vanity a d  'M. " See "The New T-n of 
the InteIlecnials" in Fadiirrrlk ad tkFnmh G z ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ n t o :  Mannillaa, 1%8), 170. 



enlighten, If we can not legitimately maintain a politid order on the grounds of bringing 

progress, the corollary would seem to be h t  neither c m  we c d  iiIegitimate those political 

projectî that break with the established order, sirnply because of claims that this order 

embûdies progress. Thus the Mildinspüed condenmation of nationalism as b a k r d n e s s  

cannot hold as a moral evaluation without also endorsing a kind of civilisational hierarchy 

that invokes the spectre of imperialism in ail its misguideci oprimism. 

Yet this is d l  not sufficient to exonetate nationalisrn of its dark associations. Hie 

Kedourie, for instance, arguecl that the nature of the doctrine itself was at the root of the 

problem Arising in a Kantian ideal of seifdetermination and authenticity, nationalism 

calls for an ultimately self-negating subordination of the will to a greater social whole. As 

Kedourie put it, "the essence of nationalism is that the will of the individual should merge 

in the will of the nation."" The fkedom that can be d i s e d  through nationalism then 

has a11 the problems associated with Berlin's concept of positive freedom and is naturally 

much out of favour in an era obsessed with negative fiee~lom-~' What's more, the central 

role that will played in the new nationalist ethic ment  that nothing could legitimately 

obstruct it. Nationaiism, by 'its very nature," Kedourie said, "nn to exmemes."" 

If this were an accurate assessrnent ofnationalism, it would indeed be appropriate 

to conclude it is a dangerous doctrine. But there is reason to think that the nature of the 

phenornenon is more complex and more varied than this 'aiumph of the d l '  argument 

suggests. Without denying that nationalism has its emremist and absoIutist forms (there 

EIie Kedourie, Nationrilsm, 4a ed (Oxford, UK: Biackweiï, 1993), 105. 
Isaiah Berlin, "Two Concepts of Liôerty," in Four Ers01 on Li@ (London: Word University 

Press, 1969). 
'' Kedowie, N w i m r ,  10, 



are precious few idedogies that don't), in order to pas  final judgement on the doctrine, it 

d l  needs to be establistied that this is the only and inevitable form it can de. If there are 

nationalisms that do not nin to exmemes or cast themselves as the only route to (positive) 

fiedom, then the question of moral worth remains an open one. I don't think one needs 

to look very far to encounter instances where nationalism, while important to people, has 

not led to rampant political excess or relied upon the subjugation of the d. I would 

submit that the nationalism of contemporary Quebec is a case in point. bbl ishing this 

point is not enough to rnake nationalism a mordy desirable doctrine. But it does mean 

that the critique of nationalism based on the idea that it requires the submergence of the 

individual will, whïie it may hold against some, does not hold against all vafieties of 

nationalism 

Kedourie raised another concem regarding nationalism, and it has been given 

considerable credence in an age concemed with giobalism and the international order. 

This is the idea that nationalism has a built-in chaos factor. It is how the marginaliseci and 

disaffected disrupt and overthrow the established order, ruining things for everyone. 

Emest Gellner himself reinforced this idea of the insatiability of nationalism with his 

famous argument that there simply wasn't room on earth for alI the potential nations that 

are out there, and that few have the level of homogeneity they desire, semng up a situation 

with multiple sources of conflia. If we open that Pandora's box by endorsing that idea of 

nationalism then no one will be spared the consequences, or so the argument goes. Men 

Buchanan, for instance, uses such a formulation (he cails it the "Measibility Objection") to 



rule out the legïtimacy of secessiowseeking national dfdetermination. He suggests that 

Our comrnon interest in stability overrides any such daims. 

1 think there is some tnith to this argument. Most nationalist movements are 

seeking some kind of change' o h  a change in the politid order. And changing the 

political order undeniably involves disniption. But order and predictability are not 

absolute values. W e  ofien decide that we are better sewed by systerns that are open to 

change. Why else would we hold regular eleaions? To establish die legitimacy of the 

existing internationd order simply on the basis of the fact that it is precisely that - existing 

and orderly - is to take up a Hobbesian view of relations in the international sphere, and 

d e s  of the international system a new leviathan. 

Allen Buchanan may offer us a Ladtean-like escape clause fiom this system by 

arguing for the legitimacy of secession where there is rights abuse, but iike revolution, this 

is a rare and extreme recourse in Buchanan's world. Where the abuse is not sufficiendy 

widespread or dear-cut, change is not justifid Like Locke's lone revolutionary, titldess or 

insuficiently victirnised national groups can do Lide but "appeal to ~eaven-"" 1 will 

retum to Buchanan's arguments in a foilowing d o n ,  but here 1 want to acknowledge 

that the doctrine of nationalism certaïnly involves change - whether social, poIitical, 

cultural or a combination thereof. But 1 subrnit that this is not sufficient to render the 

doctrine pernicious. Some change, even in its most disruptive and disorderly form, can be 

justifid, even desirable. Prudence argues for ma.king changes as painlessly and responsibly 

* See Allen Buchanan, "What's So Special about Nations?" in RpthinAi'ng Ncuionol., eci Jocelyne 
Couture, Kai Nieken and Michaei Seymour (Calsary: University of Calgary Press, 1996), 283- 309 
and "Tnaones of Seoessim, " Plirl;arqpiry and MI& A_blPirs 26, no. 1 (1997): 3 141. 



as possible, but it cannot make change - no matter how much of it is involved - inhetently 

wrong. As with the argument conceniing the subordination of the will, the most thïs 

argument can do is atcumscribe the way in which nationalism can be pursued. It is not, 1 

Selieve, sufficient to tender it morally illegitimate 

In the end, these "dark side" theories of nationalism are not as rnisguided as 

Gellner rnakes them out to be- But neither do they score a deckive victory a g a  the 

doctrine. It is legitimate to be concerned with stability, i n d ~ d u d  will, and even progress, 

but each of these can become h a d  in their own rïght if we consmie them as moral 

'trumps.' Unless nationalism cannot but descend into chaos, repression, and backwardness 

(and this characterisation is not borne out by historical experience), then we cannot d e  it 

out out of hand. Therefore we must continue to pursue the question of its moral worth in 

instances where these factors are not present 

II. NAT1ONALISM AS REMEDIAL RIGHT 

If the best that can be said for the "dark sidew theoies is that they tell against some 

forms of nationalism, we are left with the question of whether there are other instances 

where it is acceptable, or where it may even serve a desirable moral purpose. One area 

where the morality of nationalism is generally conceded, even by the most sceptical, is 

where national independence is thought of as a way for populations to escape a 

systematically abusive or exploitative situation. This is most likely the intuition behind the 

- - - 

John Lacire, T m  Trriotr'scs of -, rev. ed. with intro. aad notes by Peter Lasiea (New Y& 
Mentor, 1960), 426. 



near-universal endorsement of colonial nationalisms. This leads to a position that 

legitimates nationalism not as a doctrine of selfaetennination, but as a carefully 

circumscribed means to remedial justice, Allen Buchanan's remedial right theory is an 

example of this logic at w0rlrZ7 

First, 1 should acknowledge h t  Buchanan does not set out to m a .  a case for the 

moral standing of nationdism. Indeed, one gets the impression that he believes one of the 

chief -es of his theory is that it enables us to side step that thorny issue. To the extent 

that Buchanan does contemplate the question, he expresses serious resemtions about any 

doctrine that promotes national selfdetermination, but even this evaluation is based on 

doubts about its practical feasibility. However, 1 don't think this dei? footwork is enough 

to distance his remedial right arguments from arguments about nations and nationalism, as 

1 will srplain below. But for the thne being, it is enough to point out that most of the 

secession movements that he ends up legitimising through his arguments are also 

nationalist rn~vernencs.'~ Nationalism is more o h  dian not the doctrine that sets afoot 

the kinds of c l a b  that Buchanan is addressing, and to that extent, what he has to Say 

about those daims has a bearing on the standing of these movemena. 

Tuming to the instances where Buchanan will contemplate that nationalism can be 

at least circumstantially associated with a legitirnate cause, he argues that in general, 

secession is justifieci where a group "suffers what are unconuoversially regard4 as 

"SeeS- TheM~~Polirurtl~~FortS~totitirrrPnioand~(BoulQr: 
Westview Press, 1991)- 

This is not to say tbat m groups other than nations cm opt to urwip h m  an 88sting politid unit 
But to organk a population to pursue the seasion option Iiequires a great deai of mobiIisation. The 
idea of the nation has p v e n  exwmely successfùl at supporting this kind of effort, and non- 
nationai;icr d o n  h m  state uni& is, 1 tbhk, more the exception than the de. 



injustices and has no reamnable prospect of relief short of s ~ c E s s ~ o ~ . " ~ ~  Buchanan argues 

that where there have been cases of abuse or exploitation of a group, and where there is a 

vaiid daim to title, and where withdrawing the temtory in question would not compromise 

the righcs of others, then secession can be a Iegitirnate action. There may also be instances 

where cultural SUMW~ justifies secession, but these are very rare and require that the 

seceding group has no other tecourse, and that it has Iegitimate daim to the temtory that 

they want to rake with them But since all habitable temtory on earth is already considered 

to be under the valid title of some state or another, it seems uniikely that circumstances 

will mer arise to meet Buchanan's requirement in this category?O For dus reason 1 will 

focus my comments on those parts of Buchanan's argument that justifi secession in cases 

where there has been clear rights abuse. Indeed, this is the most powerful statement of the 

remedial right theory and should provide the most persuasive argument for answering the 

daims of the groups involvd, even when they are nations. 

The rights abuse formula works in Buchanan's opinion because it also serves to 

overturn title to territory as part of the remediation package. The abuse can come in two 

main f o m :  fiom 'unjust incorporation' or 'discrimhatory redistribution.'" What these 

two have in common is a focus on material rights, since we can assume that the offence in 

incorporation centres on the trançfer of title and that what is being redistributed is 

movable material goods or property rights. In essence then, secession is a way to recowr 

one's losses or to avoid funire damages. Buchanan also rules out the idea of seceaion as 

29 Buchanan, "Theoies of Secession," 44. Admittedly d o n  is only one f m  of natiodalism, but 
it is the only one Buchanan addtesses, 



being justifid by simple consent - or rather, by the withdrawal of consent to participate in 

the existing sate. Buchanan believes an individual's consent does not carry with it valid 

title to territory and so whiie a group may wish to secede, and under consent theory, 

should be allowed to do so, the tide to the land they occupy would remain with the prior 

state. Territorial title thus becomes the linchpin of any secession effort Where it is not a 

case of liberating a conquerd territory, i t  seems that in the vast majority of cases temtory 

can only be transferred to the group that wants to exit when the original atle holder 

negates it through abuse, or  voluntarily relinquishes i t  The seceding group, meanwhile, 

has no rights against this title-holding process and where they don't already have title, they 

can achieve it only by inviting abuse or by pleading for generosity. 

As noted, Buchanan d e s  out national selfdetermination as legitimate grounds for 

secession, and in addition to the main problem of temtorial title, he ares two objections. 

The "Infeasibility Objectionn repeats Gellner's argument about la& of space and the 

proliferation of conflict and instability. The "Equal Respea Objectionn questions why 

nations should get special t r a m e n t  when there are many signifiant sources of identity for 

individuals in modem society. The "Infeasibility Objectionn 1 have aire& addressed, in so 

far as it concems the value of d a 1  order. But with regard to the idea of 'feasibility,' as far 

as 1 lmow there is no set limit on the number of states this planet can accommodate. 

Buchanan's argument here seerns to rest on a conviction that small =tes won't be able to 

funmon effectively, or that there is a minimal critical m a s  for real sovereignty, but oddly 

As Avishai MaqaIit and Joseph Raz wrote; "Tt is a natural îact about ow world that it is a 
populated world with no unappropriateci l a d .  " mationai Self-Determination, " Zh Jounrrzl of 
Phil-& 87, no. 9 (lm), 440, 
31 AJien Buchanan, "Toward a Theory of Seussion," BWis 101 (1991): 329-33. 



enough 1 have yet to see any evidence to support this common daim Yet it appears that 

many smali states are doing just fuie. They may ewen be proliferating without causing the 

collapse of the international system.. In sho-  th all the complex forces that affect the 

viability of political authority and economic performance in the aiment era, why argue that 

size is such a deciding factor that it should f o r d  political change? In the contemporary 

era, given increasing international interdependence, sovereignty is inaeasingly 

circumscribed for men the mighaest of states. In which case, the playing field is k i n g  

levelled, as no one gets to have full and unconditional savereignty anyrnore In the face of 

these developments there needs to be some more convincing evidence provided for the 

"Infeasibility Objection" before it can be taken seriously. Othenvise it looks like litde more 

than existing (and oken large) states saying they don't wmt new members allowed into the 

club of states because it's inconvenient to work with bigger numbers. In that case, this 

objection cames minimal moral weight. 

The 'Equal Rgpect Objection," however, does raise a significant chailenge to the 

recognition of nationalism as a doctrine. But it merely amounts to asking the question 

that Buchanan uses as a chapter title: "What's So Special About Nations?" In asking the 

question, Buchanan is taking aim at theories of nationalism that defend its ctairns on the 

basis that it provides a valuable source of identity, belonging, and esteem. He requires, 

rightly 1 think, that more than this must be provided in order to validate the doctrine in its 

fullest implicaticns. But if an adequate answer can be provided to this challenge, then the 

objection is removed. 1 think it is appropriate and helphl for Buchanan to raise this 

question and through my overall project I intend to see if it can be answered. 



So under Buchanan's temis in the great majority of cases nationalism is d a t e d  

with a legitimate cause only when it serves a group with a valid ciaim to remediation, and 

which already holds valid temtorial tide. And ir should be reiterated that it's decidedly not 

the nationalism but the remdial right that's doing the work here. How well does this 

account worli! And what can it tell us about the worth of nationalism? 

First, as 1 suggested earlie, it is neceSSary to clarify what role nationalism plays in 

this account As noted, its worth is decidedly derivative, but I think some worth needs to 

be acknodedged. If nothhg else, nationalkm is the movement that points people to a way 

out of their abuse or a means to redaim their righdul property. Since there is no extemal 

body to introduce secession as a means to avert hrther abuse, it is up to the injwed party 

to start the process for independence. And this is what we n o d y  c d  nationdism. But 

1 assume Buchanan would be uncornfortable with even this minimal concesion to the 

moral worth of nationalism This is because he wants to argue for national secession in 

some instances Mthout acknowledging there is anything special about nations, fearing the 

implications of the conclusion that nations or nationalism have a moral daim of their own. 

Clearly this is a tri* position to ny to maintain and I think his remedial right thcory ends 

up in certain inconsistencies as a result. 

Take the issue of territory for instance. 1, for one, welcome his attention to this 

most basic of considerations. But 1 don't believe he can maintain a position that separates 

political consent from temtorial tide. If some daim to the lands that we occupy does not 

go dong with Our political consent to establish a state project, how could any state ever 

acquire tide to begin with? And if, as a group, we cui bring temtory into the state by Our 



consent to participate, &y can't a group take =me of it out again, if it opts to exit in 

favour of a new political p r o j d  Why is political tide to territory a oneway sueet? 

Consider, a h ,  the ambigu@ of Buchanan's argument for restoring stolen lands to 

independence. There is a dear intuitive appeal to this position but unfomnately it is not 

consistent with Buchanan's dismissal of nations on the grounds of infeasibility and 

inequity. If nations are not special, then why worry about restoring their poLitical 

independence? Why isn't it sufficient to, say, compensate for losses and guarantee quai 

treaanent of the newly incorporatecl national minority? This outcome would also have the 

virtue of causing less upheaval. One could object this might encourage attempts to take 

over other people's lands, but again, if nations are not special and the outcome is bigger 

(and perhaps more viable) and ultimately nondiscriminatory multinational states, then 

while we can criticise the means of expansion, once it has happened there aïe compelling 

reasons to leave it be. And while we might agree that some punitive damages are in order, 

if we deny that there was something special about this group's political independence, we 

have no reason to make restoring that independence a specïal pnonty in the remediation 

process. It's because we feel that there is something more at d e  in these cases that we 

cannot consider such an outcome as morally acceptable Buchanan's theories fail to 

capture what this added d u e  of the nation might be. 

But perhaps what 1 have the most difficulty with is the connection that Buchanan 

makes between victimhood and independence rights. Tamir objects to this comection 

because it may encourage people to dwell on or play up national injustices." 1 think this 

" Tamir caiis thïs "the sandificatian of sufferiqg." Yacl Tamir, LlanlNotionalr'iam <Rincdon: 
Prinoeton University h, 1993)' x. 



fear is well grounded, but 1 approach the issue slightly di'ferently. Having grown up in 

Ireland, 1 have a certain attachment to that place, and I think it's a good thing that there's 

an independent Irish state. However, under Buchanan's bgic the legitimacy of the Irish 

State derives largely kom a history of abuse ranging fiom the pend laws to the Black and 

Tans. In which case am I in the position of being gratefu l a t  such abuse took place, since 

it merited Ireland its independence, and without it Ireland would have stayed a British 

hinterland? 1 must admit that 1 find this situation penrerse- 

In the end what the remediai rïght theory suggests is that nationalism c m ,  in some 

cases, serve a worthy cause, but in most cases it depends on other pople's abusive actions 

to mgger this validation. Seeing nationaiism as 1egitimate-by.assOciation d e n  it coincides 

with certain narrowly defined political projects is still a step up on the position articulated 

in the "dark side" theones of nationalism. Yet chis approadi does not really seem to come 

to grips with the central question of the moral worth of nationalism In fa- the main 

contribution of a cheory like Buchanan's may be in how it higidights this very question, 

and leads us to ask how nationalism relates to the fundamend issue of temtory. 

A remedial right theory like Buchanan's provides a simple hardased explanation 

for why we feel some secessions are justifiecl, but since it tries to side-step the question of 

nationalism, the explanation does not hold up well under scmtiny- Even if we condude 

that nationalism has derivative worth where it serves the cause of remediation, this falls 

short of an adequate mord assessmiait and the restoration of statehood to conquered, 

exploited or even endangered peoples is, 1 believe, inconsistent wîth a position that denies 



nations any s p d  political standing on  prudential (i-e., infeasibüicg) or principled (Le, 

equal respect) grounds. 

III. NAnONALISM AS 'DYSFUNCTIONALISM' 

If nationalism is not adequately acuwinted for simply as a means to mobilise for 

remediation, then we need to look for a more developed account of the phenornenon in 

an effort to gauge its moral worth, Certain sociological or historieal accounts, for instance, 

suggest we should think of nationalism as a functional corollary of modemity. This 

approach suggests that nationalism should be seen as something ttiat facilitates the d 

of modemity by reconciling the individual to the conditions that modernity brïngs about 

Whether nationalism made modernity possible by produang ïnd~dua ls  who were well 

attuned to its requirements, or whether it was a response to the conditions created by 

modernity, the basic relationship stands: Modernity makes nationalism viable and 

nationalism makes modemity workable. This is a functional rather than a causal 

relationship, and it presumes a level of interdependency in the absence of which neither 

side could flourish. By extension, 1 will argue, this approach suggests a kind of 

dysfiinction, whereby we can't be expected to thrive without our nations, and this 

dependency underpins nationalism's daim to moral standing - as that which keeps us 

going in modemity. 

Perhaps the classic example of such an account of nationalism is that put forward 

by Ernest Gellner in Nations and Natimulism Gellner relates the rise of nationalism to the 



requirements of modem industrial Society for an effedive education system The 

homogeneity that a cornmon high culture can secure is a necessazy condition for economic 

s u d ,  and this "inescapable hperativen ultimately "appeam on  the surface in the form 

of nati~nalism"'~ The nation is one of modernity's most innovative tools for produrtivty- 

In Gellner's view, what it produces is industrial man - mobile, Literate and ready to face a 

division of labour that is "complar and persistendy, aunulatively changing? 

Gellner is not alone in attributing nationalism's rise to economic developments in 

the modem era. But not everyone sees its rise as an entirely happy development Lefikt 

academic Tom Nairn concludes that the origins of nationalism lie "in the machinen, of 

world politid e ~ o n o m ~ . " ~ ~  The uneven development of capialism across the globe set the 

stage for naaonalism, making it "a byproduct of the moat brutally and hopelessly material 

side of the history of the last two centu~ies."~~ In the Eice of marginalisacion and 

inequality, nationalism aaed as a "compensatory reactionn;)' it is a upathology"" whereby 

hurnanity, facecl with the challenge of modem economics, ''musc Look desperately badc into 

the past, to gather saength wherever it GUI be found for the ordeal of 'devel~prnent'."~~ 

Thus nationalism is both a response (to inequdity) and a means to advance development 

where it has been ladcing. Naim's work is an endorsement of sorts for nationalism. It is, 

in his view, the international economic levelling mechanism, and it does an admirable job 

33 Gellnff, Nrzriotts a n d N u *  39- 
M- , 24. 
Tom N a h ,  ZXe B d - U p  ojï3rrtain. W andNa+Noriorirtlianr, 2d ed. (Londo: Verso, 1981), 335. 
&ïi, 336. 

37 M., 343. 
38 M., 359. 
39 W., 349. 



at that, but it is the regrettable fact of inequality that dictates our need for i t  in &e fht  

place.w 

One recent account that cakes as its starting point the idea of social breakdown and 

psychological ui~ecunty bred of modernity, is Liah Greenfeld's, N c r t i m h -  Fiw R d  to 

Mdmiry. In it, Greenfeld argues thaq while it took different paths in different times and 

places, nationalism begins (in all but the English case) with a social or psychological crisis. 

As she puts it, "A change of identity presupposes a aisis of identiry.*' She points to the 

condition of "anomie" which sets off this crisis and the "status inconsistency" which fed 

it4' Nationalisms that came after the originai English development are, accotding to 

Greenfeld, al1 tinged with "resentimen~\+~ diey feed on feelings of envy and inadequacy in 

the face of another's success. Yet even born of a negative response, nationalism serves a 

practical end in facilitating the social and economic develapment of these groups. 

Nationalism is how groups psychologidy 'keep up with the Joneses,' assuring themselves a 

secure social status and avoiding ego problerns. 

The three accounts discussed above, while they express the relationship differently, 

al1 suggest a "dysfunctionalist" type of theory. They have in common the belief that, 

whether we like the phenornenon or not, nationalism has served some necessary purpose. 

I t  was called into k ing  in answer to some need or requirement that only amse in 

a Nairn says of inequality that it "has been the living xnarrow ofactuai deveiopment." H e  aminues: 
"Had humankind remaineci more equal, or been les varied in a sochi-anttuppological sense, then 
modern history might indeed have assurned the dit lhmt for= f m  by big-battalion lïilxmhm - .  - and 
-" Buî, he says, "Developme~lt couki only be unewa-" Thus developrnent impiies 
unevenness which impIies nadonalism. "It couidn't have been otherwise, 

* - * "Nainidaims,without 
king "ik w-" (the alternative k ing  impenalism). See ''Bzyond Bi Bmther," New S '  ond 
Saciety (June 15, 1990): 29-32. 
41 Liah Greenfeld, N i -  Fm &rz& tu Modsnity (Ca&dge, MAr Harvard University Priess, 
1992) 14. 



modemity. f i t  does this then suggest about the moral worth of naaonalism.? Perhaps 

first it should be aclcndedged that the examples 1 have given are all sociological theories 

and as such they make no pretence to provide moral d i r ec t i~n .~  But it is not fat to go 

from the descriptive daim that nationalism is a functional necessity in modemity to a 

prescriptive argument which holcls that nationalism has moral worth since it serves to hold 

together the body and sou1 of modem Society. If this is the presaiptive corollary of 

"dysfunctionalist" theories (and theorists like Charles Taylor have alteady borrowed heavily 

from this approach4s), then it is, 1 chink, fair to consider this position for itr moral 

implications- 

Again, the daim is that nationalism serves to compensate for the difficult 

conditions of modernity. The strongest statements of this argument, like Gellner's for 

instance, claim that naaonalisrn serves to forge a populace which is better suited to the 

conditions of modernity, be it modemity's 'anode,' or its economic or politicai 

organisation. This is because the challenge of modemity is a daunting one, almost more 

than we can handle. It  implies the absence of the strong social systems and predictable 

economic behaviours that had held societies together and kept them running smoothly in 

previous eras. Under the unmcmred and wer-changing conditions of modernity, 

nationalism functions to prepare us for new challenges. Without nationalism we might 

"IbU3., 1s. 
" Ibid. 
a The possiile e x m o n  to this is Tom Nairn, although 1 cannot say to what extent he intends his 
work to be pesCnptïve as opposed to descriptive. 
" ~aylor, infàcî, sethirriselftbe~kofoompletingtheftncti~aalistacc~~begunbyGellnerby 
appending an account of o w  psychoIogid needs. Taylor says he means to "plug the expianatory 
hole" in Gellner's work by ad&g a coxnple~ne~ltary, Bemedict Anderson-inspll.ed acwunt focusiqg 
on peisonai SeIfkstee~a I will discuss Taylor's ideas on natioaalism below- Charles Taylor, 



well be left paralyseci in the face of change, and die economic p o t e n d  of indusaialism 

would be wasted- 

But buried within this argument is another idea. This idea suggests diat 

nationdisrn is not just funaional in the Gellnerian sense; it is in some ways indicative! of 

dysfünction. We need nationalism because we cannot deal with life on the d e  in which 

modemity presents it to us: the dobal d e .  Bo& our social world and our economic 

world have burst their bonds. Yet it seems that we cannot organise ourselves efficiendy in 

large or flexible units so we make do with smaller, more @id, and unequal units. In the 

end, nationalism is in some sense an admission of failure - a concession to out limited 

capacities and Our Iimited imaginations. We can oniy extend those capacities by means of 

a solution like nationalism, which reduces the scale down to more manageable 

proportions. Thus we become attacheci to nationalism in an attempt to overcome the 

difficulties of our current situation. In the end it is simply a matter of knowing our 

limitations and adapting to them. 

Gellner uses an anaIogy that poignandy i1lustrates this idea. He Qlks about modem 

man as "an arrificially produced or bred species which a n  no longer breathe effectively in 

the naturegiven atrnosphere, but can only fundon effectively and su&e in a new, 

specidly blended and d c i a l l y  sustained air or mediumw Nationalism, he tells us, is the 

"breathing chamber" " that keeps this fragile species alive. 

Even though it may not be flattering, 1 thuik that this account, in fact, captures an 

important truth regarding Our need to keep Iife to a manageable scale, But my concem is 



that by accepting this account of the worth of nationalism we may find ourselves in a 

situation where we can a lmw never legitianately challenge its claims or conduct Given 

that, as the "dark side" theories point out, nationalism can take on quite undesirable 

forms, it seems to me chat we need to be able to specifjr conditions under which 

nationalism loses its special standing. h e a d ,  moral accounts which have 

"dyshnctionalistw asnimptions built into thern wiil h d  b a t  any defence they d e  of 

nationalism rem to a great extent on the debilitating effects we would face in the absence 

of nationalism. This leaver litde room for rejecbing the daims of nationalism, or settïng 

limits to their extent So although the a p p r d  that stresses the functional comection 

between modemity and nationalism may have great descriptive power fiom a historiai or 

sociological viewpoint, that does not mean we should accept it as the basis for prescriptive 

assessments- 

Perhaps it rnight be argued that if we accept this account we could always opt to 

keep our nationalisms in check by other means, Say, by imposing liberal limits in an effort 

to curb its more wayward forms. But to do so would mean, under the "dysfunaionalist" 

logis that we run the risk of underminhg the essential economic or social fabric of a 

society. Surely then the presumption should be in favour of nationalism? Or so the 

stronger statements of this approach would seem to suggest. At base then, the problem 

with this a p p r d  is that it runs the risk of over-prideging the nation. If cast in the role 

of humanity's last and best defence against the otherwise intolerable or unworkable 

conditions of modernity, then nationalism becornes near sacrosann in which case it is 

46 Gellner, N i  ami N- 5 1. 



not the terms of the nationalism that are the chef concem, but rather its simple 

availability. 

W e  this account credits nationalism with considerable value in the context of 

modemity, it is a c o m p r o ~  kind of value. As Gdner illusuated, it's valuable in the 

way an iron lung was once valuable to a polio victim, and any moral worth it has is a 

pradua of our unenviable circumstances. Nor is it dear that people are ultimately better 

off under these conditions. 1s there any great value to nationalisrn if it's part of a system 

that is productive but inescapable? In other words, the account that casts nationalisrn as 

modemity's "coping techniquen manages sirnultaneously to under- and over-play its moral 

standing. It dws so by casting nationalism both as something that merely reorders our 

social systems for productivity rasons and also as something that preserves us from the 

intolerable conditions of modemity. 

More to the point, moral theorking about nationalism should not starr out from 

the perspective that we really can't do without it. For if that is the case, the discussion is 

over before it begins. As with GeUner9s 'breathing chambers,' we may lament Our 

circurnstances, but we can hardly contemplate leaving then Unless we mean to give carte 

blanche to nationalists, we need to keep open the poasibility of the denial of nationalisrn or 

nationalist daims. This means we must look elsewhere than to "dpsfuncaionalist" theories 

for a guide to the moral worth of nationalism. 



IV- NAnONALISM AS SOCIAL TRUST 

Another way of arguing for the morai wonh of nationalism is to daim that 

nationality supports relationships that enrich our moral and politid lives. The common 

bond of nation, it is said, deepens comxnitments and obligations between those who share 

in it and also provides the essential 'motivating forcew7 behind our civic cotnmitments. 1 

cal1 this the "social trustn defence of nationalism 

Yael Tamir uses this approach to argue for a version of nationalism that stays 

within liberal bounds and that is enacted primvily within the cultural arena. Drawing on 

Dworkin's account of ' d a t i v e  obligationsw TaMr argues that udeep and important 

obligations flow fiom identity and relatedne~s."~~ She applies this to nationalism to 

condude that membership in a nation generates deeper moral relationships than can be 

derived fiom ugeneral morai dutiesnM For this reason it has moral value. 

David Miller uses a sirnilar argument in his defence of nationalism, but goes further 

than Tamir by saying that the level of mord cornmitment required for modem democracy 

is unsustainable without the solidarity bom of common nationality. A sense of common 

identity and shared beliefs, as well as a history of participation in the joint project of 

politics, foster a level of &al ma that in tuni makes redistributive measures possible. 

And under the conditions of modem economics, redistribution is a matter of justice. It is 

advisable then, to conduct politics in ways that tend to reinforce nationality where it 

" Roger Scniîon, "In Defénse of the Nation," in ï % e ~ & s q & ~ o n  Dmrhz& &uys (Mancharer: 
Carcanet, lm), 303- 

R o n d  Dwmkin, Law's Enqnir (Camnidge, Mk- The Beiknap Press, 1986). 195-202. 
49 Yael Tamir, tibemlNcltionolia, 99. 



coïncides with the state's &butive responsibilities, and this indudes protecting, 

perhaps promoting, the national identity and requiring that immigrants ucome to sharen in 

that identity? for the good of d l  ~oncerned,~' 

Clearly there is somethuig to this line of argument A shared national identity can 

make ~olitics simpler than the alternative, by removing one potential source of distrust 

And it's also m e  that most of us do Çeel some spe~a.1 obligation toward those with whom 

we share a country, although it can be hard to establish how much of this is amibutable to 

being part of a shared political project - in which case, bare statehood can do the job - and 

how much to the prepolitical national connection. 

So the first objection to note is diat if nationalism's moral worth arises in the social 

benefits it makes possible though social trust - both in psychological and materid temu - 

we still need to establish that exktïng states can't generate the same results. Why create the 

new public spaces or accommodation regimes that Tamir envisions if Dworkin's 

"associaave obligationsm work just as wel for citizens as they do for uwiationals? 52 Why 

not just build up social trust (as shared beliefi and common identity) around the exïsting 

sate project, whether national or not? Miller's own championing of the British cause even 

seems to support this position since for many people - especiaily the Scots and Welsh - 

Britain is more of a multi-national than a national project. In fa- one commentator has 

suggested that an approach like Miller's might even have provided grounds for Britain to 

W., 134. 
David Miller, On Natumplity (Oxford. Chrendon Press, 1995), 26. 

a Indeed it is citizais ratha than OOnationaJs tbat DarorLin ultimately has in mind in the passage 
Tamir cita. 



veto Ireland's secession fiom the United Kingdom" This strikes one as a peculiar 

endorsement of nationality. 

But, in faa, this is nationalism - it's just nationalism as nation building, rather 

than as secession- And the nation Miller wants to build is a British one. But is it necessary 

to endorse nationalisrn in order to uphold the project of a socia1I.y and economically 

progressive British state? Miller would argue that you are unlikeiy to get those results 

without the level of trust that relies on a kind of identity that ody  nationality can provide. 

Perhaps this is the case, but t h  still leaves a significant step in the argument obscure. 

Why is it that nationality can produce a level of trust that atizenship can't? What is the 

alchernical power of such attachments that thqr can tum coexistence into commitment? 

I would like to put that question on hold, however, and retum to it in a later 

chapter, because it is possible that it can be answered, even if it has not been answered so 

far. Miller may not be wrong about the moral significance of common nationality; he just 

hasn't spdled out what its basis rnight be. Instead, let me address what 1 see as some of the 

other ambiguities of social trust theories. The first of these concerns the question of scope. 

In other words, who gets counted into the national community and therefore into the 

bonds and rewards of obligation? The ties of nationality are distinct fiom rnany other 

kinds of moral relationship because they are formed with people we may never encounter 

face to face. But national ties are based on an "imagined community" not just in the sense 

that we don't persondy encounter those to whom we are obligated, but also because we 

'' Srendan O'Leary, "Insufficiently iibexai and insuffiaentîy nationalist," N e  dNotiUnalr'sm 2, 
no. 3 (1996): 447. 



imagine these comunities into being. But if that's the case, why not imagine the whole 

world as your community? Or at Ieast try to work upwards in d e ?  

Benedict Anderson, who gave us the term 'imaginecl community," also suggested 

chat such imaginings were ultirnately based on the geographidy specïfk p d i t i d  

circumstances of these n e -  cornmunities?' But if we look to shared political circumstances 

to ground our national imaginings, then we renim to the problem of distinguishing States 

from nations and must expiain why nations produce a different kïnd of moral relationship. 

If a f f d v e  ties and an imagined sense of cornmon identity with people we'll never know is 

not a produet of particular political circumstances (Le., state boundaries), then shouldn't 

we challenge ourselves to -and our imaginations to encompass more and more people? 

Say, by moving on to rnulti-nationalism as the next logical enhancement? 

Or to put it another way, how do we determine the boundaries that define Our 

nations? If the answer is 'By asking who we share an identity with,' the argument is in 

danger of becoming cirdar.  To the question 'What makes our cenationals çpecial (and 

therefore entitled to Our trust and obligation)?' we can only answer: 'They're our CO- 

nationals.' 

In response to this challenge concerning an expanded imagineci community, we 

might suggest that identity and trust could only be expected to hold over a certain social 

distance- Critiquing the universalist position, for instance, Miller argues that the burden 

of proof is on the universalist to estabtish that 'in widening the scope of ethical ties to 

encompass equally the whole of the human species, he does not also drain them of their 



binding forcen" But if we accept Miller's suspicion as me, then the implication is that we 

should only expect to achieve a lllnited range of coverage when it cornes to certain mord 

relationships, and unfomnately the relationship that gtounds the fundamends of 

redistributive justice may not hold over great distances. Gben that we know the global 

economy to be characteriseci by great international inequalities, we would do well to think 

carefully before accepting this account 

Aside from the question of d o m  we trust there is also a legitimate question to be 

raiseci about the value of trust itself. Both Tamir and Miller take it to be a good thing, 

because of the amchments and obligations it grounds. But trust can also be the basis for 

relations of injustice and expl~itation?~ Deep attachment and identity, a sense of munia 

support and willingness to sacrifice for another could also be features of a Mafia 'family', 

but this is not enough to make it a morally worthy Iand of bond. Relations of deep t rus t  

can go hand-in-hand with established hierarchies or entrenched patterns of discrimination 

that we don't necessarily want to endorse. 

Moreover, there is nothing inherent to internai bonds of identity and m s t  that 

prevents them fiom also involving indiffetence or even h d i t y  to outsiders. This, 1 think, 

is a potential problem with Miller's work, especiaily when it cornes to the case of 

immigrants. If your daim to participate in the sociai benefits of the national project is 

derived from how my cenationals and 1 feel about you, then what happens if we decide we 

don't trust you, or identifL with you? As a newcomer, an immigrant is on the outside 

55 Miller, On Ncuionalily, 80. 
% Avi@ Eisenberg develops this critique in "Trust Exploitation a d  Muiticuituralism," a papa 
presented at the confaence ''Natiouaiism, IdeaMy anâ Minority Rights," University of Btistoi, 
Bristol, Britain, Septemk 1619, 1999. 



looking in, and is dependent upon those who already share a nationality to acknowledge 

that they have becorne enou& Idce the rest to belong among theu number- Pnor to 

extending that those who share a nationality have limited obligations to outsiders." 

And it is not dear to me whether one of those obligations is to let them in, even when they 

live alongside us. To malce a case that they are entitled to share social benefits because they 

conaibute to the economy, cohabit in Our state, or even simply are dependants on our 

doomep, requires a basis for social justice other than nationality. So either we base 

redistributive justice on some other obligations, or we lave open the possibility that we 

can have a darnaging failure to extend tnist, 

I agree wi th  Miller and Tamir when they argue that nations are ethical 

communities, but I am not convinced that they have given us the right account of their 

moral basis- I also thllik there is considerable evidence for the supposition that shared 

nanonality d e s  the job of politia easier and more effective- But it's still an open 

question whether the land of politics that wiii be pursued is something desirable In sho- 

1 think the social t rust  account of nationalism is still not adequate to explain the moral 

worth of nationahm. For one, it fails to show why nations can yield relationships that 

States can't It also does not explain why the boundaries of nationality fall where they do, 

and why they can't simply be reimagined at wiil. And fuialIy, i t  is not dear that the 

outcome of greater trust wifl aiways be greater justice. Thus for al1 the insights they 

provide, social trust theories d l  seem to leave some signifiant gaps in their a m u n t  of the 

special moral status of nations- 

Miiier uses this argument to expfain why we have limited obiigations to redistn'bute outside of our 
national group. See On Nmionolnly, 73-9, 191. 
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V- NATIONALISM AS SELF-ESTEEM 

It's not only a t  the broad social or economic level that nationalism is diought to 

pay a significant dividend. Nationaiism has also been aedited with upholding petsonal 

self-esteem in the modem setting by providing a secure sense of belonging, and a means to 

recognition and self-respect This defence of nationalisrn's moral worth has much in 

common with udysfiinctionalist" theories when it argues that under the circurnstances of 

modernity we need nationalism to compensate for the demanding changes king  

introduced. But in this case, the theones are concerned with systems of identity and 

personal status more than with industrial organisation or broad-based social patterns. Put 

another way, this account is concerneci with the working of the ego, not the economy. 

Charles Taylor is arguing from this perspective when he daims that the transition 

to modernity involved changes in the concepts of time and social order - or what he c d s  

the "social i~naginary"'~ - that made the achiewment of stable and secure self-esteem 

considerably more difficuk This combines widi uneven international development, 

leading domestic elites to suffer from feelings of inferiority when they compare their lot 

with that of their counterparts in other parts of the world. The response is to defend one's 

self-respect via a "cal1 to difference"' which in many cases is expresseci as nationalism 

" Charles Taylor, "Nationalism and Moderniîy, " in TliawirUrg N i *  224. 
59 M., 233. 



What is at d e  hem is "a matter of dignity, in which one's seK.worth is engagedPw which 

explains its viscetrai power. 

Margalt and Raz take a similar tack to Taylor's when they argue that the "moral 

importance of the group's interest depends on its value to individu al^.^' They go on to 

give rasons why uencompassing groups"L like nations are especidly valuable to 

individuais. One reason is that when "[m]embership is a matter of belonging not 

achievement," it meas our need for identity "at the most fundamend level," and secure 

identity is, in mm, an important factor in individual well beingP3 Indeed, elsewhere 

Margalit, writing Mth Moshe Halbertal, says that an individual has "an overriding interest 

in his personal identityVw and that this interest grounds his (or her) right to see the 

cultural contact of that identity presewed. Thus a concem for "individual dignity and self- 

r e s p e e 5  motivates out concern for the nation, since nationality is a kind of enwmpassing 

identity- 

It's not that either Taylor or Margalit and his muthors Raz and HalbertaI are 

suggesting that nationalisrn's association with identity rnakes it morally unassailable. 

Margalit and Raz, for instance, conclude that national selfgovemment cannot be 'insisted 

on at ail cost~."~~ What these accounts have in common, however, is that they point to the 

Ibid-, 258. 
6' Avishaï Margaiit and Jaseph Raz, 'Wationai Self-Determination," T h e J i  ~PIit3hqhy 87, no. 9 
(1990): 43941 at 450. 
M., 448. 

63 Ibui-, 447. 
Avisbai Maqpüt and Moshe Hahtûd, '2r'beralism and the Right to Culture," W Rcswrth 61, 

no. 3 (1994): 505, 
65 W., 449. 
66 Margaiït a d  Raz, "Nationai Self-Determination, " 461, 



instrumental d u e  of nationalism and suggest how value arïsa in its ability to support - 

perhaps even repair - self esteem- 

Does this work as an account of the moral worth of nationalisrd We have already 

encountered possible objections to this approach in the w r i ~ g s  of Allen Buchanan. His 

"Equal Respect Objectionn asks why nations should get speQai consideration as identity 

and esteem providïng groups Margalit and Raz's attempt to d e h e  encompassing groups 

may have been an effort to anticipate such objections, but it's not hard to imagine groups 

other than nations that fit theu criteria in which case identity and esteem can't account for 

the distinct moral standing of n a t i o n a l e 7  Taylor even whds up induding religious 

fùndamentalism as another possible response to the dignity-chreatening 'waves of 

m~dernity,'~~ making it difficulc to daim nations have a unique capacity to shelter identity 

and esteem. 

In the end, 1 th& Buchanan's objection holds against these theories. K the value 

of nationalism rem on its conneccion with identity and esteem, it still needs to be 

explained why national idenaty is a special case among identity types, and how this justifies 

nationalism a place on the politid scene. 

But men if we accept the argument that nationality is especially valuable to 

individuais because of its role in identity and selfaeem, this still may not translate into a 

workable defence of the moral worth of nations. First of a l  there is the problem of making 

"ThesixcriiaiaMar@itardRazsetoutare: 1)the1gwpbas"aconmanchrsaeraadammmon 
culture"; 2) "people growing up among rnembers of the gniup will ac~uire the group culture, wiii be 
marked by its charader"; 3) rnernbership in the p u p  "is, in part, a maaer of mutual ~ t i m " ;  4) 
members are "aware of their membaship and cypicalty regard it as an important due in 
mderstanding who tbey aren; 5) membership "is a rmtter of belonging, not achi-t, " and; 6) 
that these are not "small b t d k œ  groups" but are "anonyrnous groups where mutual nxopition is 
secured by the possession of gened ciiaraaenstKs - .  . * See "National Cdf-IMembîion." 443-7. 



emotionai security the yardstick for moral success. SeIf-esteem can be a bottornless pit in 

terms of what is required to make some people secure- Since it's a subjective condition, 

anyone can question the legitimacy of a regime under which they feel their dignity is not 

sufficiently respected, and it's very likely some people d l .  To maintain any sembknce of 

stability and legitimacy under this regirne we will need either to deny these people's ability 

to judge their own emotional security, or deny theu daim to enhanced conditions for self- 

esteem 

Meanwhile if measures like national selfdetermination are justified by their 

instrumental worth to individuals, then where i n d ~ d u a l s  with different national 

attachrnents share a politid community, a condition of hunediate conflict is set up. And 

since there are precious few locations on earth where some mixhg of nationalities has not 

occurred (and these are the few places where nationalism is not an issue), then recognising 

nationalism as derivecl fiom individual esteemneeds means facing a situation of moral 

stalemateP9 Your claim to have your nationality recognised a n s  smack up against mine- 

And since we can assume identity and seIf--esteem to be equally valuable across individuals, 

and since it is so fundamental to well-being that it constitutes 'an overriding interest,' then 

why should some people get their esteem needs met and not others? Yet this seems to be 

an unavoidable outcome of measures like national selfdetermination or establishing a 

politics of recognition based on nationdity. And 1 don't think this position can be saved 

by trying to translate individual self-esteem daims into a collective claim- If we say that 

- -- - -  - - ~ 

a~ Taylor, "Naîionalism and Makmïty," 232-3. 
69 It is important to note that 1 am not rsmeahg the "Infizmi'bility Objection" here. 1 do not assume 
that chaos or confiision will automatidy ensue. 1 merely uwan to point out h t  in this mrral 



groups are important because they are the source of our sense of belonging and esteem, 

then the groups' standing is s d l  ody instrumental to, and derivative of, individuah' needs. 

There must d l  be a reason why even one petson's fundamental identity and esteemneeds 

should lose out before the group- 

1 suspect that &is is what rnakes the pairing of multiculturalism and nationalism 

such a mclcy combination, as Canadians and Quebe~ers'~ have disuivered. If nationalism 

is based on ï n d ~ d u a l  esteem, then while every individual has general grounds to make a 

claim to recognition, it's hard to make an argument for the special status of any partinrlar 

nationality, hfu~tidmralism is at 1east consistent in that it aims to give the sarne esteen 

opportunities to all individuals. Yet in doing so it rnay be diluting the setting that 

reinforces esteem for the originally predominant group, and replacing it with one so mixed 

that its ultirnate effectiveness is reduced for aü. 

Thus esteembaseci theories of nationalism may give us insight into how nationality 

has value for individuals, but they can't explain why nationalism is a good thing in general- 

There is reason to think that groups other than nations cm provide equally important 

esteem and identity benefits without making the political demands that nationalism 

involves. And there is also reason to diink that when it's grounded in ind~dualised 

identity daims, nationalism is headed for stalernate in the only setting where it is likely to 

be an issue - where there are different national identities already in play. 

demate it kconies nearly imposst'bie to do the right t h h g  Which does not seem iike a helpfùl or 
practid gui& to moral oonducî. M d t y  shouid not lead to pamiysis. 
m T h e n a m i q g o f p e o p l e i s o f t a i l o a d e d w i c h ~  Iwantmscpbinmyuseofrüuiifffbrthe 
people of Quebec 1 use "Qwbeoer" to designate aïi pmpie who Live in Quebec, and "@éhbW to 
designate the population that is identined with the French Canadh nation in Qwbec Aithougb the 
English and nationalIy neutrat tenn "- is sometimes used as if to suggest tbat there is no 
Québb&, 1 do not empioy it in this way. I thinlr both arie d and idemifiable group. 



VI- NATIONALISA4 AS A 'CONTEXT OF CHOLCE' 

The final theory 1 want to consider here is one that was not aqdicidy intended as 

an assessrnent of the mord worth of nationalism. Instead it is concerned with the value of 

culture, But to the extent that the culture in question is a national culture or the culture 

of a national minorit-, it can hmish an argument on behaf of nationalism, by suggesting 

that something of worth is at d e  in such cases. 

Wi Kymlicka provides an account of culture as somedung that provides the 

foundation for autonomy. He argues that "mcietal CUIture~,"~' which indude national 

minorities (and even those majorities into which immigrants are to be integrated) provide a 

way of making choice maninghil and are therefore essential to individuai autonomy. This 

autonomy-based theory has implications for the mord standing of nationalism since it 

suggests that cultures, even nationd ones, are intimaely linked to the realisation of a 

liberal order. Movements on behaf of such cultures and the people who participate in 

them can therefore be consmieci as working to preserve an important source of individual 

wdl being. 

" Kynilicka defines a culture as "synonym,us with a 'nation' or a 'people'" - that is, as "an 
intergenerational aimmunity, more or Iess institutionaily mmplete, ocrupyiag a given territory or 
homeland, shariag a &cinu hguage and history." He defiues dd culture as "a culture whkh 
provides its with cœa&gW ways of life acmss the fbii range of human activities, incliidinp 
socïai, educationai, religious, recrieationai, and economic We, eac~mpassing bth  public and private 
spheres." Will Kymiicka, M m  C&&mh& A L & d  ï h w y  O f M i  RigAb (Mord: 
Clarendon b, 1995), 18.76- Becs- by culture he also means a nation., 1 wiii, for the sake of 
consisteacy, sometimes talk about his views in tans of nationalism rather t h .  cul-, although 1 
achowledgR this is not his prefarred term and tbat not al1 of tbe groups be is aonoemed with are 
nations or national minotitia. 



This is a powerful and persuasive account, but there are IWO reasom 1 doubt it can 

be applied to argue that nations have some special d u e  One of che reamns is an 

analytical objection, and asks whether an individuaLcentrecl approach can generate a 

sustainable defence of a collective entity in the face of inaeasingly complwr populations. 

The other is what 1 would call an operational objection, and queries how the contecc- 

autonomy relationship plays out in real Iife. 

But before gening into these issues it is wortfi miterathg rhat Kymlicka's theory is 

not primarily designed to champion either nations or nationalism As Allen Buchanan has 

argued, Kymiicka does not defend nations "as Where Kymlicka does call for 

special rights for nationd rninorities, these ri&= are justifieci prirnarily by either historical 

agreements, like treaties or federalism, or by histonçal wrongs, like conquest or 

exploitation. In which case, as Buchanan points out, a remedial theory can do the job 

equally well. But even if Kymlicka does not structure the argument in this way, his 

autonomy theory does suggest one reason for accommoda~g the daims of national 

minorities. National identity may be of important insmunental value to ind~duals, 

because like other "societal cultures," nations provide their members with a contexc of 

choice by investing the available options with meaning. It might also be argued that 

Kymlicka is following the "dysfunctionalist" type of approach, in that his defence of 

minority nghts points to the dificulties associateci with the denial of one's original societal 

culture. Yet difficult as such a n  adjusanent is, Kymlicka does not suggest we cant go 

through i t  In fact, he tells us there are circumstances where we shouid go through i t  He 

argues that immigrants are not entitled to the same kind of rights as national minorities, 



because they have voluntdtily departed theu original culture, in recognition diat they will 

have to adjust to a new one 

Clearly the original societal culture of an immigrant is every bit as important as that 

of a national group in terms of king a system for investïng choices with meaning. And, in 

fa- 1 am not convinced that Kymlicka is right in his denial of speaal rights for 

But what this position illustrates is that he believes the individual can 

wididraw from their original national attachments wichout necessady facing debilitating 

consequences. Thus the distinction Kymlicka makes in the case of immigrants is actually 

evidence of how, in his view, national or d tUra l  identity is not an inescapable condition. 

And however we might disagree with the specifics of his logic in the case of immigrants," 

the underlying idea - that we can handle life ouside Our nation-of-rigin and can live 

without a single Melong societal culture to buffer our experiences and shape our behaviour 

- demonstrates a high b e l  of confidence in the capacities of the indMdua.1 to at least move 

between "societal cultures."75 

But the reason 1 think Kymlicka sticks by the daim that immigrants have essentially 

contracted away their rights to their socied culture is because the individual autonomy 

theory mns into the sarne difficulty that esteembasecl theories do. If the ultirnate value of 

" See Men Buchanan, "Wbat's So Speciai about Nations?' 
" As Joseph Carens points out, fbr ïnstanœ, not all Wts can be mntmcted away, and so we cm't 
simpIy assume that immigrants are abCe to waive =me of the rights d t e d  with culture, even if 
theyweiiepreparedtodoso, S e e ~ ~ a n d ~ , S l .  
74 For instance, KymiicEa's ratio& fbr exdiidmp immigrants h m  speaal ri- would not apply in 
the case of seaond gamation immigrants, and it is Qbatabïe how 'v01untary' are som of the cimoices 
immigrantsmaketoIeavetbeirMofongin. 
'* Joseph Carens has cbat Kymüdca's theory oniy dows us to move &mem societal 
cultures, but not to Iive outside of them. This briags badc the possi i ty  of psychological 
dysfiinctionalism, But if what Kymlicka is quiring is that the individual bave nli.ierr to a sociaiiy- 
fiunished system of meanhg, dong with institutions that embody this system, then the possi'bilities 



a d t u r e  or nation arises in its worth to the individual, then this sets up a conflict between 

the autonomy-based clairns of individu&, We need to account for why the s o c i d  

cultures of individuais who are immigrants, don't get accorded the same treatment as those 

who make up the majority. Otherwise we again face moral demate .  

It could be argued that because both the esteerri-based and autonomy-based 

accounts rate the value of identity groups so hi&, this translates into special standing for 

collectivities. In which case, the argument goes, these should not be considered strictly 

individualentreci accounts, and therefore the potencial for staiemate is reduced. But 1 

find this line of argument unconvincïng, since ultimately the only yardstick that counts in 

these theories is the individual, and value is built up fiom that b e l .  If culture, national or 

otherwise, is what makes meaningful individual autonomy possible, and we think it's 

wrong (as Kymlicka does) arbitrarily to snip people of such important attachments," then 

when we have a population with multiple cultural attachments we face a problem in giving 

people what they are owed. If a meaningful culture requires that certain elements of life 

should be held in c~mrnon '~  then in the case of a mixed population this requires us to 

either discount the clairns of newcomers, or face autonomy rights gridlock. 

My 'operational' concem with the aut~nom~based defence of cultures, including 

those of national minorities is this: I believe that under Kymlicka's rendition of this 

argument the emphasis is on the side of the equation concerneci with the individual, and 

couid be quite braad indeed, and œxtainfy exceed nation alone See CullrrrP, Cituersli@ d 
ciMnmu& Qlaper3. 
'' Wd Kymücka, L i k d t ' J n i ;  cammri.y d Ccilnm (<hbord: Qaraidrni Press, 1989), 175. 
" Kymlidca wrïtes tbat "Divexsity is valuable, but orüy ifit operates within the context of cmtain 
conmion noms and insXi~tionS." 1;"- Ob Wuy: R c d r U l A U l g ~ ~ f  Rdotias in GMdQ 
(Toronto: Oxford University E b s ,  1998), 16. 



this rnay lead us to lose sight of the context as an ongoing factor- Ifwe need a "societal 

culture" to provide a context of meaning before we can make meaningfbl autonomous 

choices, this seems to me to suggest that there are-two parts to this process - one where we 

acquire a sense of meaning fiom Our cultural environment and another where we draw 

upon Our intemalid social leaming to acercke individual autonomy. 

Now it wuld be said in response that these taro sets of actions are effectively fused 

in weryday life. But if this is so, dien we are more constantly indebted to or enmeshed 

with our cultural context than a discussion emphasising individual autonomy wodd 

suggest. What this in tum means is that there is never a moment of escape velocity, when 

we've been suffciendy equipped with a c o n t a  of meaning and we graduate to the status 

of fullyautonomous individu& in the sense that our choices c m  be considered as having 

transcended the restraints of our con= 1 don't mean to suggest that Kymlicka claims 

such a moment acists, but 1 think he does lave the matter somewhat ambiguous, that one 

could plausibly draw such an idea from his work. The "context of choice" argument makes 

a subsmntial contribution to Our thinking on the problem of culture, national or 

otherwise. But it cannot be used to suggest that we a n  privatise the system of meaning 

that culture provides, and then go on to act autonomously on that basis. 

My concern is that too great a focus on individual autonomy can lead us to [ose 

sight of the contact as an ongoing, rather than jun a foundational, factor in people's lives. 

1 think Kyndicka's willingness to accept the idea that people can opt to exit theu original 

u societal culture" without this having serious implications for their autonomy situation is 

evidence of this problem at work. 1 don't want to quarrel with the value of individual 



autonomy, however. Nor do 1 mean to suggest that it is a fiction. But to the extent that a 

foais on individual autonomy requires us to privatise a context of meaning, 1 think there is 

a danger of sliding back into the liberal atornism from which Kyndicka has done so much 

to extract us. This, together with a concern over the rights gridlock diat would follow from 

recognising individual autonomy daims, especially if we remove the bar on immigrant 

claims, leads me to condude that an autonomy-based theory cannot clear1y indicate the 

moral standing of nations or tell us when efforts to diange the political order or integrate 

those within a population are legitimate- 

VIL CONCLUSION 

In this discussion 1 reviewed SUE types of claims regarding the moral value of 

nationalism. What 1 found was the following: that attempts to explain nationalism as the 

triurnph of the dark side of our natures do not cover al1 the varieties of nationalism we 

encounter in the world; attempts to explain it as a cal1 for the remediation of abused 

peoples can't explain why nations should be restored to independence; attempts to explain 

it as "dysfunctionalid don't give us enough d i t  for our ability to get by without Our 

nations if necessary; attempts to explain it as the mot of social trust can't account for the 

grounds or boundaries of these attachments; attempts to explain it as the basis for persona1 

esteem can't arbitrate between individualid claims; and attempts to explain i t  as the 

launching pad for autonomy leaves the impression that we can privatise the context of 



meaning, and this apprœch also can't arbitrate between individualisai daims without 

contractual or remedial arrangements. 

On the other hand, these theories have taught us that nationalism has its dark 

associations, and that we must be mutious to avoid unwittïngly endorsing than 

Nationalism also quite properly cornes into play as part of an answer to group-based abuse 

or exploitation, and it has social and economic fanires customdored to the modem 

setting. Shared nationality, we learned, can make politics more effective (perhaps even 

more just) by the way it d e s  people feel toward each other, and it can also effect how 

people feel about themselves. Finally, by invsting the context of our lives with meaning, 

cultural groups such as nations make having the fieedom to determine one's own life a 

worthwhile thing. 

In the course of this discussion nationalism has gone fiom something that dictates 

to the d l  to something that empowers i t  Clearly a great deal ofground has been covered 

here- But the exercise is a useful one in that it suggests certain features that should be part 

of a moral account of nationalis~m What we need then, is an account of nationalism thatt 

a) specifies the conditions under which it is tegitirnate; b) explains why nations are special 

kinds of groups; c) credits us with adaptive capacity including the capacity to do without 

Our nations; d) posits a base for social trust and for setting boundaries to its extent; e) 

provides a way to deal with individualisecl claims; and, f) recognises the collective as well as 

the individual dimension of autonomy. 

What 1 mean to do next, however, is mm to some real-life experiences with 

nationalism and to the arguments that nationalists themselves offer on behalf of their 



causes. M y  aim is to see whether there is something to be leamed fiom diese experiences 

and arguments that on help identifjl an account that meets these speàfications and that 

will help address the question of nationalism's moral standing. 



The objm of this chapter is to idenatÿ a theory of nationalism that can explain 

why some fonn of Irish independence was appropriate. In order to do so I will begin by 

looking into what Irish nationalists have said about their cause. The theory 1 am looking 

for should also be able to i d e n t i ~  Limits to the condua of Irish nationahm, so that there is 

no carte blanche endorsement of nationalist measures. in other words, 1 want to use the 

Irish experience with nationalism both as a means to clan6 the moral claim of 

nationalism, and as a way to test out that daim against amal  nationalist condua. My 

hope is that by inMStigating a case like Ireland, some of the features of nationalism that are 

rnissing in exïsting theories can be brought back into the p i a r e .  

For a great many observers, the redy interesting naaonalism in Ireland is that 

associated with the provisional IRA's campaign of violence in Northem Ireland, but i do 

not intend to address this nationalism 1 do not mean to deny that i t  is part of the herïtage 

of nationalism in ireland, but the historia1 complexity of the situation in the North 

demands more attention than I can gïve it in this disaission, and 1 will touch on it only 

peripheraily. 1 suspect that some of the conclusions reached here would also have a 

bearing on Northem nationalism, however. 

Yet away from the Iimelight of this troubled conflict between Loyaiists and 

nationalists in the six counties of partitioned Ulster, nationalism in treland has 

transformed the political, social, economic and cultural regirne in the other twenfysix 



counties during two hundred years of history- Because the main events of Irish 

independence occurred in the first guarter of &e last century, they benefit fiom a 

codorting 'mists of tirne' effect that obscures the dificult questions which appear so 

pressing and inescapable in other currentday nationaiisms, But the case of nationalism in 

IreIand does present these questions, and not just in the North. 

IreIand at the beginning of the twentieth century had a population of mixed origin, 

miwd religion and mixed political identity.T8 It also had (and still has) a great deal in 

cornmon with ia  British neighbours, fiom whom it sought independence. It was also a 

srnall polity, economically underdeveloped, severely lacking in infrastructure, and heaviiy 

influencecl by a traditionalist Catholic hierarchy. Yet the nationalism that brought 

independence to this population is very often passed over as unproblematic - as not 

p r e s e n ~ g  a challenging mord case. I beg to differ. The fact that Irish independence is so 

often accepted as a cleatly justifiecl case oniy goes to show that w e  are still not clear on what 

that justification is. 

1 mean to approach the task of clarikng that justification in the following way. I 

will begin with a brief history of Irish nationalism as a background to the discussion. Then 

the argument p r o c d  in three stages. First 1 ask whether any of the six theuries from the 

previous chapter yield an eff've justification for Irish independence and 1 argue that 

none do. They all either cal1 for some other remedy such as reform of the existing political 

" George Boyœ, fbr m, hîghiights the tension between the d t y  of pIuraiism and the 
aspiration to national unity and argues tbat it fbsemï a amtradictory imtge of the Irish nation. As he 
put it "The pmbkm with Ireland was that she emnmpassed a pluraü society that did not and could not 
see itseifas plmai." See N- in 3d ed. (London: Routïedge, 1995), 37S-ûû. Ebyœ also 
highiïghts the hrmative role phyed by the Angidrish in estabiishing a tradition of constitutional 
nationaiism, 



regime, or diey are stalemated by the mix of identities and attachments in the Irish 

population of the period. 

In the second stage 1 ask about the reasons that uish nationalists give in defence of 

their cause, to see whether these reasons suggest a justification of nationalisrn that can 

better explain the moral status of Irish nationalist measures. L outiine two different 

formulations of the nationalist clairn encountered in the arguments of leading nationaiist 

figures and movements, formulations that 1 believe suggest a different approach to the 

justification of nationalism. One - the ugood government" formulation - focuses on 

political benefits and aims at politicai change. The other - the "national charaaer" 

formulation - focuses on persona1 benefits and collective achievements and directs its 

energies towards changing the consciousness and characteristics of the population. What 

these two have in common, I argue, is a concem for a shared frame of reference. 

Moreover, while they may appear to foL1ow a avi Jethnic or cultural nationalism/political 

nationalism type divide they are, in ha, closer to king -or images of each other. In 

each case they appeal to the utility of a shared fiame of reference that reflects the real 

circumstances of the population. For the purposes of this discussion, the nationalism 1 am 

considering covers the period fiom 1782 to the late twentieth century. When Ireland 

breaks into two legislative unie a k r  1920.1 foilow the course of nationalism in the twenty 

six counties. 

The third stage of the argument in this chapter is where 1 test out the justification 

suggested by the nationalist writings agaïnst the historical experience with nationalisrn. 1 

ask whether this daim regarding a shared frame of referenœ can provide a basis for the 



mme to independence where other theories failed, and 1 will argue that it can. I'U also ask 

what this I$hared fiame of reference* acwunt can tell us about the appropriateness of the 

objectives and the tactics of Irish n a t i o n h  (both as the pursuit of independence and as 

the promotion of national charaueristics) and also what it can tell us about the use of 

partition, 

What this exercïse suggests is that the argument conceming the politicai and 

personal benefits of a shared h e  of reference can provide a justification for Irish 

independence, and can also indiate when nationalism as the promotion of 'national 

character' shoutd be reineci in. The end resuit seems to cal1 for a delicate balancing acr 

between what is justified and appropriate and what is not. And this is not entirely 

unexpected. Experience teils us that situations where nationalism becomes an issue are 

rarely amenable to simple solutions. But that does not mean that they are without 

solutions of any h d .  By heeding what nationalists themselves Say about their cause my 

hope is that it will be possible to establish some bais for duat ing  the experience with 

nationalism in Ireland. 

1. A BiUEF HISTORY OF NATlONALISM IN IRELAND 

As a background to this discussion, a brief history of the Irish situation is in order. 

Inevitably this compressed auxxint MU mer-simplify an immensely complex situation and 

will be selective in the figures and forces it highlights, but it is intended only as a starting 

point for discussion. 



In the late eighteenth cenniry Ireland had an independent parliament, known as 

Gramn's Parliament for the man who had championed its reesrablishment in 1782. Only 

Protestants could enter this parliament and for a period only Protestants could vote. 

Badced by this political monopoly, the island was d e d  by what was called the "English 

Ascendancy," meaning again, Protestants of largely English extraction. It was the 

"hcendancy" which gave Ireland one of its first nationalist figures in Henry Grattan who 

not only lobbied for an independent parliament, but also voderously opposed its 

dissolution in the 1800 Act of Union,79 

It was also frorn the Protescint community that the revolutionary leader Theobald 

Wolfe Tone arose. Due to his humble upbringing, Tone was familiar with the poverty and 

frustration experienced by the majority of the Irish population excluded from the benefits 

of Ascendancy, and he agitated for a n o n d a n ,  republican revolution inspired by (and 

he hoped, aided and abetted by) the French example- It was largely fear of his United 

Irishmen movement, and of his repeated attempts at leading a French invasion, that led 

the Imperia1 authorities to dissolve Grattan's parliament in favour of legislative union with 

Britain, which i t  was thought would better secure the island from revolution- 

The next major Irish nationalist leader was a Catholic who first championed 

Catholic relief fiom the discruninatory Pend Laws and who later spearheaded a movement 

for repeal of the union. Daniel O'Connell led a movement that was scrupulously non- 

violent and dearly identified with the Catholic population. Indeed, it was fùnded by a 

"CathoIic rent" which consisteci of small but widespread contributions from the Catholic 

" Atter the Act of Union, Ireiand was g o v e d  by the 'Imperiai Parliament' which was the British 
Parliament with 100 Irish seats aAAPA in the House ofCommons and twentyhght Irish Peers in the 



population. His methods hvolved mas  organisation of the Catholic population, and m a s  

demonmations of that support in what were d e d  'monster meetingsn of up to 200,000. 

This popdar support was used to influence elections by mobiIising those Catholics who 

were qualified to vote as freehold leaseholded' His electîon in 1828 to a parliament 

where, as a Catholic, he could not rake his seat, precipitated a political crisis that led to 

Catholic emancipation measures in 1829. But together w i  these measures, the property 

value of votequalifying leases was raiseci, restrictïng the voting public that O'Comeil had 

so effectivel~ tapped by about 180,000 or 83%, and disenfianchising large numbers of 

Catholics in the processS' 

In the background to the issues of Catholic emancipation and Re& was the issue 

of land - its ownership and its u s e  The most commonly heard complaint was that 

Ascendancy landlords in Ireland conducted their affairs in a way that showed no concem 

for the welfare or fair treatrnent of their tenants (a traditional responsibility of an estate 

under the English system). It was argued that this conduct, combined with perverse 

incentives in the prevailing land law, resulted in the impoverishment or eviction of tenant 

farmers and the general degradation of the rural sector culminating in a series of 

devastating famines. What became known as the Great Famine occurred between 1845 

and 1849 and is blamed for one d i o n  deaths due to starvation and disease, while an 

ernigration exodus accounted for another million, reducing the Irish population by almost 

House of lords- 
Under the Pend Laws designed to contain the Cathok threar to Pmestantïsm Cathoiics lost the 

nght to vote in Ireland in 1728- Yet altbough most CathoIics muld not own poperty, they couid 
obtain the f i ad th  through holding a 'fkehold' i e  which was a kïnd of lease-for-life h t ,  if the 
land involved ex- forty s h i h g s  in valw, entitled the holder to a vote. Due to inflation, as tim 
went by a d  rmxe Cathob qualifieci under this provision but the 'loopbole' was d d  in 1829. 
'' K. Theudore Hoppen, ïmknd S h  18m: CbnjIkz d Gmjhdy  (New York: Longman, 1999), 22 



one fifth. The famine also coïncideci with the rapid decline of the Irish language. which 

was spoken by an ever-shrinking mïnority in the podimine years- 

Opposition to the land systern was intima tel^ aed to the Irish nationalist cause 

throughout the nineteenth century. Both O'Connell and to a greater degree the 

parliamentarian and nationaiist leader Charles Stuart Parnell made this issue their own. 

But land agitation was also associateci with secret societies like the ribbonmen, known for 

their violen5 intimidatory tactics that were aimed at enforcing non-cooperation with the 

land systern, such as the refusal to pay rent, to &e land from which another family had 

been evicted, boycod', etc. This nonamperation fampaign was known as the Land War 

and although it was championed by recognised nationalists like Parnell, i t  carried with it a 

considerable element of ~ r a l  violence and local cmrcion- 

Following O'Connell's death, the Irish nationais cause took two directions. One 

focused on the constitutional route and centred on the elected mernbers of the Irish party 

at Westminster. This party had its heyday under Pamell, and his Home Rule movement 

was arguably one of the m a t  celebrated and successful of Irish nationalist initiatives." Yet 

although it was the brainchild of a Northern Tory, b a c  Bu- it was consistently and 

"'Boycott'cfffni~the~appIiedtothosewhotooko~~ebatbadbeen~by 
evictions- New tenants wouid fird that they were su- to soaal osaacism and were unable to hire 
farm bands, seJi tkir produœ at do business in the area, or otIierwise interad with the local 
popuIation. The tactic is iiamed aRer one of its Eirst taigets, Captain Boyaxt 
" Parnell's pact with the British Liberals under Giads&one led to the introduction of ttiree Home Rule 
bills to estabiish a jurisdictionaiiy limiteci pariiament in Dublin, The first, in 1886, did n a  pass the 
House of Corrmyl~ls, Tbe seamci, in 1û93 p s s d  in th House of Commoas but was defeated in tbe 
House of Lords. AAer Ghdstone r e f d  pariiameat and rediuwi the power ofthe House of L a d s  
to a two year suspensive veto, a third Ho= Rule bill was inPoduœd in 1912. It was again rejected by 
the House of lords, but this m w  amounted to only a two year &&y. The Bill went on the statute 
b k s  in 1914 but was suspended mtii the d of the war, which was expeded to be sboit. Evmts 
overtook the Iegishtion (iduding an uprising in 1916), and by the end of the war H o m  Ruïe was no 
longer a viaMe option. The Government of I d a d  Act of 19#) substinited a new system of 
autonomous government along with partition of the six Nor&bem oounries, buî it was rejeded as 



forcefuil~ opposed in the North - opposition which induded the organisation of a 

pararnilitary force in 19 12 to resist its enforcement in the Northem counties once Home 

Rule had been passed in the House of Commons. 

In the later years of the nineteenth century, as Home Rule and Parnell's Land 

League movement were giving voice to pditical and economic grievances in Irelad, new 

movements began expressing concern for Ireland's cultural and social welfare. Publications 

like The Nation, the newspaper of the Young Ireland mowment, articulateci a desire to re 

establish an Irish fRilisation and sought to promote awareness of, and attachment to, Irish 

history and manners. The Gaelic League, meanwhile, added a revival of the Irish language 

to the cultural agenda beginning in 1893. While the Gaelic Revival of this latter period is 

ofien associated with the literary output of such leading figures as W.B. Yeats, A.E. Russell, 

or J.M. Synge it also coincïded with many ''seKhelpW movements aimed at providing the 

inftastnicture needed to improve social and cuitural conditions fiom ~ i t h i n . 8 ~  

The suspension in 19 14 of muchawaited Home Rule (in light of the war and the 

armed standoff in the North meant chat once again progress on legislative independence 

was to be poscponed indefinitely. In Easter 1916 a smali band of republicans began what 

they hoped would become a widespread revolution by occupying the General Post %ce 

building in Dublin? It didn't, and the revolutionarïes were forced to surrender afier a f w  

inadequate in the rest of the i s l d  So although the goal of a semi-independent parliamait had been 
attained in 1914, Home Rule never saw the light of day. 

For more on the political sigdiance of these culturd movemmts, çee P.J. Mathews, "The Insh 
Revival: A Re-appraisal, " in Ncw Votcrs in I i h  Ch3kkm (Dublin: Four Courts Press, S000). 

AIthough m>w dehami as one of the xmst hero'i moments in hish nationaiism, the miag was the 
work ofwhat bas been d e d  "a minnay of a niiaority d a  niinonty." See M i d  6 Tuathaigh, 
"Natioaalist Irehnd 1912-192s: Aspect of Continuity and Change," in N-t'Sm and U- 
ChjIict iiz I'lond 1885-1921, d Peter Coilins (The Queen's Uniwrsity of Belfasr The Institute of Insh 
Studies, 1994), 63. 



days of much mer-~mtched fighting whidi invohned heavy casualties among the insurgents 

and among the civilian Dublin population caught in the cr&- Although initially, 

popular opinion was against the revolutionaries the ensuing clampclown by Bntish 

authorities, including the execution of the rebel leadership and the widespread use of an 

a d i a r y  paramilitary force known as the Black and Tans, turned opinion in their favour- 

The Bntish also boosted the electoral fortunes of a small, lefi M g ,  tepublican Party, Sinn 

Féin, by mistakenly blaming them for the rïsing, Sinn Féin went on to sweep the pob in 

the 1919 general election, ail but wiping out the Home Rule party. Sinn Fiin delegates 

(including the 1916 veteran Eamon de Valera) refused to take their seats in Westminster 

and instead met in Dublin as a rivai legislature under de Valen's leadership. They 

declared dus body to be the sole legitirnate political authonty in Ireland, and the official 

successor to the Irish Republic that had been declared in Easter 19 16. This was the first 

Dail- 

From 19 19 to 192 1 a g u e d a  war was waged against the British in Ireland - 

alternacely known as the War of Independence or the Angi&ish War. The breahway 

Dail began to exercise control over local administration when Sinn Féin candidates swept 

local elections in 1920. Also during this period, an altemate justice system known as Dail 

courts were established, and popularly employed, while striking railways workers rehsed to 

transport troops throughout the country. Afjer sectarian riots in Belfast, the Government 

of Ireland Act was proclaimecl in 1920 establishing a separate parliament and 

administration for the six counties of Northem Ireland, largely to assure Loyalkm that they 

would not be placed under the authority of a Dublin gwemment In 1921 talks began 



between the Bricish gowmment and Diil offaais with a view to ending the confia in 

Ireland. The outcome was a treaty that g r a n d  Ireland somethîng modelled on Canada's 

Dominion stanïs (involving considerably more powers than Home Rule offered) but which 

coiitinued partition in the North, and denied Ireland Republic status, instead requiring all 

elected legislators to sweat an oath of loyalty to the crown. 

The treaty was seen by some, de Valera indudecl, as a betrayal of the Irish Republic 

declared in 1916, and the issue divided the country. When the treaty passed in a close vote 

in the Diil (64 to 57) the forces aligned with the anti-treaty side refused to accept this 

outcome and began insurrection afresh. Evencualy the pretreaty side was forced to take 

action against the anti-treaty 'irreconcilables' and civil war followed fiom 192201923. The 

war was a bitter stniggle but dwindling public support for the anti-treaty oposition led to 

the end of the conflict in 1923. The way was now clear for the new Irish State to go ahead 

with the difficult business of establishing itself. The first decade of Insh governrnent has 

been describecl as "a~thoritarian"~~ but in many respects it was remarkable in its continuity 

with the previous regime, especially as regards the dayaday management of govemment 

affairs by a professionalised and influentid civil seNice. In 1932 the anti-treaty leader de 

Valera and his new Fiama Fa Party overcame their objection to the oath of loyalty and 

entered the Dail, where they formed the new govemment? 

Eamon de Valera led Ireland from 1932 to 1959, with only two three-year stints out 

of power. While in government he pdually dismantled the connection with the crown, 

a6 RF, Foster, M h  Iirlond 1660 - 1922 (London: Ailen Lane, 1988), 519. 
Eamon de Valera a d  the antiaeaty Dai1 manbeis had previously abstained h m  the post-treaty 

Dail legislature because of the oath. Fianna Faü won the 1932 eldon, however, and de Vaiem 
decided that he could 'sign the book' - what was needed to meet the oath requiremeat - without 



and also laundied a punishg 'economic war' with Brirain by refusing to malre due 

payments for land annuities and for the pensions of British offiQals who had secved in 

Ireland. In 1937 he introduceà a new constitution modelled on the idea of a virtuous and 

Catholic 'Irish' Ireland, and later he maintained Ireland as a n e u d  state in World War II 

largely to establish that Irish a f f h  were distinct fiom those of Britain. The prolonged 

process of separation from Britain was formally completed on Easter Monday 1949, when 

the Republic of Ireland was officially inaugurated and Ireland Mthdrew from the 

Comrnonweaith. But this official break belied a c c m ~ u e d  close relationship berween the 

two states. For instance s@al trade arrangements prevailed and Brimin remained 

Ireland's largest trading parmer und  well into the 1970's. At the same tirne the practice of 

reciprocal citizenship was continued, meaning that Irish citizens could live and work f k l y  

in Britain and vice versa. To put this in context, the expanded trade and mobility 

provisions associated with the development of European Union citizenship are only now 

catching up with what had previously existed between Britain and an independent 

Ireland.88 

In the latter half of the twentieth century, although the situation in the North of 

Ireland became more acute leading to the re-kindling of sectarian violence,89 in the Irish 

compromishg his prkiples because at that point he felt it was a gannie without sisnif i~31~3e. One of 
his new govemment's fht aus was to abolish the oath. 
%Bh tàct, thefrish-Britishrehiorishipremainedsodose tbarwhenBritain's entq imo the Coammn 
Market was vetoed by Franœ in 1963, Ireland let its appii~tion to Fin the p u p  lapse, sinœ it macle 
iittle sense fbr Ireland to be in tbe Cornmon Uarket if Britah wasn't- J.J. Lee, I i  1912-1985 
Polhks a d  Saacj. (New York: Cambridge University Pias, 1989). 241- th en^ was also some oonœrn 
in Ireland tba.t the pmhential tmde reiatiouship between the idands WOU be heid in vioIation of the 
1947 GATT agreement. F.S.L. Lyons, ïrcliud S k  the F& (Lmdo~~  Fontana Press, 1989), 569. 
~9 Sectarian vioienœ auped in Northern Irelaad kgïmbg in 1- and 1 W  with atmcks on Catholic 
civil nghts smrches, a d  on C3athdic mmmunities in Beifàst and Ikry ,  dong with retaliations 
against loyalists. By tbat tirne, the IRA (repesenting the iast ofthose repubiicans opposed to the posr- 
treaty Irish s&ate) had by ail acmunts wound up due to iack of public support, (See Foster, Modmt 



Republic nationalism continued to evolve in new directions. Under the influence of 

liberalking and d a r i s h g  social trends, signifiant elements of the nationalise legislation 

introduced d u ~ g  the early years of the Irish State were rescinde& yet a strong sense of 

national identity persisted. In 1983 senior elected ligures fiom the Repubiic and the 

North of Ireland participated in a series of meetings and consultations under the tide of 

the New Ireland Fonimgo In the words of io  &ef architect, Garrett Fitzgerald, the Forum 

was a "se 's-~o~~~~ious" attempt to "redefine nationalism" in Ireland?' The object was to 

bring together those d o  rejected violence to deliberate on how to shape a new Ireland 

where "people of daering identities would Live together in peace and harmony and in 

which al1 traditions would find an honoured place and have equal ~alidity.~' 

Also in the late 20m century, historid works began appearing which were 

increasingly critical of received accounts of Irish national (or nationalist) history. Now 

termed "the revisionist controversy," 93 this school of history has been charaaerised as an 

Im&nd, 576). However, Qtholics were still seen by t h e  running the North as a threat to the 
Northern Ireland state, and were treated aamrdiogly- As one Northern Ireland Prime Mhister 
e x p M  it, m o ~ (  Catholics wem "ami-British and ad-Nottheni Irebnd," and he asked: "how can 
you give somebody wbo is your enemy a hi- position in order to aiiow him to a m e  and âestroy 
you?" See bisb H M D a r c m m a  S k  18010, ed- Alan O'Day and John Stevenson (Dublin: Gi and 
MaQniUan, 1992), 213. 

Present for the initial meeting of the Fonim waie: Taoiseach, Dr, Ganet FitzGerald TD, (Leader of 
the Fine Gad Party); Mt. Charles J. Haughey TD, (Lader of the F i  FaiI Party); the T-, 
Mi. Dick Spnrig TD, (Leader of the labour Partyk and repiaenting Northcm Ireiand, Mr. John 
Hume MP, MEP, (Leader ofthe Social Pwicxratic and Laüour Party). 
9' Garrett Fitqeraid, tekphone oonversation with author, November 2,1999. 
92 Taken h m  the text of the 1984 Ncwi Fonmr Rr;poit, whicfi is avaihble onliae at 
cahukac~uk/i/politics/nifi .htm (August 15, 1999). The lPLpon is publisheci in Dublin by the 
Stationery Offiœ of the Repubiic of Manci. 
93Therevislonist~lhasbeen~ti~intmnfiirdis0atingthehistoryitnieamtoexposeby 
writing out the muniai inmived and by 'inveaiiig the axmdmnism' to daiy the deepIOOtedneSS of the 
Irish identity. Tbis critique is adviMaed in Brendan Bradshaw's 1988 artide, "Nationalism and 
Historical Scholarship in Modem ïdad," which first braached the mkionist debate. The artide is 
reprînted in a wiiection devoted to exploting the revisionist qwstiou: I i  I i  R i f :  TlIc 
Debute on K d  lûwbhhm 1938-1994, ed. Cïaran Brady (Dublin: Irish AcaQmic Priess, lm), 191- 
216. For rime on rwisionism, see ako George D, Boyœ and Alan ODay, Z k  Mhkg O f M h  I i h  
H w  (Landon: RoutIedge, 1996). 



"iconodastic assaultw on the leading figures of Irish nationalism Revisionist works such 

as RF. Foster's Modem Ireland are seen as m a r h g  a break with the previous mode under 

which, it was argued, history was presented as a 'teleological' proceo culminating in INh 

independence?' The contrwersy received considerable public attention for what has been 

desaibec! as "a radier complet and arcane debate among a~adernics,''"~ suggesting that 

attitudes towards nationalism in Ireland are still powerful and dl evolving- 

II. WAS INDEPENDENCE APPROPRIATE IN IREIAND? 

Now that a brief outiine of the histoical ddopmen t s  of Irish nationalism is in 

place, 1 want to go on to consider how we can morally evaluate this experience. in this 

section 1 will ask whether any of the six accounts discussed in the previous chapter would 

justify the nationalism that aimed at the independence of Ireland. I choose this question 

because 1 believe it is relatively unconaoversial to say that some f o m  of Irish 

independence was appropriate- If that is what our moral intuition suggesfs in this case, 

then presumably we can expect sound moral accounts of nationalism to r e m  the same 

verdict 

But as it turns out, none of the six can pravide a solid justification in the Irish 

contact In each case they offer outcornes involving either the total rejection of the daims 

94 Bradsbw, "Naationalism an<L Historicai Schohship," 2û7. 
* U A G .  6 Tuatbaigh, %ish Historicai 'Revisionism': State of the AIi or Ideoiogical Projcct?" in 
I i  I i  Erstqy, 3 18. 
" Coverage of the don i s t  debate induded a dedi~ted special on a leading currient aûàim TV 
program. W., 307. 



of nationalism, or c d  for reformed govanment fiom Brirain. O r  dternately th- end in a 

d e m a t e  situation born of die many identities represented in Lreland at the tïme. 

Let m e  begin with the "dark sidew theory of nation* This theory is not likely 

to suggest that the nationalism that agitatecl for Irish independence was justified? since by 

its definition nationalism is an indicator of moral weakness. Yet perhaps it mi& suggest 

that independence i td f  was appropriate, if we put aside ùie urcumsgnces of its amval. 

Therefore I want to consider whether this thmy can point toward other reasons for Irish 

independence or whether it can at least help us d e  sense of that outcome. 

Ultimately? however, 1 don't think it is passible to get such results frorn this theory, 

The udark sidem theory would suggest that nationalism in Mand was the manifestation of 

a desire to surrender the will to a greater cause, or perhaps an amvistic and violenceprone 

instinct of the population. By qlaining it thus the theory almost immediately rules out 

any other motives for the movement In which case, Irish independence could not be 

justified, since i t  would involve giving in to such base instincts. '' 
Undeniably there were those among Irish nationalists who appear to fit this 

profile?8 And the long association of the nationalist cause with violent secret societies 

confi- that there was a dark side to Irish nationalism- But 1 don't believe the entire 

movement can be de-legitimised on this basis because even though these movements 

existecl, so did other mcwements which took quite different fomis. There was O'Connell's 

- - - 

An argument couid be made that were it d i v d  h m  aatioaalism might then be 
justified on other teras - such as remedial rigk 1 address the issues surrounding the appiicability of 
c reniedial right' theories belowOW 
" The rhetoric wming h m  the kader ofthe 1916 Rismg, Padrig Pearse, supports tbe idea that at 
least some nationalisht were motivated by a mystmsm * * 

tbat sqgpts  of the wüi. As will 
be noted lata, Pearse called on ail Irish to participate in the punSring sauarœnt of Moodshed as part 



non-violent Repeal mwement, or the constitutional nationalkm of the Home Rule party- 

These were the mass movements of k s h  nationdism. And if the desire to establish a 

po l iâdy  independent nation was driven by a need to sublimate the wiu, then it is odd 

that this drive manifestecl itself in the foundation of the world's first mawmembership 

political as well as in the exercise of the fianchise =en under quite ddiffult 

conditions. Thus it seems to me that the nationalism which sought some level of Irish 

independence cannot be d i s 4  across the board as a mere maniféstation of our darker 

instincts. In which case it's fitting to ask whether, or how? the cause of Irish independence 

can be justified. 

The tmth is that few people today argue that Irish independence was unwarranted. 

But the reason most ofien given in its defence is that the Irish were so badly treated under 

British rule that the right to independence was a remedial right denwd from their 

experience of oppression and misgwemment So naw let me consider what a "remedial 

right" rheory might say about the nationalism that aimed at Irish independence. 

Clearly there are legitimate grounds for grievance when it cornes to the Irish 

experience under British rule and 1 don't think it's necessary to go through the litany of 

abuses to establish this. It's also m e  that these grievances are cornmonplace in the 

rhetoric of Irish nationalism, so clearly diey have a bearing on the situation. But what's 

not clear is that Irish independence was the best way to address this problem'w There 

of reciaiming the nation, See "Pearse: We may shoot the wmng people," in G@ia c $ N u i t y ,  ed. 
k C. Hepbm (London: Edward Arnold, I980), 80. 
PP O'Conrrell's party was hunded in 1823, as Tom Garvin puts it, "pigping Old Hickory Jackson's 
DemocraticPartyattûehistoncalpostùy~neyear~"Se," Ambivaht Chansnia: The Phenomeaon 
of de Valera," Merriman Learrre, 9 ciraft, January 1997 (paper cm file with the author), 5. 
'O0 George Boyœ raises a similar point when he su- chat Iasb nationalism need not have led to a 
demand for an independent lqgkhnm and jpvernment, It might insread have led to a rwvement 



were other possible solutions - for exampie, reform of discnminatory laws, the r e m 4  of 

restrictive trade laws, the reform of die land system, proportionate represencation in the 

House of Commom, or democratic input uito the stnictwes of the Irish executive- 

Perhaps reparations could have been paid to d i s p o d  or disadvantaged fàmiiies, a 

"truth commissionw could have been established to addres human rights violations, the 

list goes on. If rights abuse was the problern, why is it ht a reformecl, nondiscriminatory 

Imperia1 government was not the solution? h u e  if it was, then a 'remediai right' theory 

cannot account for the moral legitimacy of Irish independence. 

It couid be argued that the hperial government could not have managed this 

tumaround but this doesn't give British authorities a great deal of creditlO' Reform was 

not inconceivable, but it was not what Irish nationalists were afier, except as temporary 

relief on the way to independence. Ultimately, then, the remedid right argument, with its 

namral consemtism and preference for the maintenance of ercisting state units, cannot 

justifi. Irish independence d e  there was a chance that interna1 reform could have 

addressed the problem 

The next account of nationafism that I want to consider is the one 1 have termed 

the "dysfunctionaiist" account. Under this theory Irish nationalisrn would be understood 

as a way to adjust to the conditions of modernity. Given the sociologid law that explains 



our need for nations, it would be legitimate for the Irish to pursue independence as a 

means to psychologid security and materid pfospenty. But 1 don't think this account 

works either- 

Let me address the prosperity side of the formula first An interest in the 

prosperity of the island and its population certainly did run duough the various 

movements of Irish nationalisrn, from a concern with land law and made practices to forms 

of economic nationalism based on the promotion and protection of domestic industry. 

But this was rarely the central theme of these mwements. Nor did the realisation of an 

increasingly independent Irish nationstate lead directly to a prosperrous, welhdjusted, and 

modemised economic order. Quite the opposite aras true during the early years of Irish 

independence, Because it was identifid with the national character as a nid, Catholic 

people, agriculture was made a priority in the new state. There was an assumption, for 

instance, that Uagriculture was and would remain the most important industry in the Free 

State."'OZ Further evidence that the new Irish state was not girding itseif for modernisation 

were the reduaions in unemployment relief, and the 1922 decision to disband the 

Department of Labour as an independent minisay (not to be reesrablished uncil 1966).1°' 

Even though Ireland did eventually become more prasperous (much thanks to its 

European Community connections) the initial expetience under an Irish national 

govemment would not support the suggestion that independence was a way to ease the 

transition to a mudern, industrialid economy. 

govemment was beginning to refcwm in the hte nineteenth and &y twdeth œnturia and if so, it 
wodd pnsumabiy be prefaabie to maintain an cxktbg state unit. 
l m  Mary Daiy quoted in Ronan Fanning, I d p d W I m l i # i d  (T>ubtin= Heliam Limitecl, lm), 76. 
'O3 Fanning, ~ ~ I ~ & &  72. 



Did it, perhaps, prcwide other less m a t e d  advantages, that eased the transition to 

modernity? Again, the early experience of the Irish State suggests Othe* Leaders iike 

Cosgrave (Taoiseach 1922 to 1932) and de Valera have been describecl as social 

reamonaries and their govemments emphasised traditional values like fardy, frugality, 

religious devotion and social deference.. Moreover it seems that this approadi was not at 

the time objected to by the Irish population.'M Whether this reactionary and sometimes 

authoritarïan approach to social affairs was warranteci or not, it is just not convinang to 

argue that independent nationhood was a vehide for the adjutment to modemity during 

the eariy years of the Irish mite In which case the Ydysfünctionalist" account does not 

seem adequate to explain Irish independence. 

Moving on to "social trust" theories, if applied to the Irish case such theones 

suggest that the doser bonds of nationality would faditate redismbutive justice or other 

evidence of deepened moral cornmitmena, making an independent Irish state a superior 

moral and political entity. But again, this theory dœs not seem to fit the Irish acperience. 

The early Irish State was so concemed with establishing a track record of hancial security 

that it pursued a strict course of austerity pditics. As already noted this involveci cumng 

people off unemployrnent relief, and it also involved cutbacks to already meagre old age 

pensions in 1924. Likewise health are,  which had already been poor under British d e ,  

did not see much improvement under Irish rule for a considerable penod of time. And 

even though Ireland, like other western states, faced difficult economic conditions fiom 

the thircies to the end of the war, it is still hard to explain why there was not even an 



independent Min* of Heath und  1947. As FSL Lyons describes it, until the end of 

World War 11: 

[Tlhe provision of health &ces for people who could not af50rd to pay for 
private treatment changed litde, either in scope or in character fiom what it 
had been in the last years of British mle It was scanty, old-fashioned and 
frequently humiliating to those whose property left them with no other 
alternative. 'O5 

Radier than the bonds of common nationalîty fostering a deepened concem for odiers, 

sometimes it seems as if the reverse was the case. People were expected to accept pa te r  

sacrifices for the cause of common nationality. Only this can explain the remarkable 

statement made by one minister defending the lirnited redistributive effons of his 

government. He explained There are certain lirnited funds at our disposal. People may 

have to die in the country and die through starvati~n."'~~ 

Even if the acpectations of a usocid trust" payoff are lowered from redisaibutive 

justice to more basic conditions of trust and munial cornmitment, Ireland d presents a 

problem The shared condition of Irish nationaiity did not, for instance, prevent the moa 

profound distnist fiom prevailing between the Irish of Ulster and the Irish of the rest of 

the island. The Loyalists of the North and elsewhere did identifv as Irish, they just 

disagreed on what was good for the island and on how the Irish nation should cmdua 

itself. According to one sdidar of unionist thought, the idea that there were two nations 

in Ireland, separated by the partition of the islmd in 1920, developed only after that ewnt, 

'O5 Lyons, iraland SUW tk F d ,  661. 
'O6 Fanning, Independem InCond, LOO. 



not More i t  'O7 As late as 1905 the rhetoric of lrish nationality stiil involved d i s  for al l  

Lrishman to rise above creed, set aside matters of Union or Repeal, and recognise that the 

funire salvation of Ireland lay in "the mutual inclination of I w ~  hearts and mincis dong 

the common plane of nati~naity."'~~ The group that issued this proclamation was the 

steadfady loydist Independent Orange Order and it reflects the pre-partition thinking 

which still saw the debate as being between ccmationals widi a mutual interest in the weU- 

being of the whole island. So evidedy, common nationality was not a sufiCient condition 

for mutual trust, redistribution or deepened common cornmitment in the Irish case- 

Therefore these conditions mnnot be what justified an independent Irish state. 

Next, 1 will consider the "selfeeemn b r i e s ,  which would suggest that Irish 

national independence was a means to reestablishing selfirespect and secure belonging. A 

national state would therefore be an institutionalised expression of that seIf-respect. 

Undeniably the language of pride and sekespect is everywhere in the arguments of Irish 

nationalists. Some even suggested that if the Irish failed to reclaim management of their 

own political affairs then they desemed the degradation and disrespect implied in being 

governed by outsiders.'09 However, by gaining independence, it was argued, the Irish 

would prove their own worth and give themselves something of which they could be 

proud. So it is true that self-esteem was at stake in the Irish case. 

'O7 Jennifèr Todd, Wnionist PoLitical Thought, lSQ@lW2," in M M  Z h g &  in H à d  Sinrp the 
lhmtemh Cennqy, d D- George Boyœ, R d x r t  Ecdeshall and V i t  (New York: 
Routiedge, 1993), 195, 
los The Independent Orange Oder, " in IrrjA Pdr'ALrrl Lbcumcm I86eZ916, ed. Arthur Mitchell and 
Padraig 0 Swdaigh (Dubii~ Irish Academic Ras, MW), 119-n). The prod;uaation aiso argued tbat 
demo~acy  must be limiteri in its application '%y the ability of the people to govan-" 
'wDanid~Coaaellwamedthat:"Hewho~hisbusiaesstoothersissuretohawit 
negleaed." H e  argued that "Each nation bas a sacred duty imposed on it, to attend to its own 



But attachment to the Irish nation was not the only possible source of esteem and 

belonging that aras in play. For some, it was attachment to the Empire that served as a 

source of identity and esteem Or, alternately, in the case of northem Loyalists their 

at tachent  to the union had its origins in a contact-based view of political authority 

associated with the seder societies that had been established on cleared  land^."^ This view 

held that these setder populations had corne to Ireland and taken these lands as part of a 

pact with the am. That pact (which promised they would be looked afker by the British 

govemment, so long as they remained loyal and kept Ireland loyal for the aown) was the 

basis for the loyaiist identïty and honouring that commitment became a source of selG 

esteem and belonging. These loydist attachments were r d  and important to the 

individuals who held thern, men if they were in the rninority, and even if the pact was 

based on the unfair expulsion of native landowners. 

Thus secure self-esteem cannot be a justification for Irish independence without 

factoring out the loyalist perspective in Ireland. It could be argued that this is precisely the 

purpose that partition se~ed, but even so, this onb dealt with the situation of Northern 

loyalists and there were d l  sizeable loyaiist populations in the twenty-su counties. The 

justification of Irish independence as a selfeeem measure is thetefore stalemated by the 

loyalists' daims to have their basic esteem needs accorded equal respect. 

The final theory I want to consider is that derived from Kyrnlicka's account of how 

societal cultures provide a context of meaning essential to the realisation of autonomy. 

- - 

affairs," and that to neglea this duty by amq&g the union with Britain was "the height of w i d d  
absurdity." asrrwriorrson tk C o n r h  .... (DuMin: Samuei J. Machen, 1842), 40. 
"0J~erTodd~toiQnt~disMd~~notfiJUym~t)loyaliscmdesdthought. The 
contract-based idea of byaüsm was among thern. See "Unionist Political Thougbt," 1%. 



B a d  on this idea it could be argued that the Irish needed access to a viable 'societal 

culture' in order that they could achieve liberal fieedom But 1 am not sure that this 

approach could mer, in faa, suggest a justification for Irish independence. In the Grst 

place, it could be argued chat the Irish already had adequate cultural through their access 

to a British or Imperia1 ' deca l  dture- '  If this conclusion is rejected on the grounds that 

British or Imperhi 'societai culture' was discruninatory towards the Irish, then the 

argument has no option but to slip back into a temediai right daim, with all the problems 

associated with that approach. 

Alternately, it could be argued that the Irish already had an adequate 'societal 

culture' even without reference to the British conneccion. There was a language 

(admittedly dwindling but still celebrated), an education system (admittedly more dedicated 

to promoting Imperia1 than Irish content), and there was ewen special representation in 

parliament (admittedly established on a territorial rather than a cultural basis). In short, 

Ireland continued to function under a d i s ~ c t  and comprehensive set of social 

institutions, some good, some bad, throughout the eighteenth, nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries. Perhaps diese institutions needed to be better accornmodated, or 

perhaps they needed to be reformed. But it is not dear why thqr would need to be 

transferred to an independent Ireland to provide a context of meaning and a basis for 

individual autonomy. 

But again, a h i s t o ~  of conquest or oppression might be thought to make Ireland a 

special case. Remediation or historical obligation might require that the Irish societal 

culture be granted special political status, perhaps induding some measure of 



independence Yet in rhis case, the argument for Irish independence is not king made on 

the grounds of autonomy and its setcing, rather it is made on the basis of past experience 

And as with use'self-esteern" theories, moves to privilege an Irish societal culture would have 

to explain why the needs of Layalist populations (attached to a different socierai culture - 

the British/Imperial one) should take a back s e a ~  Givai the fundamental importance of 

autonomy and of 'societal culture' as a context of meaning for indiduals, the autonomy- 

based account cannot heIp but run into a demate  situation in Ireland. Either that, or it 

does not c d  for independence at dl. 

So it seerns that the six existùig theones of the morality of nationalism run into 

difficulty when it cornes to explaining why independence might have been jusafied in the 

Irish context This king the case, 1 think it advisable to look for new sources of insight 

into what was at stake in the Irish situation and whether the measures involveci with 

nationalism were appropriate- As noted, 1 mean to start this search by looking at the 

arguments nationalises themselves offered on behalf of their cause 

III. TWO FORMULATIONS OF THE IRISH NATIONALIST CLAIM 

First let me say that the discussion that follows does not attempt a comprehensive 

review of nationalist vie- in ùeland. The aim, rather, is more limited - it is to ask in a 

general way how nationalists justified their own cause and what steps they thought shouid 

be taken to assure its realisation. It should also be ackncnvledged fiom the start that among 

the rasons Irish nationalists gave are many arguments about oppression, economic or 



social development, selfeeem, etc - al1 hctors fited by the theories reviewed above But 

because those theories don't seem to yield a worlcable tool for establishing the mord worth 

of nations, and can't account for h h  independence as an appropriate measure, I am 

interested in arguments that go b o n d  what these theories already represent 

After lodang into the writings and speeches of leading nationalist figures from the 

late eighteenth to the mid twentieth century - cwering the main bulk of Irish nationalism 

- 1 am led to conclude that together with the already cited concems, these figures were 

m o t i d  by a concem for the political and personal benefits that could be realised when a 

population shared a common frame of reference, Comrnon endeavours are made easier 

and possibty even more fniitlul when the participants work within a common fmme of 

reference. Even purely private goals an be easier to advance under such conditions. nie 

arguments of Irish naaonalists ofien netum to a discussion of this idea, in te= of the 

price one pays when a shared h m e  of reference is lacking in political or social relations. 

This suggests that nationalism is, in some ways, a daim about the utility of having a shared 

frame of reference that supports common endeavours and that equips individuals with the 

skills to work within the circumstances chat they face in their d a v d a y  Iives. 

But this claim about the need for a shared fiame of reference was formulatecl in not 

one, but two ways. One formulation is what 1 c d  the "good government" formulation and 

focuses on the political situation. It argues that unless there is a shared h m e  of reference 

between the govemed and the goveming, political mismanagement is the likely outcome. 

It therefore calls for political change to better match the gweming order to the different 

circumstances of different populations, as reflected in their distinct circumstances - 



whether social, cuitural, economic, or involving some other measure The second 

formulation is what I cal1 the "national characterb formulation and it focuses on die 

situation of the population i d f .  It argues that without a common idiom and a known 

inherirince of cultural and historical achievements, a people will not t h e  because they 

will lack the necessary emotional and psychologilal resources. Advocates of this 

formdation, therefore, tend to direct their energies toward cbanging the national 

consciousness of the population by reinforcing or re-introducing certain national mits, 

such as language, social conduct, or anistic pursuits. 

This may sound tike no more than the much-trehearsed distinction between civic 

and ethnic nationalism, or alternately between politicai and C U ~ N ~  nationalism. But this 

would be a mistaken conclusion. These are not, as I said, two distinct types of nationalism. 

They are instead two angles on the same problem The "good govemment" formulation 

and the "national character" formulation are, in effect, mirror images of one another, but 

as in a rnirror the main features have been reverseci. In order to illustrate this point I want 

to first begin by providing a M e r  account of these two formulations of the nationalist 

daim and how they appear in the arguments of Irish nationalists. 

1.7Re "goodgwernmentn farmuhtion 

Henry Grattan, who led the movement for an independent Irish legislature in the 

eighteenth century and who also led the movement against its dissolution, was rnalcing an 

argument about the requisites for good government when he held that a union 

government would lack the cornpetence to govem Irish affairs. Grattan was of the opinion 



that Irish "interests" and "sympathiesw were distinct fiom those of the English, and would 

be better serval by the country being govemed by hishmen."' Under a union govemment 

these interests and sympathies would be "alienated""2 rather than served by the 

arrangement. Instead he held that- "there is no body of men comptent to make laws to 

bind Ais nation except the King, Lords, and Commons of Ireland."'" 

Hdf a century later another prominent nationalist leader was still making the same 

argument about the competence of a London-bad govemment to recognise, understand, 

and serve the interests of the population in Ireland. Daniel O'Connell, who lead the 

movement for Repeal of the union, held that Ireland could not get good goverrunent from 

London because the Imperia1 parliament took insuffiCient interest in Irish affairs. He 

believed there were unique features to the Irish situation, which framed political issues for 

the island in a way that was distinct fiom the way the same issues appeared in England. 

O'Connell rdised that the English were often mystified by the unrest they saw in Ireland, 

but this bafflement was, in his mind, further evidence of the problem, He said of Engiish 

politicians' disbelief in the face of Irish demands: 

1 betieve it is because they are unacquainted with the state of Ireland that they 
feel as they do. But our great complaint is that they will not take the trouble of 
being informed; and if there were no other reason of showing the absolute 
necessity of Repeal, it wodd be found in this, that the governing people of this 
counny are radically and perversely ignorant of the wants, of the wishes, of the 

'" Henry Grattan, "Anti-Unicm Speech," in Tiir Sjwdcs #& mg& Bcm Hkmy GrOttan, ed. Daniel 
Owen Madden, 2* ed (Dublin: James Dufijr, L86S), 255. It shouki be n d  tbat the governing 
Lrishmen he had in minci muid not be members of the -0nty Catimlic population, who muld not 
sit in the legishure because of tbeir religiom LilrewiJe, féw Catholics muld vote because the P d  
Laws Luniteci th& ngbt to own pope& and to vote. 
112 mIbcd 



situation, of the feelings, of the distresses and ofthe detenninaâon of the Irish 
people. It is that we cornplain of."' 

The distinct situation in Ireland had not been well represented under Imperia1 

govemment, O'Connell claimed Irish interests either went unrecognkd, or they were 

over-ruled by English interests. The solution, he argued, was to "transfer our legislation to 

a body knowing, living in, and solely ocaipied with Ireland.""' 

O'Connell believed that the goveming body had no choice but to share in the 

situation and the interests of the govemed, so that politics would better serve the people. 

As he explaineci: 

1s it not exident that no person can have so great an interest in there k i n g  
good laws in Ireland, as the inhabitants of Ireland? Having then, the most deep 
interest in there king good laws in Ireland; having our properties, Our [ives, 
our comforts, Our liberties, all at stake in the good government of our country; 
rnust we not be the most fit persons to take m e  of those properties by wise 
laws; to protect our lives by just institutions, to attend to the promotion of Our 
cornforts and by salutary regulations, to establish our bberties by sound 
legislation? Who else can have the deep, the entire, the perpetud interest we 
have in these things?'16 

For many Irish nationalists further evidence of the Imperia1 governrnent's inability 

to appreciate the Irish situation seemed to have been decisively and tragically provided by 

the inadequate response to the successive famine crises experienced in Ireland throughout 

the nineteenth cennuy. Bad land laws were blamed for impoverishing tenants and 

encouraging irresponsible landlords, and these developments were in mm blamed for 

setting the conditions for famine. By reducing the peasanay to a diet based on the o d y  

"4 Report of a speech by Daniel O'Cond, %Notion, 4 November 1843,SS. 
"' Report of a speech by Daniel O'Co~eii, T%e N ' ,  30 September 1843,808. 
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staple that provided a suficiendy high yield on small plots of land - the potato - the land 

system primed Ireland for a f d  crisis. This experience is what led Isaac Butt to re-issue 

the cal1 for an independent Irish iegislature, since the Imperiai parliament had 

demonstrated by its handling of the crisis rhat it did not understand the Irish situation. 

Butt also conciuded that the English took a limited interest in Irish welfare since even 

when the extent of the famine crisis was finally recognised, it was lefi to Irish property 

alone to shoulder the burden of famine retief. Butt's movement went on to become the 

celebrated Home Rule cause under the leadership of Parnell- 

The Home Rule movement built on these older arguments about the need for fitst- 

hand knowledge of the Irish situation, and the need for gavemors to share an interest in 

Irish affairs- In an attempt to explain to English audiences the drive behind the 

movement, one AngleIrish correspondent to the Times of landon put it thus: 

[Tlhat feeling &ch is at the bottom of the Home Rule idea, even among loyal 
Irishmen, [is] that Engiishmen and Scotchmen will talk, write, and legislate on 
Irish affairs - will do everything, in short, but go there and see the country with 
their own eyes, which meanwhiie is dowed to dnfP7 

But it was not o d y  those national- who pursued a constitutional path that voiced 

the "good government" formulation. Consider, for instance, the argument of eighteenth 

century republican revolutionary Theobald Wolfe Tone. Tone complained that the King 

had never visited Ireland, nor had many of the Peers, proving, he thought, that the Engiish 



political leadership had =no common interest with the He held that Ireland's 

right to independence rested on the "axiomw that 'an independent nation wiii better 

regulate her O- c o n c e r n ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  He also argued that to distribute its benefits equaüy, a 

government must be in the mi& of the people it senres, saying: 'In order that life and heat 

should be equally distributed to all die members of the body politic the gowmment, the 

h a r t  of society, ought to be in its own  entre-'''*^ 

This, then, provides the main outlines of the ugood government" formulation of 

the nationalia claim, as articulateci by Irish nationalists. But before going on it is 

reasonable to ask whether this really amounts to a moral claim You just don't 

understand" is a fack defence that can be used to cover an inadequacy in argument. But 1 

beliwe that the "go& gowmment" formulation suggests something more than a difference 

of opinion or perspective, although it is that too. The emphasis on having people visit 

Ireland, to experience it first hand, suggests that these nationalists were confident that 

there were reai and tangible differences in the Irish situation that could be srperienced and 

wimwed by those who were p repad  to leam about them. These differences in the Irish 

situation ground the "good gwemment" formulation in the amal  and observable 

circurnstances of the population. These circurnstances included the economic situation, 

the Iegal regime (which, because it discriminateci against the Catholic rnajority, fûnctioned 

differently than in England), and social and cultural features like language difference, 

family patterns, etc These are the differences that would confiont a visitor, and they are 

Ils TheObalci \Ho& Tone, "Address," in L@ qfZkddd Wdfi Ton, ed. Thomas 8artlett. (DubIin: 
The Liiiiput Press, 1998) 667,678,680- 
Il9 W., 685- 
'20 Ibui., 707. 



the real and practical factors that set the fiame of reference for Irish politics. The "good 

govemment" formulation, therefore, is merely the daim that to govem weM, the political 

order should be in touch with these circum~tances so that the legislators of this population 

work fiom within a fiame of reference shared by the popdation they govem. 

2- The ' '~tional chaTactern fonnulacion 

One formulation of the nationalist daim held that politics must change to corne into 

better accord with the distinct Qmimstances of the Irish population in order that 

govemment might undetscand and better seive the interests and aims of that population. 

The second formulation of the nationalist daim, howwer, seems to take that argument 

and turn it on its head. The "national character" formulation argues that the Irish 

population needed to become more distinct, so that they might redise cornmon 

achievements, provide senire personal identity, and even so that the case for having a 

separate legislature could be reinforced. Let me elaborate on this formulation of the 

nationalist claim by giving some examples of this argument at work 

The effort to proaaively inculcate certain traits and characteristics in the Irish populace 

was the mandate behind the work of the Young Ireland movement of the mid- to late 

nineteenth century. Young Irelanders created Ae Nation nearspaper with the aim of 

readying Ireland for political independence. This was to be achieved by making or r e  

awakening die Irish nation. The tools at their disposal were popular history, public 

monuments, maps, manners, and the arts - in other words, materials calculateci to generate 

a renewed pride in things Irish. One Narion writer complained in the early 1840's that 



"the materials of nationalisation ... are m t y  and defective,""' but the Young Irelanders 

intended on changing that The writer pledged to develop 'the seeds of permanent 

nationdity" and to sow them udeep in the People's heart~."'~~ 

Clearly there is a self.conscious1y constmctivist bent to thïs approadi and the idea of 

heady young inteUectuals campgigning around the country in order to 'invent' a tradition 

of nationafity may not ultimately lend mudi credibility to the h h  nationalist cause. But 

while the Young Irelanders were rnaking a calculateci effort to encourage a national 

consciousness, the materi& they were basing theu work on, however "scanty and 

defectiven were real enough in their opinion. Take the case of Irish history; in an effort to 

point out that there was no distinct Irish civilisation one scepticai correspondent 

challengecl a Nation writer with Where's your history?" The answer given was to point out 

that Ireiand had a long and busy history by any standards, and that it was only the 

awareness of this history that was lacking. This awareness was oniy now on the rise, 

meaning Ireland was uyoung as a nation.'"lJ In other words the historical raw rnaterial was 

there, but work needed to be done to inject it into the common consciousness. As one 

Nation writer put it, 'In other countries the past is the neutral gcound of the scholar and 

the antiquary; with us it is the battle field."'" 

The Young Ireland arguments about the &ence of a distinct Irish history suggest 

that there were real differences in Irish circurnstances, but that these were poorly reflected 



in the popular consciousness, except as a consciousness of inadequacy. It was felt that oniy 

by reernbracing these features of the Irish condition could the Irish population acpect to 

achieve what other peoples were achieving. 

The same kind of argument was made by the leaders of the Gaelic League 

movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century- The League was intended to 

inspire a return to the original "Irishness" of Ireland, with a special emphasis on the Irish 

language. Gaelic Leaguers believed that a t  the mot of Ireland's intractable social and 

political problems was a kind of existentid disconnectdness. The Irish had lost touch 

with the historic civilisation that once provided a frame of reference for Me on the island, 

but had not succeeded in making the English civilisation fit Irish àrcumstances or the Irish 

personality. Thus League founder Douglas Hyde wrote of the "CU~OUS certainty" that an 

Irishman would never adjust to English rule, "even though it should be for their good." 

Yet this inability to assirnilate to the new political reality left people without a contact. The 

Irish were, he said, "ait off from the past, yet scarcely in touch widi the present"'" In 

attempting to reestablish or even re-inttoduce afiesh identifiably Irish traits and 

charaaeristics, the Gaelic Leaguers were trying to provide a new fiame of reference for the 

Irish population - one they felt was more suited to their citcumstances, that reflected their 

situation, and that supporteci shared achievements. 

And it was no use blaming the British for their situation. The Irish had helped 

create their own dilemma, Gaelic Leaguers held, by trying to imitate English ways but the 

- - --- 
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attempt had ended in failure It was now time to try another approach if the Irish were to 

have any d i s a t i o n  at all. D.P. Moran put it thus: 

[WJe must make the population of Ireiand either thoroughgoing English or 
thoroughgoing Irish. No one who k n m  Ireland will entertain for a moment 
the idea that the people can be made English; the attempt has been made, and 
a country of sulky, dissatisfied mongreh is the resuit, Ireland will be nothing 
und she is a nation, and as a nation is a civilisation, she will never accomplish 
anything worthy of herself u n d  she f a  back on her own language and 
traditions, and, recwering there her old pride, selCrespea, and initiative, 
develops and marches forward fiom thence.lZ6 

But it was not just dmrai achievements or secure persond identity that was 

thought to need renewal as a characteristic of the nation. For Sinn Féin founder Arthur 

Griffith, who championed protective 6 s  and a buyIrish campaign, rwblishing the 

nation went hand-in-hand with building up domestic industry. In Griffith's view economic 

achievements were not only the product of nationai mobilisation (as Ernest Gellner argued 

years later), but economic tesources could also be built up in order to preserve an otherwise 

embattled nationality by reinforcing distinct economic characteristics. He heId that 

national units served to " d e  the weak strong, the halfi=idised more ci~ilised."'~' 

And like the "good govemment" formulation, these "national diancter" arguments 

were also heard fiom active revoluaonaries. The Young Ireland movement spawned a 

Moran's of the 'tmxgd' identity is, of murse, in rnarked con- to the 
contemporary thinking of a WIiter iike saIman Rushdie, who instead debrates it as something that 
represmts his own experieaoe. 1 thbk Moran's point is, however, that mongrelisation is not an easy 
route to foilow, and that it should not be furceci on people w h  there m other alternatives. While 
Rushdie's case proves that the mongrel identity need not stop anyone h m  achieving great thhgs 
(indead the experi- can be the souroe of kphtkm), 1 thinir Riishdie hïmseifwouid be tbe iùst to 
aclmowïedge that the tmri9tion is a deniandiag -enœ, and that Edure can be d y .  D.P. 
Moran, "The Banle ofTwo Civilisations," in I i  in Idkzn4 ed. M y  Gregory (London: At the 
Uniam, 1901), 39. Rushdie's thhkhg on identity is explmai in Bhilrhu Parekh, "The Rushdie 
Mak Raearich Ageda fbr Political Phibsophy," i W k a 2  Strdis 38 (1990): 695-709. 
l n  "The Sinn Féin position, " in liish PalitkdalDoaamcixSs, 121. 



failed rebellion attempt in 1848, but it aras the Gadic League that ironically had the m m  

impact in motivating revolutionary types.'" Ironic because the League steadfasdy rejected 

all traditional forms of poktical activity. However, many among the 1916 revolutionaries 

were Gaelic League members and the leader of the insurrection, Paidrig Pearse, took the 

Gaelic League idea of disconnectedness and ~ r n e d  it into 'disinheritedness' and 

'dispossession' of both a spintual and material h d .  He thought the "deansing and 

sanctifying," experience of bloodshed wodd lead the Irish to "rwnter" their "mystical 

birrhright.* lZ9 While not representa~e of the mainsueam of lnsh nationalist thought, 

Pearse's ideas nonetheiess have their rmts in the "national c h m e r "  formulation of the 

nationalist daim, and are evidence of how h r  this logic can be taken. 

And in a final example, when the Irish state began its odclly gradud process of 

formation (beginning, arguaMy in 1916 and ending, arguably, in 1949) the need for 

national characteristics continued to be a theme of the early Insh state. Eamon de Valera, 

the man who dominated Irish politics for most of the new state's fllst fifty years, never lost 

his conviction that the Insh needed to be r~on f i rmed  in their distinct characteristics. 

Reflecting in 1943, de Valera describeci the idyüic Irish character he wanted to see 

restored: 

That Ireland which we dreamed of would be the home of a people who valued 
material wealth only as the basis of right living, of a peopie who were satisfied 
with h g a l  cornfort and devoted their leisure to the things of the spirit - a land 
whose countryside woulci be bright with cosy homesteads, whose fietds and 
villages would be joyous with die sounds of industry, with the romping of 

Izs The vie-pesident of the G d c  Lmgue, Eoh Men fix instanÛe, was iater a fomdhg member 
and Qiief of Standthe Irish Volunteers, a local dâhœ o q p k î i o n  which mntained within it the 
secriet w d  of the kkb Republican Brotherfiood. It was this i;ittergpup which pianned and d e d  
out the 1916 Rising. 
lW "We may shoot the wrong people," in Cb@ia c$Nmionalicy, 80 



mrdy children, the contests of athletic youths and the laughter of comely 
maiden, whose firesides wodd be forums for the wisdom of serene old age. It 
would, in a word, be the home of a people b g  the life that Gocl desires man 
S ~ O U M  1ivec130 

He went on to cite Young Irelader Thomas Davis's cal1 to develop the material and 

spiritual resources of the nation, s a . g  that it was "the solemn, unavoidable duty of every 

Irishrnan" to do so.131 In particular he singled out the restoration of the Irish language as a 

priority and his reasons for this are instructive. The Irish language was critical to Irish 

In it is s t o d  the accumulated acperience of a people, our people, who even 
before Christianity was brought to them were already cdtured and living in a 
wellordered Society-,. As a &de of thtee thousand years of our history, the 
language is for us precious beyond measure. As the bearer to us of a 
phiiosophy, of an oudook on life deeply Christian and rich in practical wisdom, 
the language tday is worth far too much to dream of lethg it go. To part with 
it would be to abandon a great part of ourselves, to Lose the key of our past, to 
cut away the rom from the tree. With the Ianguage gone we could never aspire 
again to k ing  more chan hdf a nation. "' 

Thus it is the cultural resources and accumulated experience accessible through the 

Ianguage which de Valera was concernecl with preserving, in preserving this national trait. 

This was how the "national charaaern formulation appeared in the arguments of 

leading Irish nationalists. The danger is, of course, that such a formula will slide into 

essentialism; the suggestion king that the Irish can't be anything but Irish speaking, f a m  

dwelling, devout consumers of Irish cultural products if they want to thrive. This indeed 

'"EamondeValera, "TheIrehndthatweDreaniedof," inSp#riisdS'by~&V~ 
1917-73, ad MaunOe Moynihan (DuMin: Gill and Macniillan, 1980)' 466. 
13' zhii., 467. 
'= ZhX,  467-8. 



appears to have been the problem that developed with the nationalism of the early Irish 

State, but for many of die originators of the 'national charactern argumenG the causes they 

championed were about rmcquainting the population with resources suited to their 

circumstances. Even so, the idea of an irnmutable CU~N~~I heritage does not seem to be 

borne out in fact Irish, for instance, was never effectively revived as a living language, but 

it appears that in its absence Irish nationality has done better than de Valera predicted. 

This is a mystery worth contemplating, because it suggests that while a distinct idiom may 

be importanq it may not require that national traits remain stati~."~ But for now 1 will 

lirnit m y  comments to what nationdim thernselves had to say about the nature of the 

national cause. For these nationalists, the history, language, and arts of Ireland preserved 

an appreciation of the Irish situation that no foreign civilisation could adequately reflect- 

By re-acquiring these traits and characteristics, they believed that the population in Ireland 

could equip themselves with a cultural c o n t a  - a fiame of reference - better suited to 

their circumstances. 

3. The tm fd t i m :  mimur images not dichotomous qpes 

As previously noted, the Ugood government" and the "national charactef forrnulaaons 

of the nationalist daim a n  sound very like the standard civiJethic or political/cultural 

distinctions made between types of nationalism. But 1 believe that this would be a 

rnisinterpretation of what these arguments involve. Instead of k i n g  separate types, both 

'" hdeed one snident of Irish identity, Dedan K i i  exphmed it by saying that the Irish are 
"remarkabiy unsenamental about the past-" He was wggeahg that despite appeamms, traditionai 
charaderistics were not sr, mered in Ireland that they muldn't be adjusted to fit the neoessities of a 
new situation. Personal immïew with Peclan K i ,  Sepember 14, 1999. For an elaboration on 



formulations contain elements of the other, and the attempt to impose a dichotomous 

distinction q u i d y  collapses upon itçelf. 

The " g d  govermnent" formulation might seem to lend itseif to a ckic account of the 

nation, for instance. It is, after dl,  about the benefits of citizenship. Creating a new 

political structure to better realise those benefits seems LiLe a worthy civic goal. But if civic 

nationalism is the idea that "the nation is nothing over and above willing individuals" 

then the "good gwernment" formulation does not fit the bill. Instead of nationalism k ing  

a principled choice and something &ch rises above mere necessity of circumstance, the 

66 good goveniment" formulation argues that distinct cirnimsgnces and distinct ways of 

thinking about these circumstances malce change imperative This serves to du11 the CMC 

shine on this argument. Further complicating the picture is the fact that many of those 

who voiced the gauemment" argument also d e d  for the population to actively 

reinforce its sense of nationhood in order to fùrther justify politid change. Henry 

Grattan, for example, calleci on Inshmen to "become a nation" in order that their right to 

an independent parliament rnight be asserted. He announced in 1780: The nation begins 

to form; we are moulding into a people." 13' And in 1782 at the opening of the new Irish 

parliament he congratuiated the Irish for "mould[in~ the jarring elemenu of your country 

into a na t i~n . " ' ~  This encouragement of national cohesiveness seerns to go beyond die 

Seymour (Cal- university of Ca&& Press, 1996), 3. 
- 

'= Ibid- ,48, 



bounds of the civic ideal, by p r o m o ~ g  an active program to &bit the features of 

naaonality. 

The ethnic conception of nationalism, on  the other hand, is thought to involve 'more 

or less objective features of our social Iivesw and the nation is a body which "transcencis 

each indi~idual."'~~ The "national characterw formulation may appear to meet this 

description because it argues chat the population in Ireland had at Ieaa latent 

characterisacs &ch set them apart and which established their case for political 

independence. But while it may suggest such arguments, the "national charactern 

formuIation was developed out of a concern that these supposedly objective or 

transcending feanues were in danger of passing away, leaving the popuIation ill-equipped 

to face the future. It took the active pamcipation of the population to reetablish these 

characteristics, for the reason that they provided a good guide to the Irish experience, or at 

least a better one than the practices of any foreign civilisation could. And as far as political 

objectives go, although some saw traditional politid avenues as a needless distraction from 

the real work of rebuilding the nation, there were others who supported the re- 

establishment of national characteristics as a means to political change- Their aim was to 

achieve the "good governmentn that Gratcan, O'Connell, and Home Rulers had sought, 

they j u s  mrted from a diffment point. For example, the Young Irelanders saw their work 

in promonng the national consciousnes as a prepatory step for an independence daim 

The two forrnulaaons of the nationah daim may have more in common with the 

distinction between cultural and political nationalism, but eMn here there is a problem in 

making the categories stick The cultural/poIitical distinction in nationalism is ofien 



defined by whether the movemeno choose to concentrate their actions in the political or 

the cultural arena, But the two formulations 1 have identifiecl here involve methods and 

goals relevant to both arenas. So, for instance, while the "national character" f o d a t i o n  

may seek cultural change for its own sake, it may dso se& it for political ends, or 

alternately it may seek political change for culnual ends. Jua b u s e  the fonis is on the 

character traits of the population, ît cannot be assumed that the ambitions of the 

movement are limited to the cultural sphere. 

Even those culnual nationalists who most publicly rejected the standard political 

nationalist agenda were, in fact, stiU intirnately involved with political reconstruction in 

Ireland, &ou& they took a different approach to the task. The Gaelic League, for 

example, was typical of a new Uself-help"138 style of movement that proliferated in the 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. These were voluntary groups that bypassed 

traditional institutional channels and instead aimed at 'doing for themselves.' In addition 

to the areas of arts and languages, there were self-help movements in education, sports, and 

agriculture. The cultural aspects of such movements, then, cannot be neatly separated 

from their role as self~onscious creators of infrastructure and know-how in the interests of 

political and materid well king. 

The same is true with regard to the " g d  government" formulation and the political 

arena. Political nationalists drew on the cultural aspect because, again, culture supplied 

not only the rationale but also the resources and the goals for their endeavours. It is this 

'" Seymour, Couture and Nieken, "Introduction," 3. 
For an outluie of the political dirriension of the Ga& Revival ~ e e  P.J. Mathews, "The Irish 

Revivak A Re-appraisal," in Nm Y i  in I i h  CriticiMq ed. P.J. Mathews @ u b k  Four Courts 
Press, 2000), especiaiiy 12-19. Mathews defines a "self-hdp" movement as "a voluntary griouping 



crossover effect in the two formulations of die nation& daim that explains why so many 

of the leaders of the 1916 Rising and of the early Irish State began their careers with the 

Gaelic League. Indeed it bas been estimateci that half of all government ministers and 

senior civil servants in the fim fi* years of the Irish State had been Gadic League 

members in their youth. "' 
Ultimately, I am in agreement with those who question the usefuiness of dichotomies 

as an approach ro understanding nationdism.'" In pamcular, it does not seem to me to 

be possible to define the 'civic' or 'ethnic' ideai in a way that accurately reflects what 

motivates aaual nationalist movements Certainly I do not beiieve that the Irish case is 

well represented by these typologies. 

4. Irish ~tionalism as a shared fiame of reference 

I have disasseci the arguments of Irish nationalim at length because I think they 

point toward an important insight into what is at stake in nationdism. Both these 

formulations of the nationalist claim converge around a single idea - which is the 

significance of a shared frame of reference. A shared h e  of reference, b a s 4  on a 

comrnon situation and common experiences, is what enables govemments to gwem w d ,  

and i t  also supplies a common idiom which supports the pursuit of cultural, social and 

even economic achievements. 

organked outside the instinrti~~a of the State dedicaîed to a wider Joaal or cultural ~~, not 
to be c m M  with the cment hmtst in the posaities of self-rehabilitation, " raid-, 13. 
lWFoster, MocianIrakurrt, 450. 
'40 Seymour's, Couture's and Nidsen's inmduction to Rdktn)iiig N- b devote. to raisîng 
such a challenge, 



The "good gwemment" and the "national charactef formulation of the nationalist 

claim M e r  argue that a mismatch between the fiame of refetence of those in politid 

authority and the frame of reference in use in the general population puts these benefits at 

ri&. Thus one important element of the nationalist daim, at !east in the Irish case, 

consists in rhe idea that there should be a match berneen the political order and the 

population, so that diey use the same fiame of reference As the "national character" 

formulation illustrates, this matching process is not a oneway street The population can 

be brought to acquire (or re-acquire) traits that will esoiblish among that population a 

shared h m e  of reference - one that lines up with a given politicai order (in this case long 

awaited Irish independence). This nation-building approach c m  be employed before or 

afier political independence, and although you won't find many Irish nationalists making 

this argument, it could even be used to work against demands for political change by 

assimila~g distinct populations where circumstances perrni~'~' 

Altemately, where a mismatch exists, the change might focus on adjusüng the 

political order. More likely it will involve, as in the Irish case, a bit of both. But ultimately 

the aim of both formulations seems to be the same: the govemment and the population 

should work wirh the sarne frame of reference in order to secure both political and 

personal benefits. This, 1 believe, is one of the leading ways in which Irish nationalists 

justified their cause. 

The goal in searching out a new perspective on the nationalist claim is to identify a 

better basis for evaiuating the arperience with nationalisrn Yet it remains to be seen 

14' 1 shouid add that 1 am mt sugpeiaoe this is an eqWy morally a- course of action. 
m d y  that it is one possriIe way to achieve a match. 
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whether a U~hated frame of reference" account has promise in terms of providing such a 

basis. The n a  msk, therefore, is to mm Irish nationalism back on i d f ,  and to use the 

"shared h e  of reference" account distillecl €rom nationalid arguments to evaiuate the 

condua of nationalist efforts. 

IV- THE "SHARED FRAME OF REFERENCE" ACCOUNTAND THE CONDUCT 
OF NATlONALISM IN lRELAND 

Efforts to r e a k  nationalist objectives in Ireland, while driven by a loosely unified 

logic, manifested thernselves in two areas. One was in political change aimed at 

independence, the ottier was in attempts to change the ppulation by reinforcing the 

national charamer. I will consider these two separately but both will be evaluated against 

the virtues of a shared frame of reference, since the motive in each case was intimately 

related to this idea. 

1. W~zs independence appropriate in IreLrd7 

Since 1 have used Irish independence as a test case for other theones of the moraiity of 

nationalism it is only fair that 1 put the "shared h m e  of reference" account to the same 

test In other words, can a "shared fiame of reference" account fare any better than the 

previous six theory types in justi*g Irish independence? To recap, this account would 

argue that it was legitimate to pursue independence if the Irish shared distinct 

circumstances and therefore a distinct fiame of reference, which needed to be reflected in 

the political order. 



In which case the first question to ask îs: Were the circumstances of the Irish 

distinct? As a generai de, the economy of Ireland was significandy less indusuialised than 

that in Britain, with the notable exception of certain parts of Ulster. The historical 

experience of the population, meanwhile, inciuded a history of religious oppression, land 

system problems, severe famine and emigration, and a recently displaced language And at 

the risk of stating the obvious, the Insh also lived on a separate island, and what's more 

they saw themselws as a distinct group, and were also viewed this way by most British. As 

noted, the experience of repeated famine crises and their disproportionate impact in 

Lreland illustrates how circumstances differed there, the considerable potentid for 

misundemanding, and the Luniteci degree of responsibility that Imperia1 authorities felt the 

British population shared for the welfare of the population on the other island. 

These are al1 factors that have some basis in objective reaiity. But these 

circumstances in mm frame the experience of life in Ireland, indicating not jus what to 

expect, but how to interpret what happens in this settïng. The subjective element thus 

becornes part of the fiame of reference in this way, creating something akin to Kymlicka's 

'context of meaning.' The subjective element is harder to observe, and it o h  cornes 

down to taking people's word for i t  Given the sustained popularity of nationalist causes in 

Ireland over several centuries, it seems reasonable to condude that the Irish didn't just live 

differently, but felt differentiy, than dieir British neighbours. 

Since what was involved in independence was a change in the political order rather 

than a change to the population, this justification primarily draars on the "good 

government" formulation. This formulation suggests that the government would better 



understand and serve the needs of the population if the governon and the governeci 

worked within the sarne fnme of reference Given the mly Irish State's track record, 

however, it may seem that good govemment was precisely what independence did not 

secure. How can independence be justifiecl as a means to better politics when the outcome 

was austere and reactionary gavemment? 

This is presuming that the Ugood" in ''goal gwemmentn consists in materiaf 

prosperïty, a modemised economy, and secular and liberal social mores. Yet while these 

fanires have their undeniable appeal for modem liberals, we should be wary of projectllig 

them on to other people, unless those people demonstrate that these goals are indeed what 

they inter- them. And it is difficult to argue with the f a a  that die Irish population 

repeatedly returned to power leaders who took a consavative direction on economic and 

social measures. What is more, the two major parties of the early Irish State both followed 

similar economic and social agendas, while other pames with more socially ambitious 

agendas did not have a comparable con~tituenc~."' One possible expianation is that the 

Irish of the time felt their govemment aras addresçing to their priorities. 

The early I n ~ h  State was indeed temarkable in its emphasis on rural lifestyle, the 

agricultural economy, and on king a Catholic society. But it appears that the population 

of the time was still working within a fiame of reference where they saw themselves in 

accordance with these characteristics - as a rural, agriculturally based, Catholic people. A 

large agricultural sector and a majority Catholic population really were features of the Irish 

situation (or at leas of the ~enty-six counties) in the eariy to mid mentieth century. And 



while it is debatable how rural the Irish population wu by thig the ,  it is m e  that the 

modem conveniences of Me, like electricity or phones, tmk a litde longer to becorne 

widespread in Ireland.'" 

At the same time, the management of gwerrunent throughout the difficult 

transition to independence was in some ways remarkable in its own right For a fledgling 

state, and especiaily one hamsming by interna1 dispute and civil war? the everyday business 

of govemment was managed surprisingly efficiently and there were few of the crises of 

power that can often plague new States.''' Much of dus is amibutable to the deOsion to 

retain both the personnel and the practices employed under the Imperia1 system But not 

to be overlooked was the dlingnes of the Irish population to accept both a "hgal" image 

and Catholic Church authority that made possible the transition to a new system where 

fiscal resources were Limited and where the Church was reLied upon to provide key social 

services like health and education, 

There may be aspects of the Irish situation in the early years of the state that don't 

strike us today as good government But, given the circumsrances of the period, an 

independent Irish government appears to have understood, and made efforts to answer, 

the priorities of the population. 

It is legitimate to ask whether bill-bluwn independence was necessary in order to 

achieve an adquate match between the frame of reference of the govemment and the 

govemed. 1 think chis is to some degree an open question. It's hard to say wheiher Home 

'" After the 1944 general dedon de Valera comaiined hinselfto a bnqging elecîïidy to the nual 
areasoflrelaad, 
'41 W~taess the haxuiover of power to de Valera's F i  Fail Party in 1932 not even a decade af& he 
had led a schism among politicai nationaiists over the Trieaty that ended in avil war, and dapite his 



Rule, for instance, might have adiieved much the same ends, or whether the efforts to 

entirely sever the co~eca ion  with B r i e  were ju&ed by the need for plitical diange. It 

seems to me that the l e s  willing British authorities were to listen to Irish arguments 

conceming the need for change, the more the case for independence aras strengthened. In 

mm this suggests that d e n  Britain recognised and acconunodated the need for a better 

match between politics and the population in Ireland, sewering all connection with Britain 

became Less imperative The fact that the final f o d  break with the crown - symbolwd 

by withdrawal from the Commonwealth in 1949 - was an impromptu initiative announceci 

quite possibly by accident while the Taoiseach was on tour in Canada seems to confirm 

that by then the oficial trappings of the British connection were not a weighty matter 

either way. In the end, the degree of independence Ireland needed fiorn Britaïn may be 

something that evoIved dong with the Irish situation, but it's reasonable to say that it 

needed more independence than it had been granted pnot to 1922. 

It appears then that a "shared h e  of referencen account c m  provide compelling 

arguments for why some degree of independence was appropriate in the h h  case in order 

that politics might better serve the interests and priorities of that population. Let me now 

turn to a consideration of the tactics used to advance this change- 

2. Wére the tacrics wed to attain independence a g p r o ~ t d  

A more difficult question is whether the need for political change towaràs 

independence justifieci the various tactics used in the name of Irish nationalism. Broadly 

havingpreviouslyieda partywhichrefuseû toaaceprthevoteofthe DAiiortoremgnke the 
iegitimacy of any subsequent legishtive siüiugs. 



speaking the tactics of i n d e p e n d e n d d  nationalism f d  hto three categories. F i  

are those popular mmements that aimed at constitutionai change, Iike Repeal or Home 

Rule. Second are the attempted revo1utions, risings, and the AnglIrish War of 

Independence, all airneci at large d e  insurrection or military engagement Third are the 

secret societies such as the &bonmen, or the postctreaty IRA, which used intimidatory 

methods or targeted violence in an attempt to promote a certain definition of national 

liberation, with or without popular suppor~ In the first case, popular, constitutionai 

movements are ciearly a legitimate means to advance political change. In the case of the 

third type of tactic - secret paramilitarg or enforcementtigpe sotieties - it is likelg that such 

tactics do more harm than good for the national population so whatever other objections 

we might have to thern, it is also fair to conclude that even where the national daim is 

legitimate, this means of pursuing it is not. 

But the second category - attempted popular uprisings - is a more difficult case. 

Several attempted revdutions took place in Ireland and it could be arguai that the 

reprisals they drew did little to serve the Irish situation (take the dissolution of Grattan's 

1782J800 parliament for instance). And it was an Irishrnan, Edmund Burke, who made 

some of the most powerful arguments against rwolution based on the consequences of 

undoing a system of government, no matter how corrupt or troubled. But, on the other 

hand, progress on the daims of Irish nationalism and on the cornplaints sumunding the 

Irish situation, whether they involved religious discnmination, land law problems, or 

coping with poverty, was ofien scanddously slow and recalciûant. If the Irish had a 

legitimate right to apect political action in these areas, or else to expect that the political 



order would be reformed so that they could address their problems independendy, then 

the failure to respond to popular, wnstimtionai demands may have yielded a Lockean-like 

right to revolution. The c0roUa.q of this, however, is that while there was any realistic 

prospect of progress using other more constitutionai means, then revolution was not 

justifid. What constitutes a "realistic prospect" is, admittedly, debatable. But the point is 

that there is no immediate connection berneen having a legitimate case for political 

change, and havùig the right to pursue that change with ail means available, including 

violent conflict, 

3. Wm 'character buiIding' ~tionulirm appropriate in I rebd7  

1 have tried to show how a 'shared h m e  of referencen account could support 

daims to Irish independence whïie is also says something about the approprïateness of 

tactics involved and about the status of minorities. Now I want to consider what it has to 

Say with regard to the efforts to encourage certain traits and characteristics in che 

population. 

The argument here wu that shared traits and characteristics support a comrnon 

idiom in the population, which in mm supports seaire identity and facilitates cornmon 

achievements. For this reason the preindependence nationalist movement was associatecl 

with a drive to renew the Irish idiom by reacquiring traits like the Irish language, 

knowledge of Irish history and geography, the remvery or dewlopment of indigenous 

literanire, etc. In post-independence Ireland chis moMment continued, now with the force 



of legislation behind it, and was expanded to take in confessional and socidy consemtive 

charactenstics, 

Since it is devoted to reinforcing or recreating the national character, 1 cal1 this 

category of actions by the term "character-buildingm nationalism, although in essence what 

we are talking about here is u s d y  called nation-building. The first possible response to 

the question of die appropriateness of these measures might be that so long as people have 

access to an adequate fiame of reference, why be dogrnatic about which one it should be7 

Perhaps the Irish would have been better off to put their effort into adapting to the 

BririsMmperial frame of reference.7 In fact the Irish population did adopt much of the 

British idiom For emmple, English was the main language of the Irish by the 1850's and 

the British parliamentary system aras the basis for the Irish spstern of government, with a 

few modifications. 

The impact of British d e  on Irish national characterisacs was dearly pronounced, 

and the Irish came to share to some degree in a broader Imperial fiame of reference. 

However, there were limited possibilities to this strategy b u s e  under the imperid h m e  

of reference the Irish had a decïdedly inferior status, as evidenced in their political 

administration. But there is a türther question about how well the Imperial frame of 

reference suited Irish àrcumstances. Ireland was distinct in its religion, economics, 

political history, demographics, and dass structure. If an indigenous Irish fiame of 

reference were better able to reflect hose realities, then it would likely better seive the 

interests of the population by attuning that population to the conditions they lived in, the 

challenges they faced, and the resources upon whidi they could cd. This, then, wouid 



suggest that retaining or encouraging parti& traits and characteristics wouid be 

appropriate where they had the advantage of better ref ldng the realities of the Irish 

situation. If speahg  Irish put people in touch with each other and with the resources of 

the island's cultural history (as de Valera and Thomas Davis before hun suggestd) then it 

conferred advanmges that were relevant to personal and collective wdl-king and was, 

therefore, to that degree appropriate. 

But it should be acknodedged that this is a difficult thing to measure. How one 

language can 'better reflect' realities like economic and social patterns is dificult to 

establish. Likewise the contribution of domestic literature to the realisation of say, 

economic goals, is an obscure link at the best of times. But however indirect or obscure, 

the link seemed real enough to many Irish who agreed with the national& logic which 

held that the population needed to &rm its attachment to homegrown practices. 

4. Wme the tactics of 'character-building' nat ionah appmpMte! 

There were two broad approaches to 'character-building' nationalism. One used 

popular opinion movements; the other used legislative and constitutional measures under 

the new lnsh State. Movements like the Young Irelanders or the Gaelic League sought to 

persuade the Irish population to recwer its distinct traits by generating a popular opinion 

in favour of things Irish. While this kind of approach can lead to a somewhat selfabsorbecl 

or selfangranilatory ethos, it is not something that should be classed as iliegitimate 

Legislative or constitutional measures, on the other hand, are a more difficdt case* 

As already noted, in its econornic agenda the govemment of the early trish State made 



agriculture a priority with the goal of preserving the virtues of the rural lifestyle But the 

Irish govemment went further in io  attempts to reetablish the 'Irishness" of Ireland. 

Take, for instance, the measures enacted as regards the dominance of Catholic doctrine, 

the role of women, and the use of the Irish language- 

In 1937 the new Irish constitution granted the Catholic Church a uspecial 

positionn in Irish politics."5 The Church later used this influence to b l d  the 

introduction in 1950 of a scheme to provide free h e d  care to mothers and children 

under suteen, on the grounds that it represented ua ready-made insûument for fünire 

totaiitarian aggressi~n.""~ The Catholic Church's prohibition on divorce, abortion and 

contraception were all mirrored in the law of the early Insh state, and state censorship - 

legendary in its scope - likewise reflected Church concems over unsuitable materials 

including the banning of a medical texdxmk wrinen by a Catholic gynaecologist'47 

The 1937 Constitution also held that a woman's place was in the home This was 

in addition to the existing requirement that women leave public seaor employment upon 

rnamage, and the 1935 Conditions of Employment Bill whereby a maximum level was set 

for the proportion of women in the workforce. Indeed the bill reserved for the minister 

the right to entirely prohibit women in the w~rlcforce.~~~ 

Another item on the early Irish State's agenda was the resuscitation of the Irish 

language. Even though by 1922 the number who could speak Irish was put at ZO0,000,'49 

the govemment made competency in Irish a qualification for civil service employment and 

'O5 1937 ~oastinition: ~eieded -,* in r i  ri-, 195. 
14' ''Nationai Health: An issue of the gravest morai and religious importanae," in CbqW O f N i * ,  
138. 
14' "The fiaOeSt Iiterary oensocship this side of the Iron Clrrtain," Ibid, 144. 



for the hving Certificate qualification (the h h  equivalent of a high &ml diplorna). 

Irish was also to be stressed in school, even at  the expense of "nonesentid" subjects like 

higher math.'M 

As with the reactionary or authorirarian features of early Irish govemment, it could 

be argued that these measures were in accord with the priorities of the Irish people at the 

tirne What is perhaps most interesting to note, however, is how few of these legislative or 

constitutional provisions are still in place. In 1972, for instance, the 'special position' of 

the Roman Catholic Church was abolished by referendum. In 1973 the mamage bar to 

public senrice employment for women was f o d y  removed, and t h  aras later foilowed by 

employrnent equity and ancidiscrimination legislation. Also in 1973, the compulsory Irish 

language qualification was dropped for public sector employment and for secondary do01 

graduation. Agriculture, once considered the premier Irish industry, has had to d e  way 

for an economic mtegy aimed at cashing in on the lmowledge economy, and Ireland is 

now in the odd position of offering incentives to srnall farmers to encourage them to retire. 

In 1985 the sale of contraceptive devices was legaiised and ten years later divorce was 

legalised by referendum There are also govemment green papers due out shorriy on 

abomon and censorship and there is a movement to introduce a public referendum on the 

abortion issue. 

Add ro this picture the "revisionist" historiographical trend, which chailenges the 

once reverential approach taken to Irish history, especially its nationalist history. As one 

authority explaineci it, revisionism was amibutable to: 



(A]n undemtandable if, at tirnes, undisaplinecl revulsion on the part of 
significant sections of a new generation of historians against the consequences 
of the Gaelic tepublican triumph so evident in the utopian terrorism of the 
IRA and the repressive character and econornic failmes of the Irish Republicls' 

If in the long term the reaction of the Irish population to attempts to legislate 

adherence to national traits was to undo those movements, this suggests that the attempt to 

mandate the Irish national character by legislaave or constitutional means was not in 

keeping with the situation faced by the Irish population.152 

Similarly with the constitutionalisation of a Catholic identity, the impact of such 

measures for Protestants in Ireland, even just at a symbolic level, argue against such tactics. 

Even efforts to enfotce language use, atthough they equally impacted all but a small 

minority of fluent Irish speakers, because they disadvantaged the vast majority of Irish 

sdiooldllldren in theu opportunities to leam other subjects, u m  a questionable tactic to 

promote the national character. 

In the final analysis, since the circumstances of the population wiU inevitably 

change witb time, a shared h m e  of reference must Likewise remain open to change,. By 

1973 although the country had seen dramatic change, as a people the Irish were not in 

grave danger of losing their distinct frame of reference. The attempt to enforce one using 

govemment authority was therefore inappropriate. As the mentieth century progressed, 

the attempt to keep the characteristics of the Irish population unchanged may, in fa- have 

- - --- 

150 sr- e m h b w n t s  of Irish," in Cbnj2kt o f N i ,  142- 

15' John Hutchinson, "IriJh Naticmabm," in J&&g afM& hiLk W%?wy, 108. 
'" It also seems to me that In cases where d - - -  ~ o n  was invohred - as in the of ~men's 
employment rights - the bene6ts of a distha Irish shared fhm of d e r e ~ ~ ~ e  do not seem cmcrete 
enough or weighty enough t o m  such tauics, But diJcussion fkk outside the scope of my cunient 
pr0j-t. 



had the effect of creating a population that was rnaladjusted to, and unequipped to deal 

with, the real circumstances of their situation. Yet this is precisely what makes the shared 

h m e  of reference so valuable. 

Therefore it appears that d e  shared traits and characteristics can aid a 

population by attuning it to a common idiom, the anempt to perrnanently fix a 

population's charactetistics, to 'keeze it in time', wiU undercut the benefits that an evero 

evolving h e  of reference can offer. The fact that the Irish popdation of today is secular, 

urbanisai, English speaking, and amined to the knowledge economy, is not evidence that 

the distinctty Irish fiame of reference has coliapsed. Nor is it evidence that the Gaelic- 

based, rural, Catholic, agriculturally driven b m e  of reference was a mere myth. What it 

indicates is that a population's frame of reference can, and indeed should, change over 

time, and that what counts is that it is both shared and appropriate to real circumstances. 

5. What about partition' 

Finally, 1 want to address the issue of partition. As noted, lreland had a population 

that was mïxed in temu of attachments and identity, and it's this complenty that 

stalemates some of the other m o d  accounts of nationdism. Can a "shared fiame of 

reference" account provide any better guidance about appropriate outcornes given the 

reality that a large section of the Irish population wanted no part of the project of 

independence? 

We've already seen that the Loyalists in the North held a different view of politics 

and political authorïty than was common in the rest of the population. It is also signifiant 



that the North was much more industrialised thui other parts of the c o u n q  and that 

Loyalists in Ulster were wncerned that their circumstances would not be adequately 

unders td  by a gavemment in Dublin. As the Belfast Chamber of Commerce put it in 

1893:"the manufactures and commerce of the country will necessady be at the mercy of a 

rnajority whidi wil i  have no r d  concem in the interests of the v i d y  a f f d ,  and who 

have no knowledge of the science of govemment"'53 Another source of concem for 

northern LoydisD was the religious dMde in the country. Mosdy Protestan& they feared 

that Home Rule meant 'Rome Rule', and that their religion would not be adequately 

protected in an Independent Ireland. In sum, the Lqalist communities in the North had 

their own shared frame of reference. In which case, if the moral force of nationalism rests 

on the importance of matching the political order to the population based on the frame of 

reference they share, then the same imperative that underwrote Irish independence also 

required that the form of independence should accommodate at least these temtorially 

concentrated Loyalists. If the new state could not manage to refl ect their frame of 

reference (and its Catholic, rural, and agrarïan character does not suggest much effort to 

do SOI then establishing a separate politid order in the N o d  was, in fact, an appropriate 

alternative. 

This still leaves unanswered the problem of Loyalists in the twentysix counties, and 

of nationalists in the six counties. Clearly independence and partition lefc both these 

groups in very difficult situations. Both were isolatecl within a new political order that did 

not coincide with - indeed was premised on the need to break with - their own frame of 

reference. It is here that the "shared h m e  of referencen account departs fiom the current 

-- 

Is3 ''Ulster objections to borne d e *  1893," in h3 K d m ,  122- 
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tendency to privilege individual daims above all  else Whereias other moral accounts, such 

as those concerned with esteem or autonomy needs, grourd the moral force of their 

arguments in the fundamental requirements of individu&, the "shared frame of reference" 

account is grounded in a combination of personal and political utdity. In which case, 

while it certaidy presents a complicating difticulty that minorities can find themseb 

isolated under governments that don't accord with their own fiame of reference, it does 

not produce a d e m a t e  as the other theones do. This is because while the minorities have 

a claim, it must be weighed into the caldation together with the daims of the other, larger 

group king accornmodated. Of course, who is a minority has everything to do with whom 

you count in and whom you count out But establishing political authority in any forrn 

requires us to make those kinds of judgements, however arbitrary. 

What the ''shared kame of reference" does fot rninorities is to suggest that the 

better a new political order can reflect the h m e  of reference of al1 those in its population, 

the more legitimate is the project The corollary is that if a new regirne is actively hostile to 

dissenting groups, it may undennine its own case for political change. Aithough in Ireland 

the privileging of Catholic ideais was inhospitable to Protestant communities, in rnany 

other regards Loyalist communities were not disad~ntaged. In the North, however, those 

identified as Catholics were materiaily disadvantaged, politically discnminated against, and 

were subject to sanccioned C M ~  rights It is indicative of how su& conduct 

affects the legitimacy of political authority that in 1972 the Noahem Ireland Assembly was 

suspended. It  has only recently b e n  reetablished under an ongoing peace initiative. 



V- CONCLUSION 

What 1 have trïed to establish in thïs chapter is that a suwey of Irish nationalist 

argument can point toward a new moral justification for the worth of nations and that this 

justification can, in tum, be used to critique the a m a l  experience with nationalism in 

Ireland. From among nationalist arguments I identifid two different formulations of the 

nationalist daim, based on whether they focuseci on k changing politics or the 

population. But these formulations have a cornmon basis in the benefits of a shared fiame 

of reference, 

The two formuIations do not line up with the traditional civic/ethic dichotomy, or 

even with the standard political nationalism/cultural nationalkm distinction, although 

they are reminiscent of both. hstead they are mirror images divided by whether they aim 

at the politicai or the personal benefits of a shared fiame of reference, or if they airn at 

both, by which rhey opt to pursue firsr 

And unlike the moral theories of nationalism reviewed in the previous chapter, the 

"shared frame of reference" account can suggest a justification for Irish independence, 

while also explaining why some of the "character-building" nationalism of the early Irish 

state was taken too far. 

Finally, what I have ncc attempted to establish in this chapter is that this "shared 

fiame of reference" acunint holds up under scrutiny as a moral account of the worth of 

Two British commissions of invatigation of the 1%9 period (the riirriernn Commision and tbe 
Hunt Commission) found the official p o h  a d  paramilitary hrces of Northem Ireiand culpable in 
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nations or nationalism 1 do mean to addrea this question but I would first like to 

compare the experïence in Ireland with that of CanaddQuebec I am interesteci in 

whether any of the same ideas appear in nationalist arguments in Quebec and in how these 

ideas might relate to the condua of Quebec nationalism 

However, before I close I want to add that I do not mean to suggest that a "shared 

fiame of reference" account is how d Irish nationalists saw the issue. This is my own 

reading of the overail direction of Irish nationalist argument and it is unavoidably 

interpretative There is a great variety of opinion on the nationdia question and it is not 

possible for one account to accurately reflect it d. Rather, my a h  was to seek out new 

themes and ideas, pamcularly those not already represented in existing moral accounts of 

nationalism. When it cornes to moral accounts of nationalism then, what we have as a 

result of this discussion is a poçsibility w o d y  of hrther investigation. 



In this chapter 1 explore the applicabihy of a "shared frame of referencew account 

to the experience with nationalism in Quebec 1 contend that it can provide a justification 

for 'chara~ter-buildin~' nationalisrn such as laquage promotion, but not necessady for 

independence, at least not at this time. 

Just as independence is often taken for granted as an appropriate outcome in the 

Irish case (or at least for parts of Ireland), the effort to preserve or even promote a national 

culture in Quebec is ofkn regardeci as an unremarkable actMty for a French spealcing 

population on a largely English speaking continent, which has been subjected to constant 

bombardment fiom Arnerican and EnglishCanadian popular culture. But as with the 

Irish case, this does not sufice for a moral defence of such activities- Like Ireland of the 

early twentieth century, Quebec too has a mixed population, many of whom ideneify with 

the larger Canadian or wen No& Arnerican way of life. At the same time, thanks to 

tedinological developments that have expanded the r d  of mas communications, as well 

as the massive popularity of the quasi-rnass media of the Intemet, English is becoming ever 

more essential as a global lingua franca. It  is not self&cient, therefore, that Quebec has a 

moral case for requiring its own language and culture to predominate. 

If we look to the existing dieories of the moral wonh of nationalism for a defence 

of such measutes, the results are disappointing. The six theories 1 outlined in Chapter 1 



can't explain why Quebec has a case fot promoting its national character. At best they can 

provide reasons for why it is legitimate to defaid cultural attachments where they already 

exist, but they do not necessarily support the acthe encouragement of such attachments. 

In this chapter 1 will argue that a case can, in fact, be made for the Iund of 

nationalism that involves the promotion in Quebec of a particular laquage or other 

elements of a shared idiom Drawing on  the *shared frame of reference" account 

developed in the previous chapter, I argue that the case for what 1 c d  'character-building' 

nationatism in Quebec rem on the significance of the idiom to contemporaxy Me in 

Quebec and its ability to facilitate political and persona1 well-king in that setting. As we 

Ieamed from the Irish case, this kind of nationalism can be taken to the point where a 

ngid definition of the national character harnpers the ability of i n d ~ d u a l s  to corne to 

terms with the r d  circumstances oftheir Ikes. This may have been a problem widi 

Quebec nationalism in the pas% however, it does not seem to be a feature of nationalism in 

the province today. 

1 begin this chapter with a brief history of nationalism in Quebec As with the Irish 

case, this is intended to be a very broad and very basic survey. FoUowing this brief history 

primer, 1 pursue the discussion in three stages. 

In the first stage 1 ask whether one of the six other theones 1 reviewed in the first 

chapter can supply an adequate defence of the 'character building' nationalism in which 

Quebec has historically engaged. 1 will argue that although they offer certain insights into 

the situation, each fa& to provide a complete answer to why Quebec's promotion of its 



national character is legitimate. So I return to the idea that the moral worth of 

nationalism may arise in the value of a shared frame of reference. 

In the second stage 1 review the ideas of several leadïng voices of Quebec 

nationalism to establish that a "shared h m e  of reference" account is in accord with w-hat 

Quebec nationalists have to say in defence of their cause. Among the arguments offered by 

these nationalists are some that sound similar to the " g d  government" and 'national 

character" formulations encountered in the argumenm of Irish nationahsr;. m i l e  these 

two formulations are not the only arguments nationalists appealed to, 1 believe that there 

are grounds enough to hrther explore the idea of a shared frame of reference as the basis 

for the moral daim of nationalism. 

One way to test out the workability of the "shated frame of reference" account is, of 

course, to see what it can tell us about the appropriateness of various measures and 

conduct in the Quebec case. 'This is the task 1 undertake in the third stage of the 

discussion. When the shared fiame of reference standard is applied to the Quebec case, 1 

argue, it retums a result that looks Zike the reverse of the Irish case. Whereas 'character- 

building' nationalism proved a problernatic measure in Ireland - especially when it aimed 

at promoting an idealised and outdated national image - efforts in Quebec to reinforce the 

national idiom have been largely to the advantage of the Quebec population since the mid- 

twentieth century- 

On the other hand, Quebec faces an obstacle when it cornes to independence that 

did not feature predominantly in the Irish case- The population has emotional and 

pragmatic attachments to the two spheres of Canada and Quebec, and there is evident 



reluctance to sacrifice either. Thee is also considerable uwerlap between the Canadian and 

Quebec frames of reference, to the extent that the population inside and outside Quebec 

share many comrnon cùcumstances and share an attachment to the idea of Canada as a 

politicai projea For this reason 1 argue that independence would corne at the c m  of 

breaking the wider Canadian frame of reference, along with all the attendant advantages 

(and potential) of that connemon. Inevitably dus would be experienced as a disorienthg 

loss by many inside and outside Quebec Therefore i conclude that thete is not a clear case 

for independence at this tirne- This condition is subjea to change, however, and despite 

efforts to add a bilingual and multicultud flavour to the Canadian national character, the 

indications are not good for the Canadian project Due to an unresolved constituaonal 

standoff and sometirnes hostile resiscance to Quebec priorities in the rest of Canada, there 

appears to be increasing detachment in Quebec kom the Canadian sphere evidenced in 

the proportion of the population willing to endorse the independence side in a 

referendum. 

Thus the case of Quebec demonstrates firçt, that appeals to a shared fiame of 

reference and common idiom are not unique to the Ksh case; second, it illustrates how 

this frame of reference idea is (again) iinked to the benefits of good gwemment and can 

serve as basis for colieaive achievements; and third, it  shows how a "shared b e  of 

reference" account perfonns as a standard against which to evaluate the condua of 

nanonalism. 



I. A BRIEF HISTORY OF NATIONALISM IN QUEBEC 

For much of Quebec history there are two distinct sides to the story, depending on 

whether it is viewed fiom French-Canada or fiom the rest of the country (ofken badly 

classified as English-Canada based on language rather than place of origin). In the 

following outline I attempt to provide a synthesis of the historical wents that inform those 

perspectives. It is a rad idy  digesteci version of events, touching only superficially on what 

are cornplsr and protean historia1 questions- It is intended, therefore, only as a stamng 

place for discussion for those not already familiar with &e Quebec situation. 

In 1791 The Constitution Act dïvided in two the temtory of New France which 

had barely thircg years earlier been at war with British f~rces.'~' The masure was designeci 

to accommodate the growing population of loyalists who had fled the newly independent 

American Colonies and who were increasingly unwilling to live under the traditional 

French institutions of the &ng systen The portion of New France that became the 

primary refuge of the colonial loyalists was k n m  as Upper Canada (and later Ontario); 

the portion that went on to become Quebec, and which continued to have a French- 

speaking majority, was known as Lower Canada. The Act also established a bicarneral 

legislature in Lower Canada. The lower house was eleaed and therefore dominatecl by 

French-Canadians, but its powers were severely limited by the concentration of authority in 

IS5 New France was amqwred in 1760, and its fate sealed in the 1763 Tmîy of Paris when it was 
concedeci to the British viaors. 



the appointed upper house, which was almast e!xclusively drawn from the EnglishS6 

community. 

The elected assembly gave rise to a political faction that claimed to represent the 

G~Mdien'~~ population (as oppobed to 'the English'). At fim they were known as the 

C a ~ d i e n  Party, and later as the Putriote Party. Heavily influenceci by Iiberal European 

thinking and the ideals of popular sovereignty, the movement was made up of 

professionals committd to the promotion of commerce and industry. And although it 

would be going too far to call the Party anti-clerical, it opposeci the dominance of the 

Catholic hierarchy insofar as this hierarchy tended to hold back econornic modernisation. 

Arnong them was LouisJoseph Papineau, who became Speaker of the House and leader of 

the Canadien Party in 1815 and who was, in effect, Quebec's first nationalist leader. 

Papineau and his followers had as their objective the achievement of reforms that would 

grant Lower Canada something close to the ideal of Home Rule status, Le., more 

autonomous management of local affairs wi&n the context of the British Empire. 

An increasing incidence of deadlock between the two chambers, and an increasing 

sense of impotence among the FrenchCanadian representatives contributed to building 

- ~p 
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frustration and animosity on the   art of both the Ca& and Engiish communities. By 

the 1830's this hstration was playing i d f  out in the form of armed volunteer mwernents 

among the English and Ca& populations. In 1834 the Legislative Assembly under 

Papineau issued the "Ninety Two Resolutions," an ultimatum calling for, among other 

things, reform of the legislative system to ensure Arnerïcanscyle accountability to elected 

representatives. When it bemme clear that reform was not in the offuig, a group known as 

the Ris & Er Iiberré led a series of rebekons in Lower Canada between 1837 and 1838, but 

the upnsing met with limited tactical success. Condemned by the clergy, the insurgents 

succeeded only in having the Ca& political leadership temporarily d e d .  Papineau 

had supporteci the revolutionaries and had endorsed their position u n d  almost the 

moment of rebellion. Even thoug-li he was not directly involved in the rebellions that 

followed, Papineau was forced to flee to avoid prosecution. 

In the wake of the rebellions, British attention was focused on their troubled 

Canadian colonies. Is8 This attention tmk the f o m  of Lord Durham's 1839 investigation 

into the state of affairs in Canada. He concluded that the Canadian problem resided in 

having utwo nations warring in the bobom of a single  tat te-'''^^ Durham's recommendation 

was, in essence, to do away with the lesser nation by assimilation.'* To that end the taro 

colonies were reunified under the Union Act of 1840. Despite a population differential 

Canadian system dropped to 34% A L  SiIver, Tltr Fd-GurodUur lrtw 4- i864-1RW, 2nd 
ed- (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1997), 265. 
Iss A simiiar upising had taken piaœ in Upper Cariada h the same Hod, 
'"Durham, JohnGemgeIampton, E a r i o f , I m l ~ ' s ~ A n r r b r t d ~ o f ~ m & e  
A f a k  of BnWi Nmh -, ed- G. M. M g  (Ottawa- Carieton University Priess, 1992), 23. 

It shed benmdtbatDPmamans sympatheticto the Oiimd*ia'siniationad expesdregad 
for elements of their dîme, even as he reaommended its Along with aslamiint;on he 
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that favoured the CaMdienr, the same number of seats were assigneci to each of the 

Canadas in the hope that the Englïsh comrnunity would dominate the new entity, and that 

the French presence would be blended out  

However, the assimilation plans did not mm out quite as anticipated. The union 

resulted in an enrente m&Ze b e m n  the leaders of the two old colonies, and for almost al1 

of its twenty sîxyear existence, the re-unifid Canada was administered by a ministry joindy 

leci by one Gznadien and one English political leader. Ca& leader buisHippolyte 

LaFontaine was one half of the duo that led the first stable min* of the newiy unified 

CanadaeWL Since the OiMdiem' main concem was to avoid assimilation, LaFontaine's 

sûategy was to work with anglophones as a means to preseme the Ca& identity and 

inter- within the broader framework of union. But this strategy meant accepting that 

GzMdiens were destinecl to be the lesser power under the new system both in tenns of 

population and politid dout It is at this point that the &uzdiens become French- 

Canadians - a minority within the larger Canadian political sphere- 

At the sarne time as LaFontaine was seeking a means of coexistence with English 

political power, others were explohg new solutions to the problerns of the French- 

Canadian community. Ler Rouges for instance were a group that contemplated annemtion 

to the United States, believing that the Americans would be les hostile to the French 

identity and more open to liberal refonns. Later, a mwement known as ultramontanism 

assumed die mande of national saviour- Ulmmontanism was characterised by a dogged 

attachment to the Catholic faith and to the parishsen~ed rural life Under the influence 

16' NO & d i e n  was iadidpA in the nist aecutive uida union, but the aGtanp at Engikh politicai 
do- p v e d  unworkabie. 



of this movement, the national identity became fused with the Cathobc faith and it would 

be over a century before the two were disentangleci again. 

In 1867 legislative union was replacecl by Confderation'" - a new politid pact 

inrended to expand the political and economic opportunities of the British colonies in 

North America and which grand each province significant autonomy under a 

decentralised federal arrangement French-Canadians saw Confederation as a way to 

reped Lord Durham's legislative union and regain theu own separate governing authorïty, 

albeit one limited by the terms of the fderal co~ection. '~ '  However, in the early days of 

Confederaaon the always delicate relationship between French and English political power 

was shaken by a series of events which were &en in Quebec as evidence that the French 

presence in Canada stiil faced a hostile English majority. 

Among the first and most dramatic of these was the decision to hang Louis Riel. 

Louis Riel was the leader of the Métis, a new ethnic group b r n  of mixed European fur 

trader and native Canadian origins) that hunted buffalo on the lands of the Northwest 

Company. Between 1869 and 1885 Riel was involved in a series of small sa l e  revolts 

against the purchase and planned colonisation of the temtory by Canada. Riel's efforts at 

first won recognition of the Métis's aspirations in the form of the Manitoba Act of 1870, 

which established bicuhral rights in the new province, but unrest continued in the 

temtory und the Métis insurrection was decisively put down in 1885. In that year Riel 

was arrested and sentenceci to hang, much to the satisfaction of English-Canadians. By 

-- -p 

TWO Ofhet colonies jojuied Canada u d e r  Confiideration, n#kinn for a tocal of four Onginai 
provinoa: Ontario, Quebec, New BrwSwick and Nova Scoaa 
'" For an outiine of how Codkdemtion was viewed h m  L,ower C h ,  see Sdver, F d - C h u d h  
rdea ofc%?@b- 



1885. however, the French spedüng and predominandy Catholic Métis had earned 

considerable sympathy in Quebec, and because there was increasing evidence that Riel was 

mentally ill, FrendrCanadians d e d  for the sentence to be c~rnmuted. '~ At the news that 

Riel's sentence had been carrieci out 15,000 protested in Montrd, where they were 

addressed by Honoré Mercier. Out of the outrage over the events in Manitoba the Puni 

mtiomle was bom, which under Mercier's leadership came to dominate the political scene 

in the new province. Mercier made provincial autonomy the watchword of his 

administration and ran the govemment of Quebec as a national government to the greatest 

extent possible while seelung to push the boundaries of provincial a~thorïty.'~' 

Meanwhile outside Quebec, on four other occasions in the period between 

Confederation and the First World War, French and Catholic education rights were 

revoked or reduced in the other provinces of Canada. First, in 187 1 New Brunswick (with 

a sizeable French-speaking poputation of Acadians) restricted Cadiolic education rïghts. In 

1890 Catholic and French language education nght~ which had been guaranteed under the 

Manitoba Act were abolished in that province, although they were restored on appeal to 

the Privy Council in 1895. In 1892 the Northwest Temtories followed Manitoba's lead 

and overruled separate education rights, and finally in 19 12 Ontario introduced 

"Regulation 17" which restricted the use of French as a language of instruction. Inside 

Quebec, English language school rights continued secure. 

'a Riel had spent time in an asyium in Quebec, a d  appariaidy thought hirnseifa prophet of some 
kind. A I .  S i l v a ,  meanwh.de, propoçes the theory that French-Carradian awareness of; and sympathy 
for, the Métis cause was Iivgely a oonseqwmx of- Mamed fOr the upisings in the En@h 
CaMdian-. *M,/snr;attychapter%. 

This included &orCs to expand Quebec's gmgraphical boundaries, which were 6naiiy rPalised in 
1898 and the province was expanded again Ui 1912. 



Zn 1899 another =nt shook kenManadian confidence in their position under 

the Canadian federation, It was the fVst of three contrwersies mer militarg participation 

that would divide French and Engüsh in Canada. In each case FrenchCanadians 

strenuously o b j d  to the cornmiment of troops to what was seen as a British war, and 

one that Canada was not obligated to take part in. 

In the first case, in 1899 a decision was made to send Canadian volunteers to 

support Britain in the Boer War. h was t h  dispute that prompted Henri Bourassa to 

found In Ligue ~ t i o ~ l i s t  canadjenne to promote the idea of Canada as based on a pact 

between two founding races. In the second case, conscription was introduced in 1917 to 

support the Allies in World War 1, but the decision was protested in Quebec and tmops 

were sent in to Quehec to restore die peace, In 19 18 the conflict culminated in a Montreal 

crowd being fired upon, resulting in five deaths. And again in 1942, after having pledged 

to avoid conscription, largely out of consideration for French-canadian feeling on the 

question, then Prime Minister Robert- Borden held a nationwide plebiscite to approve 

'releasing' him fiom that cornmitment The plebiscite passed in Canada as a whole, but 

was rejected in Quebec by 70% of the population. Canadian troops were once again 

dispatched overseas against widespread FrenctkCanadian objections. 

Inside Quebec the years of the First World War proved diEcult times. When 

depression hit in the 1930's Quebec proved especially vulnerable, as its highly conservative 

ethos did not lend iwlf to state-sponsored relief efforts. The Catholic Church became the 

biggest player in the new system, dominating the arenas of education, social setvices and 

unionisation. Out of this environment was botn the Union ~ t i m k ,  which brought the 



socially consemative and authoritarian leader Maurice Duplessis to v e r .  Duplessis 

govemed in accordance with the traditional national image of Quebec as  the home of a 

devout, deferential people with a taste for the simple Me? 

Nationalism in this p e n d  showed a decïdedly Catholic cast and tended to 

celebrate its attachment to the land and to the past Clergyman Lionel Groulx became 

spokesman for this perspective and became a nationalist hero for building up the discipline 

of Quebec history duough his work at the University of Montreal. Groulw preached the 

miracle of 'lu suwicytnce' - the idea that the FrenchCanadian nation had been preserved by 

divine providence fim from the g d e s s  French Revolution and then from assimilation by 

the English. FrenchCanadians were dietefore obligated to honour this miradous 

cultural dvation by continuing in their traditional way of life 

Beginning in the 1950's there was a change in the direction and expression of 

Quebec nationalism, however. There was increasing concern over the economic 

dependency of the province[67 and haeasing fiusmation Mth die traditional religious and 

land-based interpretation of the national idea. This was the openuig of the Quiet 

Revolution, a period of rapid political and sociai liberdisauon chat coincided with a 

reinvigorated nationalist agenda. Ironically, the CEE television and radio network, 

designed to be a tool of Canadian unity, served a crucial role in both modernising and 

reinforüng the Quebec identity, because of the temtorial concentration of French speakers 

-- 

16" The simiIarity between the leadership style and persod philosophy of Duplessis and de Valera is 
notable- Both were w n g ,  some would say authoriolrian, kadm who heId sœ!ïaïly ainsewative if 
not reactionary ideas yet who presided over a period of mnsiderabie modernisation and p w t h  in 
their soàeties- Bath nren had mnarkabïe politid staying powa and were at the height ofth& 
influenœ kîween the 193û's and the 1950's. 



within Canada. From its ranks rose one of the province's most influentid nation& 

leaders, René Uvesque, who was radicalised by the experience of king a francophone 

broadcaster in a primariiy hcophone  province yet king surrounded every day by 

English, as the Radio Ca& offices were located in the heart of anglophone Montreai. In 

faa, because of the anglophone minoriq's traditional economic and political influence the 

Ianguage of work in much of Quebec was stiU English. Promising young functionaries 

likewise found their path to the federal centre of power was ofhm obstruaed by the 

language barrier, and ifthey wanted to work in French they concluded they would have to 

focus on the Quebec state as an alternative1" 

The Quiet Revolution tumed this pentiip hstration with the marginalisecl status 

of French and of francophones into an impetus for change. The a h  was to d a i m  

control of the signifiant levers of Quebec's economy and society and to use the politid 

power of the Quebec State to bring this about1" The home of FrendtCanadian 

nationdism was now well and tmly Quebec, and the nationalist identity became Quéhi r .  

Some of the measures that follawed in the wake of the Quiet Revolution induded 

the creation in 1964 and 1965 of agencies to promote the development of Quebec's 

natural resources in mining and the steel industry. In 1965 LL Gzise & dépôt et placement, 

which used Quebecers' pension and swings investments to foster Quebec enterprises, was 

16' The Trembiay Repat of 195Q souLded the alarm ova Queba's aommic exploitation and its 
ma@dktï011 within the Canadian fedaation, and it became as one observer put it, "ia Bible du 
néo-nationakmz " Bdtbazar, Bcliur du twih&mcu, 119. 
16' Note the simiIarity b w e m  this proœss and tbat identifiecl by Benedict Anderson as the soucoe of 
the nationalist s e n m t  of h 1 e  fiurtioaaries who !id th& amer path blodred by the fict of theu 
doniai birch, See AnQrson, 1~~ Caamimitr's, chapter 4 
'69 One key nationalist phrase oftbe Quiet Revdution )prnnie "maîtres chez nous." rrieaniag "masias 
inourownhouse" hteresQnglythisphrasewasaimocrcasi~n;iIhrusedbyInshaati~aalistsmany 
years before, 



created as an alternative to the traditional banks that had been slow to invest in new 

Quebec businesses. Other initiatives included nationalisation of the Quebec elect~icity 

system and later, tnassive dan&uilding projects in the Cree-occupied temtory of James 

Bay. 170 

In the years folloaring the Quiet Re~ohtion,"~ education, health are, and social 

services were increasingly reclaimed fiom clericd control, while there was a d r a d c  rise in 

secularisation in the province. A series of controversial language laws were introduceà with 

the goal of establishing French as the lingua fianai of the and there were 

esmiating stmggles with the federal government over the extent of Meral authorin/ within 

the province, and wer designs to repatriate the constit~tion."~ Although it was initially a 

Quebec initiative, repatriation was subsequently rejected by Quebec's leaders because of 

the concern that it would be enacted in a way that undermined the special status of 

Quebec in the federation. 

Nationalist groups of many kinds sprang up throughout the province during the 

1950's and 6û's, including a terrorist group known as the FLQ (FTont de likatim du 

''O This nationalisation of Qpeùec's ekcîriaty system was otiginally ptoposed by René Lévesque in 
1962. The JamesBaypjectwasinitiatedin 1971. 

S W y  speakïng the 'Qmet Revdution' is usai to ibdkate the years of the L i i  regime under 
Jean - 1960 to 1966. 
'" In 1969 Bill 63 gave parents the right to enrol their ctiildren in English-laaguage scboois, but 
proposxi that new amvals to the pro- wouid Iiiaster French. In 1974 Bill 22 made French the 
officiai Iangwge in Quebec, introduced mzmms to xnake French the hguage of the W021q3hœ in 
Quebec, and r e s t r i d  fiancmphones' sas to English-laquage schooiing. In 1977 Bili 101 addeci 
fines and penalties to languasie requirabaits, fintha resnided acœss to Eqgbblanguage schoohg, 
and required F& to be predotniuant on pu& signage, altbough pars of Bill 101 were 
subsequentiy deciard unconstitutional by the Superne Court of Canada. In 1988 Bill 178 was 
i.ntraiud to npain establish the PeQmiaanOe of French m public sigmge, and in 1993 BiU 86 was 
i n t r o d d  to permit English on public signage, under certainamciitions, 
ln As a former d o n y  that never agitated for in-, iiesponsi'bility for the Canadian 
cuIlstitution mmminai en- to the arrdiority of the Rivy Coumil in LAlndon until1981, BeîÙre 
t h a t Q t e ~ y o o n s t i t u c i d ~ b a d t o b e f o r w a r d e d f i o m ~ m B r i m i n w h e r e t h e y w e r e  
enaaed by the British gouemnwnt, 



Q&r) which Iaunched a bombing campaign in 1963 aimed at the fideral and cruwn 

presence in Quebec In Oaober 1970 the FLQ lcidnapped a British diplomat and days later 

kidnapped and killed the Quebec Minister of Labour. Although the FLQ was a fnnge 

group, the federal government under Pierre Tadeau responded to the uOctober crisis" by 

invoking the War Measures Act &ch suspendecl civil liberties and granteà broad 

emergency powers to the federal government Hundreds of people identifieci as 

nationdists were arrested and imprisoned under its powets. 

The new nationaiist movement in Quebec reached its zenith under the leadership 

of René Lévesque. hesque  was brought to power when his recendy founded Parti 

Québécois (PQ) was elected in 2976, becoming the fim political p a q  elected to govemment 

in aiebec that was openly committed to the political independence of the province under 

a formula he calied "sovereignty association." However, the FQ had been forced to tone 

dom its sovereigntist agenda in order to win power, since the majorïty of Quebec voters 

were not convinceci of the need for independence- Nevertheless the PQ had committed 

themselves to holding a referendum asking for a mandate to negotiate a sovereignty 

association relationship with the rest of Canada. That referendum was held in 1980, and 

was lost by the sovereigntist side, which garnered only Wh of the vote. 

After the referendum victory Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau proceeded 

irnmediately with plans to repamate the Canadian constitution. Quebec continueci to 

objea to the process and refused to sign on to the repatriation deal, which it argued 

compromi,d provincial autonomy and failed to recognise the special position of Quebec 

in the federation. The constitution was repatriated in 1982, at &ch time a Charter of 



Rights and Freedoms was also added. NotabLy, the chief architects of repatriation, Pierre 

Trudeau and Jean Chretien, were from Quebec 

Repaniation lefi a considerable constitutional hangover, howwer- Another federal 

leader fiom Quebec, Brian Mulroney, cornmitted himself to correcting this problem by 

finding conditions that wouid persuade Quebec leaders to sign on to the Canadian 

constitution. Together widi provincial leaders he reached a deal in 1987 which addressed 

the special scatus of Quebec The Meech Lake Accord, as it was known, had three years to 

be ratifieci by the provincial legis1atures of all the prwinces. It failed in two 

(Nedoundland and Manitoba). In 1992 a second attempt was made to bring Quebec into 

the constitution but diis agreement, k n m  as the Chariottetown Accord, was defeated in a 

national refetendum (rejectd by a majority in Quebec and in Canada as a whole) that 

same year. In much of Canada these successive constitutional deals were objected to on at 

least three levels. First, there was a feeling that Uasymmetrical federalism," which granted 

special status to Quebec, was a recipe for fàvouritism, abuse, or disunity. Second, there was 

a concem that Que& could not be tnisted to respect rninority rights, given its naaonalist 

agenda, and third, there were claims by groups other than provinces (such as aboriginal or 

women's groups) that they should have a place at the table and that in their absence no 

deal should be considered Iegitimate. 

Following the failures of 199û and 1992 the constitutional question was 

consciously lefi 'in abeyance" in Canada. In 1995, however, Quebec held a second 

sovereignty referendum This second referendum was lost by the s h e s t  of margins - 

l e s  than one percent. Concerneci by these results a 1998 Supreme Court decision based 



on a Federal govemment referme case found h t  Quebec could not unilatetaliy separate 

kom Canada, and that certain minimai conditions needed to be met in terms of the 

rnajority required in a referendum and the framuig of a referendum question on Quebec 

independence. The Court aiso indicated that the Canadian govemment had a role in 

defining the requirements for clarity- The Federal govemment subsequently sponsored a 

bill specifving that any funire sovereign y referendums would require a Wear majority on a 

clear question" before Canada would recognise the resuits. However, the "Clarity Bill" 

dws not specïfv what "c1earn actually means. Today, parties dedicated to the savereigntist 

position represent almost half of the officia1 opposition in the Canadian parLiament and 

are the o f i d  gaveming party in Quebec, and Quebec remains the only province that has 

not signed on to the Canadian constituaon. 

11- WAS 'CHARACE~BUILDING' NATIONALISM APPROPRIATE IN QUEBEC? 

The question 1 want to explore in this section is whether any of the b r i e s  

reviewed in Chapter 1 can help make sense of the general intuition that Quebec's efforts at 

cultural promotion are legitimate. It should be admowledged that dus issue is not without 

controversy in Canada, especially when it cornes to Quebec's language laws. Yet it does not 

seem right to ask the population of Quebec to stand by and watch their culture 

transfomed under the effem of extemal influences, without doing anything about i t  I 

want to determine, therefore, whether any of the six existhg theories provide an adequate 

account for why Ycharacter-buildingn nationalism, which p r d  so problematic in Ireland, 

is an acceptable (or perhaps why it is an unacceptable) measure in Quebec In the final 



analysis, while each theory isolates an important tmth about the Quebec situation, I w d  

argue that none can adequately account for the legitimacy of Quebec's efforts to accively 

promote its national character. 

I will begui with the account of nationalism diat casts i t  as the expression of the 

darker side of our natures. Under this account Quebec nationalisrn should be understood 

as the manifestation ofa desire for the sublimation of the will, which is expressecl in an 

attadunent to social and economic badopardnes and reactionary politics. As such, this 

account wodd say it was never legitirnate to promote a national culture as it means 

promoting negative features of the human personality- As prevîously noted Prime Minister 

Pierre Trudeau used this idea to Cnticise Quebec nationalism as a retrograde influence on 

the population of Quebec At one point Trudeau characteriseci the nationalist movement 

as being led by a mïnorïty that seeks "to make the whole tribe r e m  to the wigwams by 

declaring its independence. "17' 

1 do not debate the charge that the history of national ism in Quebec has been marked 

by reactionary periods. The era of Lionel Grouix and Maurice Duplessis (which inspireci 

the liberal spirit of a young Trudeau) was certainly rnarked by dogged traditionalism and 

deferential politics Descendants of original Québécois stock have uaditionally been 

identified as 'pure laine,' (Iiterally translated it means 'pure wool'), and in an infamous 

statement afier the 1995 referendum an embittered Parizeau blamed the defeat on 'money 

and the ethnies.' But there are other features of the Quebec case that do not so easily fit 

'" Pierre Trudeau, "Sepamtiît Counter Rev01utiooaries," in Fadcmlra &the Fiaicrh-C4Mdtors 
(Tmnto: MaQnilIan of Canada, lm, 21 1. It sbouïd be noteci tbat Trudeau himseifwas a firm 
believer in the promotion of the Fliench hguage both in Canada a d  Quebec- His a i .  was to make 
Canada bilinguai throughout as a mzms to oombat separatist natbnalism, which he tbught ofas 
endangering sociai and political progress in the proWre. 



the "dark side" model. For instancej despite many hstcations and disappoinanencs t h e  

is a marked cornmitment to the dernomatic process arnong Quebec nationalists- There is 

also a relative la& of open conflïct, with only ouo ~eriods of violence in over two hundred 

years of nationalist history in the province, both of &ch wexe limited to a fiinge minorin, 

within the population. Instead, the preference has been for constitutionai struggle, 

combineci with an apparent wiifingness to coexist with other Canadians under some broad 

scheme of cooperation. And as for the co~ection with badovardness, this account of 

nationalism cannot explain how it is that the rapid modernisation associatecl with the 

Quiet Revolution coincided with, indeed may owe its existence to, a marked renewal in 

Quebec nationalism. 

Since it does not seem applicable to the Quebec situation, then, the "dark side" rheory 

of nanonalism does not seem like a good guide to evduating the appropriateness of 

nationalist conduct in Quebec At best it could hold against certain brands of Quebec 

nationalism, but it certainly does not serve to account for it in ail its fom.  

I will mm therefore to "remedial right" theories of nationalism. These contend that 

rights abuses yield a right to secession, or that very rarely culturai preservation may also 

yield a right to secede, provided the culture is so much imperilled that it can survive no 

other way, and provided the population involved already has daim to temtorial title. 

It is not hard to rnake a case that Frendi-Canadians in Canada have grounds for 

historical grievance and arguably that a historical pact that guaranteed them special status 

within the federation has not been honoured. The problem is that under "remedial right" 

theory the threshold for proving a case for remediation is set very high. Ln faw the 



threshold may be too high for Quebec to qudify, either based on historical grhance or 

on cultural presemtion since the theory conservatively favours sgte presemtion. h the 

absence of systernatic rïghts abuse or exploitation, meanwhile, the cheory has litde to offer 

regarding other ameliorative options. In &ch case it has Little to say regarding the 

legitimacy of 'character building' nationalism Instead, to make a case based on this 

theory, affected populations have an incentive to constme theu case in t e m  of the rights 

abuse/secession formula. But the population of Quebec may not desire complete 

secession, preferring mme kind of continueci political coexistence with the rest of Canada. 

Unfomnately there does not seem rmm in the theoy for this kind of outcome, any more 

than there is for measures to preserve or promote the national culture. 

Let me therefore move on to the 'dysfunctionalist" theory of nationalism. To recap, 

rhis theory suggests that the demanding conditions of modemity require us to marshd 

ourseIves into nations to redise the benefits of economic progress and to avoid 

incapacitation by feelings of anornie or inadequacy. Once again this theory points to a 

mith about the Quebec situation. Quebec nationalism has repeatedly involved efforts to 

assert control over the population's d a 1  structure and economy, o h  with the aim of 

enhancing local capabilities. What's more, the aiet Revolution appears to be a 

trademark case for the Gellnerian economic account, whereby the rise of nationalism 

coincides wiah a dramatic increase in economic competitiveness. 

A theory that is concemed with enhancing Our capacity to adjua to modemity may 

seem particularly apt when thinking about Quebec of the Quiet Revolution. But it does 

not do so weli when what is being considered is the mditionalist drive associateci with 'Lc 



suruivamz' And yet the economic success of the 1960's was in some regards dependent on 

the attachments and social resources that had been presemed through 'la ~~mnce. ' '  If 

what we are deaiing with is some sociologicai irnperative, how is it that the same 

irnperative among the same population in roughly the same semng lads  to such Werent 

results in these two p e n d s ?  And if nationalism is about reconciling us to modemity, why 

did it at one point manifest itself in an unrealisoic drive to escape it? 

At the same tirne the nationah aim of mitchhg back fiom English to French as the 

language of work seems counter-productive in an Englishdominatd North American 

economy. How can this be part of a drive to reconcile the population of Quebec to 

modemity, when the ultimate goal is the best (Le. m m  productive and least emotionaily 

dismrbing) adjustrnent to modem conditions that can feasibly be achieved.7 

Now it could be argued that al1 this has been antiapated in Ernest Gellner's work 

Geilner tells the story of the people of Ruritania within the Empire of Megalomania, and 

of how the Ruritarians' experience of relative deprivation and cultural alienation in the 

Megolomanian metropolis led them to withdraw and create their own social setting, where 

their origin and experience as Ruritarian would not be a source of disadvantage, and 

where they could feel they are among others like themselve~.'~~ 

But I do not believe that Quebec can be explained in terms of Gellner's Ruritarian 

revival mode1 because the period of time involved is too long. Gellner suggests that the 

revival imperative follows quiddy on the arrivai of industrialisation (perhaps affecting only 

17' For ktanœ, the wir(ingness to maire peasioas and sa- investments availaMe to Quebec 
enterprises through the Gzkw &di$& pPbaMy owes soraeching to widespread enthusiasm for the 
national cause in the wake of the Quiet RevoIutio11, 
17' See Gellna, Natiors a d  NotioMJirm, 58a2. 



one generation).177 But Quebec soined off as the most developed of the Canadian 

colonies, and while econornic leadership may have passed into EnglishCanadian hands, 

the province maintained its industrial and commercial base. The moment of being 

shocked into consciousness of one's cuiture is not in the Quebec case a by-produa of 

industrialisation because on the one hand it predates industrialisation, and on the 0 t h  

hand it goes on long after industrialisation is an established fact 

Ultirnately, what the Quebec case illustrates is that the goal of cultural presemtion 

may conflict with the imperative that seeks a more productive unit of econornic 

organisation, and therefore Quebec's efforts to promote its national charaaer cannot be 

explained on t h  basis. 

Next, let me consider Social trustn theones of the moral worth of nationalism. These 

theories daim that shared nationality suppom deepened moral commitments that make 

for better politim, including more redisaibutive policies. This would seem to provide a 

justification for prese~ng national attachments where they exist, and where thqr can 

entich political lifë. And it is true that in the 1960's the Quebec Sute was socially active 

and that much of its program owed its support to national sentiment But it must also be 

recalled that prior to 1950, the Quebec State was also nationalist but minimally 

redistributive. The social m s t  associated with nationalism instead manifestcd icself as 

clencal deference, which fed into reactionary politics. There is no apparent link in 



Quebec, cherefore, benveen nationalist politics and redistribution, or even with aiteely 

desirable forms of sucial  relation^,'^' 

As for the legitimacy of preserving or promoting a national culture the problem with 

"social m s t "  theories is they suggest that promoting an interna nationality may tend to 

undermine the possibilities for justice at a brader level, by reducing the sum of solidarity 

or political cornmitment. In this case thev may acnially argue againrt the continueci 

promotion of the Quebec culture, since it would be better to integrate that population 

into a Canadian national unit. In which case these "social trustn theories CaMOt expiain 

why Quebec rather than Canada should be the moral foundation of the nation. 

Turning to "selfcesteem" theories, Charles Taylor specifically bases his arguments 

for thîs theory on the experience with nationalism in Q ~ e b e c ' ~ ~  In thÏs case the idea is that 

national identity is a vital source of attachment and Monging that supports healthy self- 

esteem. Undeniably, an attachment to the Quebec national culture is important to many 

in the province and conmbutes to the self-esteem of many individuals. However, the 

problem with this account is that so there can be an equal or comparable attachment to 

Canada in many cases. To the extent that some individuah do not want to identifi with 

the Quebec national p r o j q  and wish to maintain an undiiuted Canadian identity, the 

self-esteem needs of these individuals stalemate Quebec's right to promote a uniquely 

Quebec national character, since self esteem is of such fundamental significance that it 

m u t  receive qua1 respect. 

-- 

'" Even if the argument is tbat a sense of cimnatioaality is a mccsary but not SuffiCient condition for 
deepaied moral relationships, when therie is an upturn in the nationaikm repnsented in the social and 
political mder of a population, it is not unrasonable to look for evidenoe of the suppodng e f f i  
nationality is supposeci to have on redistniutiou. 



This problem is illustratecl in the conflict mer the Quebec law that requires French to 

be predominant on public signs. For many anglophones this requirement is experienced as 

an affront to their cultural attachments and to theh equal standing before the law, and 

challenges have been launched againa the measure on this basis. So while the =self- 

esteemm idea offers an explanation for why promoting a national culture a n  sometimes be 

a legitimare measure, the diffidty is that this theory also provides a reason for halting such 

initiatives- So it is necessary to look k h e r e  for a defence of Quebec's cultural measwes- 

Finally, let me address how an uautonomyn theory might deal with the question of 

Quebec's 'character-building' nationalism. Will Kymlicka's theory suggests that access to a 

secure socid culture is the foundation of personal autonomy, and that existing societal 

cultures have special rights based on this role Clearly Quebec qualifies as a distinct and 

complete societal culture that is the basis of many people's context of choice, so 

presurnably it is legitimate to make efforts to preserve this culture where ind~duals  are 

already attached to it. 

Indeed Kymlicka reaches just such a condusion, and goes funher. He argues that 

socied cultures have the right to regulate those who live among them in a manner that is 

in keeping with the prevailing way of life (and that does not violate liberal limits), because 

of the importance of preserving the existing societal culture- Any newcomers must know 

what they are getting into, and should accept that a given mcietal culture will reign in a 

given temtory. But in Quebec, the mked population is not entirely a produa of recent 

immigration. Many of those who have been there for generations are reluctant to 

lm Seet Fm exarnple, ''Shared and Divergent Values," in R a m d h g  the S d h k -  &ajs m G m d k  
FederaIr'sm andNMJr'sni, ed. Guy Laforest (Montreal: MffiiII-Queen's University Press, 1995). 



participate in efforts to promote the Quebec national charaaer- Why should diese people 

be faced with a government that is deteftnined to alter the society ofwhich they are a part? 

In the end, if this theory is based in the autonomy needs of individuals, it is not dear 

that Quebec has a right to pmmote its national character, as opposed to merely prese~ng it, 

and surely that is the object of much of the 'character-b~ildin~' measures at work in the 

province? In other words, efforts at 'character-building' nationalism in Quebec would run 

into the sarne problem of conflicting individual rights that was encountered in "self- 

esteem" thcaries- And since Quebec aiready has a complete societal culture, there can be 

litde call to do much more for the national cause than, say, regular maintenance. Applied 

in practice, therefore, it appears that this theory cails for no more than the status quo in 

Quebec, and does not support promotion of a c u l d  identity or 'character-building' 

nationalism. 

S o  although these six sets of theories each have some descriptive power when it cornes 

to understanding the Quebec situation, they do not provide a workable account of why we 

should consider "character building" nationalism appropriate in Quebec For that reason 

I next turn to consider what Quebec nationalists have said about their cause, to see if there 

is something in their arguments that suggests a new perspective on the Quebec case. 

III. HOW THE QUEBEC NAnONALIST CLAIM WAS FORMULATED 

As in Ireland, there appear to be two formulations of the nationalist claim in 

Quebec, and 1 believe that they again suggest the idea of a shared h m e  of reference. 

Beginning in the nineteenth century a formulation concemed with the capacity of aisting 



institutions to properly represent French-canadian interests is evident in the arguments of 

figures such as Louis-Joseph Papineau or Henri Bourassa. Starting in the early twentieth 

century another formulation appears, amich foruses on the presemtion of national traiB 

and characteristics. This trend is evident in the wrîtings of leading nationalists such as 

Lionel Grouhc and René kesque, for instance, as well as to a cemin ment  in thow of 

Bourassa. This may be the more prevalent of the two formulations in che Quebec case, but 

as 1 will explore in the discussion below, the two are related and one often implies the 

other to some degree. 

These formulations suggest to me a parallel with the "good govemment" and 

"national character" formulations &ch 1 outlined in the previaus section, and 1 wiil use 

the same categories to discuss the Quebec case. But like the Irish case, in Quebec neither 

category is watertight The ovo formulations are, agaui, mirror images of each other with 

certain elements reversed. I will first outline how nationalist argument in Quebec makes 

use of these two fomtdations, then discuss how closely the two fomis are related in 

practice, and hally 1 wiLl ask whether it is fair to consider them as representing a "shared 

h m e  of reference" account. 

1. Ttie ''gd goueniment" fennwlatim 

Probably the first widely recognised voice r a i d  on behalf of the & d e n  cause was 

LoubJoseph Papineau. As Speaker for the Legislacive Assembly, Papineau challenged the 

limimtions on the power of the elected house and the concentration of authority in the 

hands of an appointed few drawn fiom an unrepresentative minority. He appealed to the 



ideals of European liberai thought and to the example of the American Colonies to argue 

that politicai change was imperative. To a grrat extent Papineau's logic was thetefore that 

of a liberal (perhaps evai a republican-style) reformer, arguing for enhancd democratic 

rneasures. But there was another strain to his argument Papineau stressed not just that 

the colony had received only a poor shadow of die English constitution. but also that the 

English constitution, however weu enacteci, wodd never suit the Canadian situation. The 

practicalities of Life in Canada were just too different He explainecl (in none too 

complimentary a fashion): 

Institutions suitable to an otd country, where laws, customs, and practices differ 
kom out own; where die disaibution of wealth is unequal; where, more than 
anywhere else in the world, one fin& on the one hand pride of opulence, and 
on the other the degradation of beggary - these cannot be right for a new 
country, where the inhabitants are scattered over a vast territory, where hard 
work is the only way for anyone to attain some degree of cornfort, where luxury 
is unheard of. Such people need institutions different from those of Europe?' 

Papineau poùited out that the head of government in Eawer Canada was a 

foreigner who often ladced either knowIedge of, or attachment to, Canadian affairs- He 

wrote that the Govemor of the colony arrked "sans affection pour les pays, sans liaison 

avec ses inhabitants," and that he would invariably i n d  in power men with aucune 

connaissance de 10is."'~' Worse still, he claimed, these men had litde intention of staying 

in Canada and sharing in the colony's funire. Instead they were "set over it for a season, to 

lm "Papineau on Constituoaal R&xm," in ~ ~ i r i w l ~ h t ,  ed. )ID. Furües (Toronto: 
O x f '  UniverSty Press, 1985). 19. 
lSi "Nationaiisme et m e , "  Pqpinwrr. tars ahbiric c t p h & s p ~ r F .  Oued&, ed. Fe- 
Ouellet (Québec: Les Priesses Universitaua Laval, 1970), 49. 



enrich themselves at  fidl gallop and atierwards to digest theu enormous [fi-]acquired gains 

three thousand mites off."'8' 

The root of the problem, Papineau held, was that the major decisions conceming 

the colony's fate were king made by an Imperia1 legislanire that was tcm distant for the 

colonists to participate in, and was also too far from the "the 'Mother Country' ... to 

legislate for the intemal affairs of the Colonies with advan~ge.""~ Papineau felt this 

problem was eqecdly evident in the decision to unite Upper and Lower Canada under a 

single legislature. Appealing to the British authorities to reconsider the decision, he r a i d  

the concern that gïven the dgerences and the dismnce involved between even the two 

Canadian colonies, any representatiws would la& the capaaty to understand and address 

effectively al1 the issues under their jurisdimon. For the member of a legislature to address 

'local circutnstances and wana of the place for which they are constituted," Papineau 

argued, " [ l l d  knowledge is an indispensable qualification." 

Thus Papineau, while championing liberal rights of representation, appended to 

these arguments the idea that good government requires a genuine appreciation of local 

affairs. To redise all the advantages of representative govemment it was necessary to have 

representatives who shared in the circumstances of those king govemed. And it was not 

just geographic distance that was the problem, it was social distance- One had to have a 

clear stake in the society being govemed (Le. to live in that society), in order to know it and 

govern it well. If their govemors were not drawn fiom Quebec wciety and they did not 

'" LouisJoseph Papineau. " S m  of the Hoa W Papineau, at the meeting of the Çounty of 
Moneeal on May 15,1837" (M0ntrea.k Louis Penault, 1837), 9. 

Louis-Joseph Papineau, "Lena h m  W Pa-u and J. NaIson, Esqs., AcUrtsd a> His 
Majesty's Und- of State on the Subject of tbe Proposeci Union of the Pt.oWKles of Upper 
and Lower Chnada" (London: W. Clowa, 1824)' 5-6. 



plan on iiving in Quebec past die term of their appointment, then they would have l e s  

appreciation for the situation of die population diere, and l e s  interest in seeing it 

improved- 

Henri Bourassa malces an interesting contrast with Papineau, because his politicai 

doctrine was focused simulmeously on the affairs of Canada and of Quebec Bourassa 

argued for the increasing independence of Canada within die imperial context, and the 

enhanced autonomy of Quebec within die Canadian contsct 

Bourassa was first moved to address the Imperia1 link by the decision to send 

Canadian troops to the Boer War. In response to the argument that Canada had a 

responsibility to support Imperial wars, Bourassa o f f 4  what was, in a way, a reverse 

version of the =good government" f o d a t i o n .  If Canada had no interest in other 

Imperia1 colonies, no stake in the Imperial system and no say in the Imperia govemmenc 

then it should not be involved in Imperial affairs (especially wars) that had no bearing on 

Canada. Far fiorn being involved with Imperial policy, Bourassa pointed out that seven 

million Canadians had les voice in Imperïal policy, %han one single sweeper in the sueets 

of Liverpool or one cab-diver on Fleet S ~ e e t . " ' ~  This, in Bourassa's view, justified 

Canada's refusal to pamcipate in supporting Imperial ventures. 

Since it is about questioning an extemal commitment, this argument is a more self- 

s e ~ n g  version of the " g d  government" formulation than that which focuses on the need 

''Imperiaiism and Nationalism," in H i  &massa on I i  anà Bi£Il[tUlrJLmr 1RXb1918, cb 
Joseph Levitt (Toronto: The Copp Qatke Publishing Company, 1970), 64. Bourassa also wrote: "so 
long as wehavenothingtosay, nothingtodo, rnopirnontoarpess,noin~tosbow, in the 
coriduct of the f- affiiirs of the Empire; - so long as the ruiers of Great Brïtain do n a  even think 
of us when they make their f o r a  waties and emîmain those foreign dations in suppoxt of which 
they need their army and their navy, - what morai daim, what Iegal daim. whtî quitable daim is 
there upon us tbat we shouid go and pay the piper. " M, 71 



for local understanding and s h a r e d  interests to ensure good laws. However, it has in 

common the logic that pditical authonty and political responsibility c d  for a genuine 

connection to the interests at  stake It aras die absence of that conneaion that disqualified 

(or exempted) Canada fiom involvement in Imperid wars. 

Even within Canada Bourassa felt the need for a separation of powers where there 

was a separation of interests, and he d e d  for the provincial domain to retain "al1 that is 

essential to the maintenance of out national ~haracter."'~~ In other words, while his 

defence of Canada's independence drew on a version of the "good govemment" 

formulation, his defence of Quebec autonomy lent toward a "national diaracter" type of 

formulation. For that reason 1 will continue the dixussion of Bourassa's ideas under this 

new heading. 

Henri Bourassa argued that the presemtion of French was "absolutely necessary for 

the presenation of the race, of i a  genius, its character and its temperament.n'86 In 

language that is rerniniscent of Douglas Hyde's concem with the Anglicisation of the Irish, 

Bourassa argued that nothing would be achieved by attempting to assimilate the French in 

Canada, 

... the day we lose our language we lose ~rec i se l~  this very peculiar character, 
these special faculties which can make us a desirable element in the 
construction of die Canadian nation ... The day we lose our ianguage we will 



perhaps be mediocre Engiishmen, passable Scotsmen or bad Irishmen, but we 
d l  no longer be truîy CanadiaaU7 

But as noted, Bourassa had a complex kind of bi-level nationalism He thought chat "the 

normal development of the p e r s  of seKgovernmentn would lead to Canada becoming 

U an absolutely independent nation." Alongside the national character of &e French- 

Canadians, Bourassa envisioned dl Canadians developing "a civilisation of our own, a 

mental development of our own, an înteilectuality of our own."" Although French- 

Canadians might be concentrated in one part of Canada, they were attacheci to the entire 

entity. He argued: T h e  fatherland, for us, is the whole of Canada ... The nation which we 

want to see developed is the Canadian nation."'89 

Yet this appears to present somethïng of a contradiction at f i a  How was the 

national character of FrenManadians to be preserved while a new Canadian nationality 

was constmcted around it? This contradiction becomes less stark when i t  is noted that 

Bourassa's image of Canadian nationalism was based on what he saw as the inherent 

duality of the Canadian situation. Canada was "a nation of two elements separated by 

language and religion and by the legai arrangements necesSacy for the preservation of their 

respective traditions, but united by a sentiment of b ro the rhd  in a common attachment 

to a cornmon coun~y." '~~  Bourassa felt that this kind of nationalism would not imperil the 

French fact. This may stiU present a problem, however, since it raises the question of 

whether you can have one nation nested within another, and have both grow and thrive- 

lsl W. 
'Ir% "Impexialism and NatiOIliiÜSm, " in N, 77. 



But dus c e d y  seems to be what Bourassa had in mind. He b e l i d  that the tme 

'Canadian' way involvd a sort of 'live and let live' attitude among the two major 

communities- What's more, he belïeved thcit French-Canadians were the most "Canadian* 

of any group in the ~ominion. '~ '  And in a twist on Lord Durham's predictions, Bourassa 

believed that once the relative newcorners (the English, Arnericans, and other Europeans) 

were finally assimilateci to the point of view already held by Frenchbadians, national 

harrnony would be secureci- 

If Bourassa represented a complex bi-level nationdism, the Quebec national 

character had few more singlemindeci champions than the clergyman and teacher Lionel 

Grouk Grouix entered the nationalist debate just as Bourassa was retirïng ftom it, and his 

arguments accorded well with the d y  consemùve political style of the thirties, forties 

and fifaes. Groulx had a raciaily based idea of the FrenWanadian nation and he cast the 

national character in mysticai and teleoIogicai terms. He promoted an image of the devout 

French-Canadian f d y  and claimed it epitomised the essence of Qyebec's cultural 

inheritance, althou& perhaps his m m  enduring legacy was his impact on the revival of 

French-Canadian historical studies. 

Groulx believed that a la& of awareness of their history and achievements was at 

the root of FrenchCanadians' political and economic subordination. He wrote that he 

was "convinced that our indifference arises fiom ignorance of our history. We lack 

''Canada: a Bi-Cuiturai Nagion," in W., 107. There is, of course, a œrtain arnbiguity in 
Bourassa's use of the term 'Canada' fbr tessons 1 discuss supra at an d e r  nate. But at the very least 
wecanassumeBourassawasOOLlSCjOusofthisambiguity. 
Im "Cana& a Bi-Cuiturai Nation," in =, 107, 
19' T h e  F~~ in the British Empire," in M., 177. Again, the ambiguity over "- - vs 

re-appears. And o ~ l e  again, Bourassa may bave been coI19Qousiy usbg this amtnguity to COLI IL^^ the 
French-Canadian cause more intimately to the h g e r  C;inadun sphere. 



patriotic conviction because we do not redy know our own country," and he felt diat it 

was imperaiive that they begin the task of "exhumingW their history. lg2 

Grouix felt the history of FrenchCanadians in Canada illustrateci the differences 

between their nationality and the odxr races in Canada. He eulogised the French- 

Canadians' Uagriculturai their sense of adventure and "rnissionary  spin^"'" 

the role of the family'95 and the mirade of 'la sunivamp whereby the traditional French 

way of Life had been preserved despite d efforts to the contrary- These featUre~, when 

added to a distinct economic and juridical fiamework and compounded by linguistic and 

religious differences, made Quebec a province apart Holding on to these differences was 

the key to preserving the French-Canadian nation. 

In case there was any doubt about what was at stake in the loss of national traits, 

Groulx wamecl his feUow French-Canadians that the fate of those nations that strayed fiom 

their national d i n g  was "incoherence, disintegration, accepmnce of mediocrity and 

servitude, the impossibility of a collective Iif' the triumph of every kind of individualism - 

al1 signs of ultimate Altemately, by king m e  to their inherent character, 

French-Canadians could redise great gains. Groulx promiseci that "through faithfulness to 

their origin, history, cuiture and inborn strength will they be able to create the m m  

19' rcL'Acîi~u fiandse,'t in Abbé Gnnrbc= Y i  on o NrrtcarPlia Tliemc, aï- Susan Mann 
Trofirnenkoff (Toronto: Copp CLark PuMishing, 1973) 77. 
'93 "kIiSfOCY as a Guardian of Living Tmditbons," in Ml, 14!X 
'" Lionel Gmulx, %y we are DIvided.- an Address J J k h e d  on Novemba 19,1943" (M0nma.k 
L'Action Nationale, lW), 8. 
'% Grouùt devoted an aitire artide to this topic See 'The R d e  and Traditions of the French- 
Canadian FarMly," in Abbt Cm&, 101-12û. 
*% "History as a Guardian of Living Traditions, * in &X, 156. 



favourable dimate for developing their hurnan and cultural personality and for acquiring 

the pide and dignity of a fke peoplen197 

Like the Gaelic RevEvaiists, Grouln s a w  the goaf as involvïng spiritual or cultural 

achievements that were outside regdar political channeis. But unlike many of the Gaelic 

Revivalists, Groulx was not shy about saking a daim in the political realm too. Groulx 

makes explicit the justification for national institutions in Quebec The ultimate goal of 

the FrenchCanadian people in Canada must be ~ e l f ~ e m m e n ~ ' ~ ~  because political 

independence was necessary in order to redise "the s u ~ v a l  and flowerïng of our particuiar 

personality."l" Uniike the ''good govemment" formulation of Papineau, d o  argued that 

the distinct local circumsances of the French colony merited special political structures, 

Grouk held that political autonomy was necessary to keep Quebec distinct. The alternative 

was to allow their national characm to seep away, squandering their potential for spiritual 

or material achievement in the process. 

And where is Canada in all this? Despite a deepseated suspicion of the English and 

despite his aspirations to poliacal independence, Groulx did not rule out some connection 

between the populations living in Canada. He admitted there was still a possibility that 

"they may meet and corne to an understanding chrough a common a f f d o n  for the same 

country," and he added, "1 am not a separatist whatwer rnay be ~ a i d . " ~  But Groulx was 

pessimistic about the prospects for Canadian Confederation: "Since "dr country has been 

built as it has, with geographic differences, a mixture of races and beliefs, the f d e d  

M, 159. 
'- Gioulx wrae that Quebec must atrain: "hiIl selfjgowmmm, hin political powa. that sum d 
powers which enables a penpie to keep its own a t t r i i  and national c2iaracter and to ensure above 
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character of its political constitution, let us ask objectiveiy w h  can be huma& 

achie~ed."'~' What could be a&&, Groulx suggested, was a political connection 

between the peoples of Canada, but one that did not attempt to submerge their distinct 

characters and situations under a common model. T e  can unite," he announceci, "we 

cannot and we nevet should becorne ~nified."'~' 

Groulx formulatecl the nationalist daim in a way that argued from the necessity to 

preserw the setthg and characteristics of the existing population. He anended that into a 

cal1 for political change - on the one hand to acquire increasingly independent 

institutions, on the other to check Canadian aspirations for a unified people Failure to 

answer this c d ,  he warned, would lave benchCanadians a debased and dissolute people 

who could offer litde to the world or to their own people- 

Finally, 1 want to consider the arguments of a leading Quebec nationalist from the 

postQuiet Revolution period. René k e s q u e  founded and led the Pad Québécois (or Pe) 

- a party comrnitted to achieving a relationship with the rest of Canada b a s 4  on tiis idea 

of "sovereignty association." Sovereignty association amounted to political independence 

for Quebec combined with extensive political and economic ties with the rernaining 

Canadian provinces. k e s q u e  rejected the traditional passivity of 'kz suwivunce' and aimed 

at  something more ambitious, He wanted to see Quebec redise its hl1 potential in politics, 

econornics, and culture through its own efforts. He envisioned a modem and in many 

regards a politically and sociall~ liberal sûciety for Quebec 

L9g "Our Politicai Future," in atd, 1û2. 
Grouix, "Why we are divided, " 14-15. 
Ibid., 16, 
IbUJ-, 17. 



Lévesque's diinking appears to be the antithesis to Groubc's traditionalist ideal of 

Quebec, yet although the two had di6erent ideas on the national diaracter, they a c d l y  

drew on similar formulations of the nationalist claim. Both pIaced great emphasis on the 

need for the population of Quebec to remain m e  to a certain set of characteristics - 

characteristics rooted in Quebec history - in order for that population to thrive- Lévesque 

had a significandy updated idea of Quebec national traits, but even in a tnmrned down 

version, the national character needed to be presewed and protected, or Lévesque saw 

Quebec facing the same kind of existentid crisis that Groulx had predicted. 

In outlining the nationalist position Lévesque wrote that k i n g  Quékis meant 

being "attached to this one corner of the earth where we c m  be completely ourselves." 

Being 'ourselves' he went on to expiain "is essentiaily a matter of keeping and developing a 

personality that has suMved for three and a halfcent~ries."~~~ Unlike Groulx who 

enumerated the specific traits of the national character, Levesque offered a more elusive 

definition of the Quebec personality. As he explains, it is "out own special wavelength on 

which, despite all interference, we can tune each other in loud and clear, with no one else 

listening." This connection was so essential to the population of Quebec that to sacrifice 

this feature of their way of living by, say, giving up on their own laquage, would amount 

to the amputation of some part of themselves. It would be like "living wïthout an arm or a 

leg.n'M 

kesque stressed that the responsibiliry for ensuring the security of the national 

character belonged with the population of Quebec If the struggle to preserve the national 



personalïty was lost, he warned, 'it is not 'the ohers' we would have to blame, but only our 

own impotence and resulting d i~coura~ernent"~~~ It is this imperative - to secure the 

collective personality - that determined in Lévesque's muid the range of v e r s  Quebec 

needed to assume and diecefore the extent of political independence it required. But even 

Lévesque left room for continuai conneaion with the other Canadian provinces. He 

argued that what aras needed was %orne breathing space" allowing die %wo &etiesW of 

Canada to "rdiscwer thernselves, freely and without prejudice, creating Litde by little new 

points of contact as the need arise~."*~ 

And lest it appear that only those calling for independence anîculated their 

narionalism in te- of an attachrnent to the national character and idiom, similar 

arguments were heard fiom federalists. André Laurendeau, who went on to cochair the 

influential Royal Commission on Bilinjpalism and Biculturali~m,'~' explained that Quebec 

had a mission of authenticity and self-realisation; as he put it, =the great duty is to be 

oneself, to become ongeif fdly."'08 And he beliewd the basis for that authenticity was the 

cultural heritage of Quebec lt was "the weaith of experiences, lived through collectively, 

that have imprinted a stable character on our people; the social forces that, acting in tirne 

and space, have built out milieu and thus conditioned our beingnZo9 

2051bUi., 17. 
206 Ibid*, 47. 
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In this way Quebec nationalism entered the modern era with leaders who were 

offering a defence of their political platforms grounded in the 'national character" 

formulation of the nationalist claim, Admittedl~ in this period there was also great 

emphasis on the need for emancipatiot~ from the foreign dominance (English-Canadian 

and American) of the Quebec economy. And some of the Quiet RevolutiOn9s most 

impressive politicai and economic projeas were launched on this basis. But the 

justification for these initiatives was linked to the preservation of the Quebec perçonality. 

Although ben h o w n  for dieu politicai agendas, both Lévesque and Laurendeau (like 

Groulx and Bourassa before them) Wieved economic and politicai change was necessary 

because of the essential role the national idiom played in connecting the population of 

Quebec to the temtory of Quebec, the history of Quebec, and dtimately to each other. 

3. î7te umirror" &ëct in Quebec 

In Chapter 2 1 arguecl that the 'good govemment" and "national charactern 

formulations of the nationalia daim were in fact mirror images of each other, and drew on 

the same basic logic with the elements recombineci. 1 have discussed the arguments of 

Quebec nationalist figures in terms of these two formulations because 1 believe that similar 

ideas appear in the Quebec case too. But as with the case of Irish nationalism, 1 do not 

m a n  to suggest that either formulation is an exclusive type used by one nationalist or 

another. Allow me to ilhstrate this point, 

Take, for example, the arguments of Papineau in the eighteenth cenniry. Although 

he drew on the "good government" idea when he stressed the need for local 



understanding, this is an individual who broke with Quebec's revolutionay muvernent 

because it was committed to undoing the seignioriai system. WhiIe there may have been 

some personai interest here (Papineau had purchased a seigneury) his stand on the issue 

also suggests he felt that some elements of the French-Canadian way of M e  needed to be 

preservd even under a new political order- Likewise Bourassa combined elements of the 

two formulations in defending his political aspirations for both Canada and Quebec. 

At the other end of the historical specaum we find the spiritually motivated Groulx 

appealing to the practicai differences in the historical and geographic circumsrances of 

Canada's populations to explain why it was unreaiïstic to thinlr Canadians couId be well 

govemed under a single unified authority. And René Lévesque, while he grounded his 

nationalist arguments in the Quéhimu' need to "be themselves," also argued that the 

federal system was causing unnecessary chaos and conflict. More independence for 

Quebec was a way to avoid "the incredible 'split-bel' squandering of energy"fl0 that 

characteriseci the ackting system. And though k e s q u e  does not malce an explicit daim 

about the advantages of I d  knowledge for government, since the federal conflict is due to 

a disagreement benween the two Iewels over what should be done, we can presume that he 

felt that those in Quebec were in a berter position to rnake the cal1 on Quebec questions. 

So although I have discussed these nationalist figures in temis of the "good 

governmentn and "national charactern formulations, 1 do not beliewe the formulations 

are ever al1 that far from each other. As I argued in the previous chapter I certainly do not 

want to suggest yet another dichotomy of nationalist thought or conduct Instead I want to 

emphasise the comrnon themes between what appear on the surface as different 



formulations, and how in the ideas of leading Quebec nationalises there are elements of 

both formulations, even if the combination ofelements is reversed. 

Finally I want to note one potential puzzle presentd by the Quebec case Tn 

Quebec the "national charactern idea appears to be die more popular of the two 

formulations, especially in cornparison to the arguments Irish nationalists gave for their 

cause. But 1 think this can be at least partially explainecl by the fact that Quebec was under 

the authority of an independent legislanire for much of the period under consideration, 

and so it was les pressing to d e  arguments aimed at political change, whereas in Ireland 

this need was more acutely felt 

4. Quebec n a t i o n a h  as a s h a d  fiame of reference 

Even though 1 have been discussing this case in te- of the " g d  government" 

and "national charamer'' formulations, it is d l  appropriate to question how well the 

Quebec case fits with the idea of nationalkm as an appeai to a shared frame of reference, 

which was the inference 1 drew based on a consideration of Irish nationalist arguments. 1 

believe that the shared frame of reference idea does have relatance for the Quebec strain of 

nationalist thought, but in a slightly muddier way. What I mean is that in the Quebec case 

the h m e  of reference is not always clearly limitecl to Quebec or to French-Canadians. 

In the eyes of some Quebec nationalists, political change is necessary because the 

circurnstances of the population are different, and there needs to be a govemment in 

charge that understands this- For others, the pressing need is for die population to reflect 

its distinct situation in its collective personality or else they d be lefi disconnectecl fiom 

''O Lévesque, @fzimj5r&àkz, 25. 
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their r d  circumstances. So whether f d  on changing pditics or the population, for 

reasons of political or personal benefits, there appears CO be a common formula at work 

here that turns on the a d  circumstances and characteristics of die populations involved. 

But unlike in Ireland, it is less clear that all of the circumstances under consideration are 

unique to the population in question. While the common idiom may be uniquely Frendr 

Canadian there are grounds for thinking some elements of the French-Canadian situation 

are shared with other Canadians. 

LoukJoseph Papineau, for instance, appealed to the need for local understanding 

to infonn good govemment in the colonies. In partidar he argued against the imposition 

of a political m a r e  designed for an "old" country on a "newn one But many of die 

circumstances Papineau points to (such as distance, lack of luxuries or nanird aristocracy, 

harsh climate, etc) are common circu-ces among the British colonies of North 

h e r i c a .  As noted, Papineau felt that the English minority in Lower Canada was not 

displaying a great understanding of local affairs in theV political condu- and he had even 

less hope for the English population of Upper Canada under a legislatiw union. But aside 

fiom the difficulties of travel and communications in eighteenth century Canada which 

made a legislative union impractical and undesirable, it appears that for Papineau it is les  

the la& of shared circumstances and more the la& of goodwill that concems him in his 

dealings with his fellow EnglisKanadians. It  was this h d i t y  between die s d l e d  

'races' that necessitated a division of political affairs, even where shared circumstances 

existeci. 



Bourassa too seems caught between the s h a d  circumstances of the Canadian State 

and the special situation of the Erench-Canadians, who wete living in a different idiom 

within that --te. It is never immediately clear in Bourassa's writing and speeches which 

'nation' he is actually chan~pioning. Yet he undoubtedly remains attached to the French 

language and committd to upholding the Frendi-Canadians' most 'Canadian' point of 

view. These were the elements that made Quebec a worthy part of the Canadian project, 

in his Mew. So d e  EtenchCanadians have a shared frame of refetence based on their 

distinct culture and history, this frame of reference did not necessariiy exclude 

participation in a broader Canadian scheme, provideci the mutual goodwill was there. 

In contrast to Bourassa, Groulx - probably the most insular of the nationalist 

figures 1 have discussed - insisteci that FrencWanadian circurnstances were markedly 

different. In his view, Quebec's culture, economy, geography, history, and spiritual 

acistence aU set the population apart. And for its own good this separation needed to be 

maintaineci. But even GrouLc, and later Lwesque, believed that there rnight be room for 

some eventual détente with the rest of Canada, once the Quebec national sphere was 

secure. Nevertheless, for both men the centrai f aa  remained that there was a cultural 

connection among French-Canadians that was the basis for common achievements - 

whether those achievements invoived an idealised famiiy life or a reinvigorated and 

redaimed economy. And the Canadian connection shouid not be allowed to endanger 

that. 

In sum, there seems to be some basis for chinking that these Leading nationalist 

arguments contain appeals to a fnme of refetence shared by the majority of the population 



of Quebec, even if this fiame of reference was not always exclusive of ttie wider Canadian 

sphere- Quite the con-, Quebec nationalists have argued that thete were many 

practicai reasons for rnaintaining some relations with Canada as a whole, but because of a 

historia1 lack of goodwill between the comrnunities, most prefened it  kept at  a safe 

distance- 

IV. THE "SHARED FRAME OF REFERENCE" ACCOUNT AND THE CONDUCT 
OF NATTONALKM IN QUEBEC 

The arguments of Quebec nationalists, while not a perfect fit, do suggest a concem 

for a shared fiame of reference based on s p d c  àrcumstances, some ofwhich they may 

share with other Canadians, and based on a common idiom which they do not share with 

other Canadians?" The important question now is whether this account of nationalism's 

moral w o d  a n  help us to d a t e  the actual conduct of nationalisrn in Quebec 

As with the discussion of the Irish case, I want to address this question in several 

parts. First, 1 will ask about the appropriateness of efforts to promote or preserve the 

national chaiacter. Nert 1 will review the range of tactics diat have been employed on 

behaif of this objective, and will ask how these tactics relate to the benefits said to be at 

stake- And finall~ 1'11 ask whethet independence is appropriate for contemporary Quebec, 

and whether the tacrics used for that objective have been appropriate. 

211 There has beai a great &art to pmmote bilinguaiism in Canada, W y  in an effort to munteract 
the isolation of Quebec. But in m g  of an idiom, 1 mean sornethirig ~iio~ie than hguage. 1 mean 
to indude the eIements of popdar culture and histaic memay that infOnn the metaphors of the 
everyday varnacuhf. 



1 want to begin by considering the appropriateness of 'character building' 

naaondism, or the goal of changùlg the population to ensure it reflects some supposedy 

authentic ideal. In the Quebec case 1 think there is considerable room for this kind of 

approach, provided it is done in a way that recognises that even die national character will 

wolve over time. But where 'character-building' nationalisrn attempo to 'fieex' a culture 

in time, disconnecting it fiom the changing circumstances around it, the attempt dl 

ultimatdy corne at the COS of the population's own weil being. 

One example of h m  'charaaer building' nationalisrn can go wrong is Groulx's 

articulation of the fiendiCanadian way of life in Duplesskra Quebec. Grouix's image of 

a devout, rural, non-materiaistic population was not representative of the dianging reality 

of his time. Worse dl, it se& to justif$ a la& of political resources to assist with 

deprgsionera hardship or to capitalise on oppommities for economic development that 

followed. By ceding responsibility for an enormous range of social services fiom hedth 

are, child s e ~ c e s ,  and education to the dergy, Quebec political leaders upheid the 

Catholic dimension of the national character at the pnce of ill-regulated and ofien 

inadequate public sewices? Groulx's t h i n h g  was out of touch with the real 

circurnstances of the Quebec population. It was becoming an urbanisecl with 

more complex needs and expectations, and GrouWs response was to isolate the Quebec 

"* For example, Laureideiu wrïting in 1951 codd conplain that Queboc o&ied m pubüc rsecondary 
schooling opportunities while the rest of the aontinent did. "Conditions for the Exisienoe &a 
National Culture," 277. Qyebec is also currently Ae;rlinn with the mnseqw1~3es of the iuade~iÿrte 
childcare pvided to t k  kmwn as Thpies& orphaas, " who experierioed abuse or n e g k  in 
church-run chiidam institutions diniag Dupks& adminisaaticm. 



population from the surroundhg North American culture as a means to preserve the 

national character. He preached, for instance, against the evils of cinerna as an 

Arnericanising force2" But the attempt at isolationism was hide Arnerican cinema 

found an audience in Quebec, but in a twist chat Groulx did not anticipate (and probably 

would not have welcomed) so did Quebec cinema- The Quiet Revolution transformecl 

Quebec culture and Society into something that he would hardly recognise. 

Yet at the same tune the period is seen as a tremendous flowering of the culture, 

politics, and economy of the province. And dxough it all, the sense of a common idiom, a 

constant pemnality, persistecl. In a sense, the Quiet R d u t i o n  was made possible 

because of the realisation that wMe Quebec had a responsibility for the fate of the national 

character - that "conscious choices" would iduence its direction - this did not mean that 

the only choice was to reify the p a s  Writing in the 1950's André Laurendeau warned that 

while the Québecois should reniain conscious of their pgsc traditions. "neither should we 

believe that diese things are etemal."'15 

To the extent that 'character-building' nationalism becornes an obstacle to that 

natural growth, it fails to secm personal or political benefits for the population because it 

hampers rather than facilitates collective achievements. In this =se it cannot be 

considered justified in terms of the worth of a shared ftame of reference, because the h m e  

2n In 1941 over 61% ofQuehc's population was M y  living in urüan centres. By 1%1 thh number 
was over 74%. Yves Bourdon and Jean Lamame, HtStOurlP drr & é k  unesaciéré NordAdkka#re 
(Quebec; Bea-' 19981t200- 
'14 "L'Action fragais," 73. Eisewhere be invàghs agakt  the introduction of Sanîa Claus, caïiing 
hïm a "repulsively obese, deaepit old man." "The RoIe and Traditions of the French Canadian 
F d y , "  113. 

Laurendeau, "Coaditio~ls fm the J3iamœ of a N a t i d  Cuiture," in Gzmdkn Pd- TIiought, 
272. Although LaUrendeau chaired the Fedaal Bilingualism and Bicultraalism Counnission, he 
cernained a strong believer in the distinct Québécois nationality. 



of reference wiiI progressively becorne mismatched wiui the r d  circumScan~~ of the 

population. 

However, this leaves signifiant room for the political promotion of die nariona 

character d e n  what is involved is a living idiom that is not rigidly defined- So for 

instance, it is appropnate that French be promoted as the dominant language in Quebec 

because it really is the majority language of the population. Liiewise it is appropriate for 

both poli t id  and popular authorities to support and encourage culturd and l i t e r ~  

expression that grows out of the QuebeJFrenchCanadian experience and helps infom 

and fiil out the shared €rame of reference And finally t seems no less arbi-ry to select 

immigrants based on  their [anpage skills &an on their educatïon or wealh level. 

But there is one signifiant limit on these mes-es. Quebec. like most modern 

polities, has a mixed population. There is a sizeable English population, a significant 

native population and a considerable proportion of the francophone populaaon bas 

outside of the province and often the continent As Quebec engages in éharacter-building' 

nationalism, there is often concem among these minofities or those mrdiing these 

developments from other parts of Canada. The concern is that these minonaes d l  be 

seen as undesirable obstacles to  the national r d ,  or won't be seen a t  dl, and their nghts 

and needs overlooked- 

In reality, Quebec has no worse a tradc record in regard to its minotities than any 

other jurisdimon in Canada. Indeed if ri&% to 'o--language' education is the masure, 

Quebec has historically f d  much ben- in this regard. But there remaùis the issue of 

q u a 1  respect - can this be combined with a murse of Character-building' nauonalism7 Or 



to put it another way, if the politicai authorities and popular culture favows one idiom 

over another, doesn't this imply a kïnd of rejection or debasement? 

This may in fact be how 'diaracter-building nationalism is experienced by some 

rninorities, especially those who feel most entitled to qua1 time in the public arena. But 

given the mixed basis of most contemporary populations, to refuse to promote one idiom 

because it mi& imply disrespect to another could result in no cornmon idiom king  

avadable at ail- And in the long run 1 thuik diis is the les desùable outcome given the 

benefits s u p p d  to Aow fiom a shared frame of referenceaa6 

What d d  be required in the Quebec cax, as with any other case of 'character- 

building' nationalism, is that where a minority has and wishes to maintain its mm idiom, it 

should not be for& to abandon i t  Likewise it's not legitimate to d e  the environment 

so hostile that a minority mua either leave or stay at the cos  of its own weU being. The 

host population that seeks to promote its nationai character a n  either adjust its 

nationalism to accommodate this minority idiom, or it mua respect its continued 

separateness. 

In sum then, 'character-building' nationalism is appropriate in Quebec because 

there is a lMng idiom in use among the majority of the population in the province, and 

because it is no Longer f d  on an attempt to reify iddised cultural features, but 

instead recognises the need for ongoing adjusmient and evolution. So long as this 

*16 The impossi'bility of baving a neutrai public arma has already been mmgnkd in the work of 
theorists such as WilI Kymüdta and Jixeph CarienS. Therefote, which of the adrnittedly non-neutral 
alteraatnres we m ternrs ofsbaping the prMic sphere is a cnrcial quesika And stiEl, the fkct 
that neumiïty is not an option does not nullifjr the eqmkmz ofalienatïm that =nie may feel if- 
idiorn is not the one that is puMidy established. See Kymlicka, jUd&&ud Citiumh@, 105-13, and 
Carens, Culture, Cweship, d-, 69-73. 



continues to be the case, Character-building' cm be a means to seaw the personal and 

political benefits of a shared fiame of reference. 

2. Are the tactics of 'durracter-bwLding9 tuztio~limr appmpïate! 

The tactics of 'character building9 nationalisrn in Quebec can be dassed into two 

broad areas. First is the promotion of national attadunents by popular movements, and 

second is the regulation of communication and education by govemment authorities. 

From Groulx's efforts to 'exhume' the history of the French-Canadian people to the 

post 1950's proliferation of nationalist mowments, nationalism in Quebec in the 

twentieth century mwed ounide the traditional political sphere and cultivatecl support 

arnong individuals in their everyday lives. On  the other hand the traditional political 

sphere has become increasingly involved in promoting popuhr consciousness of the 

national character in the fonn of meastues to establish French as the dominant language in 

Quebec. This latter tactic incldes the series of language laws passed in the province, but 

also commitments to encourage francophone immigration as well as requirements that 

immigrants send theu children to schools where French is the language of instruction. 

In Canada these la= measures have been seen by some as involving an intolerable 

compromise to liberal rights. But an acpectation rhat members of a community should 

gain competency in the language most in use in that population is not usually seen in such 

an illiberai light?'7 Being required to use that language in commercial displays and 

"' For the argument that linguistic integraîion is a reasonaMe civic expedation, see Joseph Carens, 
"Liberalism, Justice, a d  Political Community: Theoread Perspe~ives on Quebec's Li'beral 
Nationalism, " in B Que&x N W k  Jist?: P-@m Angf" Gzna& ed. Joseph Carens 
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favouring speakers of the language in immigration selection rnay raise some questions 

about equdity of respect, however. So dthough it is not necessafily iiliberal to promote 

the use of the dominant language in a population, how &ex measures are enacted plays a 

large part in determining their justifiability. 

Ultimately it seems to me that contemporary Quebec conduct on both these tactics 

has been within the bounds of what is appropriate for a population and a gavemment's 

social and political ~onduc t ' '~  This is not to say that these ta& don't have consequences 

that some would rather avoid. An effort to promote a certain national personality may 

leave some people feeling shut out if they do not relate well to that personality, and this 

problem is especially acute when a government gets behind the initiative. But sharing a 

common idiom, especidy one suited to the circumsances of the population in question, 

can involve certain advantages too. For that reason it is appropriate to pursue reasonable 

efforts to promote this idiom. 

3.1s independence appropriate for Quebec7 

In Canada there is probably no question more volatile than that of Quebec 

independence. Few other political questions have raisecl the hostility and intransigence on 

both sides that this one has. The price of political peace in Canada Iately has been to stop 

talking about the question almost entirely. But 1 don't believe this is a usehl way to deal 

with dificult issues, so dthough many who are wiser than I have opted to hold their 

(Montreal: McGiii-Queen's university fress, 1995) and WIn Kymücka, Rtuüqg Orrr Way RahmAiirg 
Ethnaulturd R e m  in GznocIP (Toronto: W o d  University Press, 1988). 
2"SeeCaRos' dkussbnofQuets~onpol icyUiIr~NUtionolrSmJm?.  
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silence on this question, I will not be so prudent Instead 1 want to ask what a shared 

h m e  of reference account can tell us about the approprïateness of Quebec independence- 

On the face of it, Quebec in the new d e n n i u m  has arguably a better case for 

independence chan Ireland had in the 1920's- Its population speaks a different language 

fiom the group it seeks independence fcom, and it has a proven track record of peaceful 

and responsible seLf-govenunent Opponaits of independenœ protest, however, that 

unlike places like Ireland, Quebec was not subject to systematic oppression and therefore it 

has little case for secession today. This assumes that remedial right is the only 1egitimate 

route to independence and as noted this theory prwes problematic in practice. Yet even 

were we to accept this standard, there's sali reason to think Quebec has a m g  case. 

m i l e  Quebec under Canada was not as badly treated as Ireland under the Empire, it was 

still conquered and political nght~ were restricted. The fact that FrendiCanadians made 

the best of dieu situation is not a legitimate reason to dismiss these historical f a ~ t s . " ~  

Yet it could be argued that the relationship between Quebec and Canada was not a 

colonial relationship, but d e r  a real pobtical partnership - a compact - and that 

Canada's attachent to Quebec is genuine, meaning that the existing relationship is not 

an exploitative one. ïhis rnay be tme, although many Quebec nationalists would argue 

that there was an exploitative economic relationship at work for much of Quebec's history. 

But even if Canadians are more personaüy attached to Quebec than the British were to 

Ireland, this could be for self-serving reamns (such as wanting a strong, united Canada, or a 

"9 It amid be argued that Quebec willisgly entered iato the Ondian union at Confadaation, or thac 
its amtinrred participation in the Ckmadh union is eviderre of amsent to the Canadian 
arrangement But as I said, this codd also be explained in terms &Quebec nmkhg the best of its 
situation. 



desue to maintain a bilingual identity as a bulwark Americanisatioa). As such, it 

should not limit Quebec's options. 

But some Canadians object that as Canada represents something equally duable  

in terms of political, ailturai and/or d objectives and they ask: udon't we dso have a 

right to fight for out vision?" This position was succincdy articulateci in the widely popular 

bumper stidcer slogan that coincidecl with the 1995 referendum. It rad: "My Canada 

includes Quebec" This position appeais to the idea of a shared fiame of reference. I t  is 

the demand that "My Canada" should stay a faed point of reference because for diose 

involved it has becorne a basic component of how they view, understand, and act within, 

their world. What it illustrates is that there are issues at d e  here, and not just 

for the people of Quebec An independent Quebec would require all Canadians to adjust 

their fiame of reference and because of the fidamental role it plays, it would be a 

dernanding transition: it is, after all, this role that @es nationaiism its moml value, as 1 

have been arguing. But without minimising the consequences for other Canadians, the fact 

that Canadians outside Quebec have a h m e  of reference that includes Quebec is not a 

good enough reason to exdude the goal of independence. The "My Canada" position is a 

onwided account and once again, it should not limit Quebec's political options. 

During a discussion of Quebec independence among a Canadian audience the 

issue of minorities will inevitably be r a i d  at some point n i e  argument generally holds 

that as a nationalist measure, independence will ultimately disadvantage minorities in 

Quebec by disconnecting hem from rights they would oàierwise enjoy under the 



Canadian system, leaving them at the mercy ofa with an agenda to enforce a 

national character that leaves litde room for miiltidturalism. 

It is m e  that nationalism in Quebec has invohred measures designeci to promote 

the national character - most partiCulady in ternis of the use of Fiench. And whüe there is 

reason to believe that the majorïty population of Quebec has no less coaia[Litment to 

responsible liberal principles than does the rest of Canada, there are no guarantees as to 

the wnduct of an independent Quebec But even this is not d c i e n t  to veto the god of 

independence. If Quebec cannot accommodate its minonties in a way that does not 

disadvantage their well being, dus only requires diat they must d o w  for these rninorities' 

continued separateness, not that chey abandon the idea of dieu own independence?" 

1 am not suggesting, howwer, that this is a simple option, especially &en that 

rninorities may be scatterd across the province, or may be intermingled in one city - as in 

the case of Monneal. But if Quebec is to make a nationalist daim for independence based 

on a shared h e  of reference, it must respect that same claim when it is made by others. 

By the same token, the rninorities' right ta maintain a shared h m e  of reference cannot be 

appealed to without recognising the claim of the majority too. There is a moral 

requirement that rninorities be considered and accomn:odated either inside, outside, or 

alongside an independent Quebec, but this conaitutes a qualification on, rather than a 

veto over, the independence goal. 



What ail this su- is that the standard objections to a e b e c  independenœ do 

not hold. Tniey do not tell us how appropriate independence is in the Quebec case If we 

are trying to judge this question based on a "shared fiame of reference" account on the 

other hand, what matters is whether this fiame of reference is serving a usehi function in 

helping the population relate to its actual circumscances and to each othet. In Quebec's 

case there is a distinct common idiom diat involves the main language of the province, 

ideas of history, popular culture, etc. The province a h  has a separate legal code (the 

French avil code was retained in Quebec) and federalisrn has allowed public poiicy to 

evolve in its own direction there, So there are grounds for a distinct Quebec frame of 

reference. 

But this is not the whole of the story. Quebec shares a colonial history with the 

rest of Canada, even though pans of it were experienced in different ways. It also has an 

economic relationship with the othet provinces, and the entire Canadian population 

shares cenain political ideals and practices. In fact, the very project of Canada was itself 

once seen as the major political heritage of French-Canadians, and there is d signifiant 

attachment to that ideal. In the p a s  these shared circumstances have led many in Quebec 

to feel connected to Canada as a whole. To the degree that bodL the population in Quebec 

a d  in the rest of Canada share a certain frame of reference, this Canadian h m e  of 

reference becornes an important factor. 

Yet this frame of reference may not represent the same thing for al1 the people 

involved. Some people riaintain a roughly equivalent attachment to both Canada and 

Quebec as national h m e s  of reference, wh& others beliwe that only one national h e  



of reference can p d  in a temtory and therefore that a deasion must be made between 

Canada and Quebec, with the other relegated to a lesser politicai standing. This amounts 

to an idea diat two national bodies camot occupy the same space. ALthough chis has 

traditiondly been the case, I am not sure that it must necessarily be so if there is a reaiistic 

possibiiity of ctxxistence. If these frames of reference can accommodate each other then it 

may be possible to live together, even in the sarne tetfitory- If this proves impossible then 

it may be necessary to make arrangements to live separately. Should a coexistence 

arrangement be reached, some degree of tension between the Canadian and Quebec 

hmes of reference would be unavoidable within the Quebec setting, however. Yet few 

nations are without their inteml tensions- 1t is the ability to adj- the fiame of reference 

to better manage those tensions that provides the staying power of a nation. W e  it 

continues then, the Canadian connection can provide for esteem, group achievements, and 

the consideration of shared interests, and it dierefore cornpliates any daim for politicai 

independence by Quebec 

We already encountered this ambiguity about the h m e  of reference for the 

Quebec population in the wrïtings of Bourassa, but this ambipity surrounding amdunent 

to the Canadian nation (did it mean the project of Canada at large or just Quebec?) aiso 

explains the popularïty of Pierre Trudeau's campaign to create a bilingual Canada. In 

effect this was Trudeau's effort at 'character-building' nationalism, only in this case he set 

his sigha on the Canada-wide population.'2' And fuially, chis Canadian fiame of reference 

explains why the Quebec population, while strongly supportive of Quebec nationalism, has 



been reluctant to issue a mandate for independence. This does not disprove the existence 

of a unique Quebec b e  of reference. It does mean, huwever, that the national daim is 

complicated by ateachments and understandings that reach outside the province. 

But the situation is not a sratic one. The attempt to 'unifL' Canada, as Groulx 

wamed, has left Canada-Quebec relations in a worsened mte. Constitutional negotiations 

that Ied to a sedement without Quebec and chat did not docate new powers ro Quebec, 

reinforced a popular sense of alienation and of being umisunderstOOd,n while unsuccessful 

attempts to 'bring Quebec back in' to the constitution have led to fnisaation and 

increasing alienation both inside and outside Quebec. The idea that Quebec is a 'distinct 

s o ~ e t ~ , " ' ~  and that this has politicaf implications, is now well established within the 

province, but is not widetg endorsed in Canada as a whoie. Meanwhile politid change up 

to and induding independence continues to be seen as an appropriate goal by a signifiant 

and increasing proportion of the population in the province (as aritnessed most 

persuasively in the increased support for sovereignty in a referendum), but again it is not 

widely accepted in Canada as a whole Ln other words, the conditions are set for an 

increasing experience of misunderstanding and hostility between the populations inside 

and outside of Quebec While there are grounds for Canadians inside and outside Quebec 

to share a politid life in some areas, these can be undermineci by negative encounters, and 

-- 

" Thanks to these e h ,  multicuItrrralism and bilùiguaIism have been estabkhed as cuitUral 
standards bah inSde and ordside Quebec, altbougü there are differei#la in th& sisnificanœ for 
Quebec and CaMda, 
Lzl ThiS was one of the tcma used in the Mec& Lake cmstitutional Fwnd in 1990. In an attempt to 
provide acknowledgemmt ofthe special situation of the acoord pmpod that the 
constitution should reoo&nise that Quebec was a 'distmd sockq' within Canada, bta tiiae was 
considerable popuïar opposition to the initiatnre since it was feared it couid be used by Quebeç to 
exempt itselffiom mtain elements of the constitution and the Charter ofRights aad Fmxioms- 



la& of goodwill can lead to misunderstanding and poor governmmt, even where shared 

circumstances exist 

S o  long as there is, among the Quebec population, an attachrnent to a shared 

Canadian frame of reference, the preference should be to maintain that conneccion in the 

interests of the politicai and personal benefits it offèrs those inside and outside Quebec 

This does not prohibit politicai change, however- In fact political change may be the best 

way to preserve these overlapping frames of reference. But if the Canadian fiame of 

reference stops king the source of politicai and personal benefits for those in Quebec, if it 

becornes an obstacle to coUective achiewements and if the psychologid and practical 

withdrad to Quebec, which gained momentum through the mentieth century, should 

becorne complete in the twentycfirst, then independence may weU be an appropriate course 

for Quebec at that point 

4. Wére dre tactics of independenre appropiate in &bec7 

Even though 1 argue that the independence goal is not appropriate for Quebec, so 

long as there is an option to retain the Canadian connedon and aLl its associateci benefits, 

I still want to consider whether the ramcs employed by those who are pursuing the 

independence goal have been legitimate measures. The nationalist tactics concemed with 

independence for Quebec can be dassed into three categories. The fim and perhaps most 

characteristic tactic involves popular movements and constitutional nat i~nal ism~'~ The 

T anticipate that t h e  will be some who want m objed that some of Quebec's aaions have not ken 
wnstitutionai (Le., saying it can never be constitutional to se& to brieak up a country). But 1 am ushg 
the terni "constitutional nationalism" in the sarne sense that it is used in the Irish ose. It d e s a i i  
the preférenœ to use (or even abuse) the aostuig poïitid rules to advance the nationalist cause, Thus 
Daniel O'Connell stadng for eledion to a pariiament wherie k Lnew he was banied h m  t;iinnn a 



second i n v o h  insurrection and violaice as experienced in the 1837-38 rebellions, and 

the third involves the terrorisrn encountered in the FLQ. 

Reviewing these mctics, it seems to me that the first of the three should be 

considered legitimate. Bo& constitutional campaîgns and popular movements are 

generally recognised as an essential part of a dernomatic system, Even though it is clearly 

disruptive and disturbing to debate the most fundamental fa- of the political system, if we 

were to d e  out the expression of nationalist views on this basis this would involve pre- 

censoring what could be democratidy or pop&rly debated, and that is a step that should 

be taken only in the most severe circulllstances. There may be some things that we feel 

should not be allowed on the public agenda (such as hate propaganda for instance) but 1 

don't believe that sate boundaries are due such special consideration. 1 believe that the 

state itself should be open to legitimate challenge and democratic reconsideration. 

As with the Irish case, the question of politicai violence is a more d i f i d t  one. 

While the right to rebel against arbitcary govmrnent is defendecl by as respectecl an 

authority as John Locke, if the justification waç nationalism rather than liberaldemocratic 

rights, it's not so dear that nationalism could legitimate these tactics in the case of Quebec 

If the moral w o d  of nationalism is diat it can improve the w d  king of the population 

involved, the outcome of the two cases of political violence in Quebec were quite the 

opposite. The 1837-38 rebellions brought on legislative union and a cornmitment to 

"~bliteratin~"~~' the FienManadian race- The FLQ's later activities resulted in the 

Canadian feded govemment invoking the draconian powen of the War Mesures Act- 

- -- 

scat was in some sense a challenge to the British aonstitution, but in a deeper sense it was about ushg 
the exkting system as a way simuitaneoudy to make and to Iegitimate one's point 



WhiIe in bodi cases the response may have been u n j d e d ,  unenlightened, or excessively 

punitive, that is not the issue herer The issue is whether the original violence can be 

justified by an appeal to nationalism 

Even if the popular revolutionaries of the 1830's could claim to be opposing 

arbitrary gavemment, this legitimates the tactic on Liberal grounds, rather dian national 

ones, and it does not require us to address what moral standing the nationdia claim lent 

to these acavities. Meanwhile in the 1970's Quebec was hardy so harshly repressed or 

without hope for political reform that violence became the only route to change. As noted 

with the Irish case, given that it is iikely to involve considecable injury to the population it 

is meant to serve, political violence is at best a tactic of last resort, and that point had not 

been reached in the case of the FLQ amVities- As in the Irish case, 1 would wntend that 

the ultimate harm done to the immediate well king of the population involved suggests 

that violence has not been a legitimate tactic to adueve national independaice for Quebec 

V. CONCLUSION 

With Quebec, as with the case of Ireland, there is ofien a sense that some masures 

associated with the nationalist cause are seLf&idendy legitimate. Ln Ireland i t  was political 

independence that was thought of as an open and shut case. In Quebec it is the cultural 

selfdefence that 1 cal1 'chamer-building' nationalisrn that gets passecl over as 

unremarkable. But what explains the fact that the national cause in both cases terminates 



in such different positions? And why is it that what is legitimate in one case may prove 

inappropriate for the other? 

The tendency to consider these situations as reiatively uncontroversial as nationalkt 

conflicts go has meant that these questions are rately asked. But 1 think one reason that 

these rnarkedly Merent moral outcomes do not raise more questions is because the 

outcomes have been justified by appeal to arguments that attempt to bypass nationalism. 

So, for instance, Ireland is thought of as a simple case of temediai right d e  Quebec can 

be explained in terms of the Iiberal rights of socieml cultures. But as 1 have discussed in 

Chapter 1, these attempts to explain the moral worth of nations in ternis of other rights or 

advantages prove unworkable at certain points- So we end up back at the start, asking why 

we feel there are kgitimate daims involved in these cases, while belïeving that the conduct 

that is justified is quite diffetent in each case? 

In this chapter and in Chapter 2 my approach has been to start with the idea that 

at  the mot of both these cases must be the appeal to the moral worth of the nation- If 

some sense c m  be made of what that daim involves, then it shodd shed light on why 

conduct that is appropriate in some cases is inappropriate in others. 

in Quebec, among other arguments employed to defend the nationaiist cause, we 

encounter similar formulations to those used in ireland - specifMly arguments 

conceming the need for an understanding of local circumstances to ensure good 

government and the need to preserve a common idiom to support personal esteem and 

group achievements. As in the Irish example, diese arguments suggest again the idea of a 



shared frame of reference and its political and personal benefits, although it does not 

necessarily imply that the Quebec frame of reference excludes a connection with Canada. 

And if this "shared frame of reference" account is then taken and appiied to the 

Quebec case as a standard of evaluation, an interesting thing happens. What a Shared 

frame of reference" acwunt would cal1 for tums out to be markedi~ different than in the 

Irish case because of the dserent circumstances of the Quebec case - the fact of its 

continuai amchment to a Canadian b e  of reference and the fàct that the idiom it 

means to promote is based on living, open, and evobing national traits. In other words, 

p r 0 m 0 ~ g  the national character t h o u &  pditical meastues is appropriate for Quebec, 

while political independence is not - at l e s t  not at  the moment 

But in both Ireland and Que& a major qualification on these measures is that 

participation cannot be forced on u n d i n g  minorities. Where an alternative shared frame 

of reference opposes the national one, the oniy options are adjustrnent and 

accommodation, or arrangements for continued separateness. 

Taken together the Irish and Quebec cases illustrate through the contrasts involved 

how a "shared h r n e  of reference" account can help idencify legitimate outcornes based on 

a nationalist daim, without endorsing every tactic that d u s i a s t i c  nationalists wouid like 

to employ. It shows that the right to promote the national character is not an 

uncomplicated given in the Quebec case and instead depends on how well the masure 

serves to deliver die benefits of a shared h m e  of reference, while staying relevant to the 

actual circurnstances of the population. 



In sum, 1 have argued thus far that the ushami h m e  of reference" account 

suggesteci by the arguments of nationalkas in Ireland and Quebec can explain why some 

nationalïsts rneasures seem appropriate when others do not Yet 1 need to aclaiowledge at 

this point that 1 have pursued this discussion without questioning too deeply whether the 

benefits of a shared frame of reference really are m d y  worthy goals. It is to that task that 

1 must therefore belatedly mm in the next chapter. 



In this chapter 1 direcdy address the question of whether nations have any moral 

worth. 1 argue that when we understand nationalism as an effort to establish a shared 

fiame of reference there are grounds for granting it some moral standing- But I also argue 

that this acknowledgement does not mean that every nationalist daim shodd be 

accommodated on its own terms. 

The discussion of this argument proceeds in five stages. 1 begin with a summary 

and review of the two formulations of the nationalist c l a h  that 1 identified fiom &e 

arguments of Irish and Quebec nationalists. This su~nmary will also cover the assessments 

1 made concerning how these formulations are related to each other, as well as the idea 

that 1 drew fiom these cases; that of nationalism as a shared hune of reference. 

The next stage 1 devote to darifying what the national frarne of reference consists 

in, and 1 propose that it consists in points of reference in time, space, and our relations 

with others. The practice of construccing and using shared frames of reference is one of a 

series of practices we have deve10ped to reduce complexity and to manage systems 

diaraaerised by multiple changeable factors. By understanding it in these terms, it 

becomes apparent that the national frame of reference will work best as a digest of reality 

when it is reasonably (although not preciseIy) in tune with that redity. A shared h m e  of 

reference that is out of accord with the circumstances that a population faces wil l  not serve 

to support security and efficacy and may instead be a source of injury. 



Having dixussed what nationalism consise in as a s h e d  frame of reference, I then 

move on to ask why nationalimn merits any moral standing. My argument here is that the 

moral standing of nationalism mises in the pditical and personal benefits nations offer to a 

population. They support individual and cdlective achievemene; by providing a basis for 

expression and comprehension, highlighting relevant information, and grounding political 

authority. Of these knefits, it is the last one - grounding political authority - that sets 

nations apart, @en modern rhinking on temtory and authority. 1 will argued that because 

it bnngs together information on three dimensions induding temtory, the nation has 

relevance for the politid order in a way that few other shared fiames of reference do. 

Following dus, I ask whether the moral standing of nationalism involves issues of 

justice or the good. 1 condude that nationalism is about securing certain goods, but that if 

populations are denied the chance to establish their fkne of reference this can in some 

cases become an issue of justice since this can affect the population's efficacy and security, 

in both political and psychologid terms. This does not mean that nationalism can never 

be denied its aspirations without creating an injustice, however. Sometimes justice might 

require us to do just that, in order to uphold other moral principles or to presewe odier 

g d s  we value. In sum, 1 argue that nations are instrumentally good although the capacity 

to -te and reaeate shared frames of reference is an intrinsic good for the human 

condition. 

In the final section 1 address three important objections to granting moral standing 

to nationalism and 1 c o n d e  that al1 three are well-founded concerns, but that they require 

the limitation of nationalkm by other morai principles rather than its entire prohibition. 



One such principle, for instance, is a requirement that nationalism should show qua1  

respect for persons. 

Put together, these elements of the discussion argue for understanding nationalism 

as an adaptive and resourcefi.d strategy for dealing with change and complexity and as 

something that can create a basis for security and efficacy. If everyone's opportunity to use 

this cognitive strategy or to employ similar strategies that rnay not be centred on the nation 

is given qua1  weight, then the nationalist claim to establish a shared frame of reference 

should be grantted moral standing- 

1- REVEW: THE TWO FORMLJIATIONS OF THE NATIONALIST CLAM 

Because the objea of this chapter is to examine the moral standing of the 

nationalist claim in general te-, 1 d l  begin by reviewing the arguments 1 have made so 

far about the formulations of this claim and about its underlying logic and operation. This 

oudine will then provide a basis for identifying the imperatives implied in the nationalist 

claim and how they can affect the people involved. 

n e  two formulations of the nationalist daim are distinguished by where they focus 

their efforts toward change and by the kinds of benefits they promise this change can 

secure. The "goocl govemmentw formulation focuses on changing the political order to 

ensure a better appreciaaon of, and concern for, the situation of the governed. It promises 

that when the governors share in the circumstances and experiences of the gwemed 

population, when they have first-hand knowledge of that situation, there will be better laws 

and better govemment 



The "national character" formulation fonises its efforts on changïng the population 

itself - in temu of its conduct and characteristics It promises that by maintzüning, even 

enhancing, the distinct coiiective personality of the population, those within the 

population will be connected (or reconnected) to a shared idiom that is suited to the 

circumstances of that population. This idiom can then provide a basis for collective and 

even for individual achievements. 

In some senses these formulations represent radicaily different (dthough equdy 

ambitious) approaches to the nationalist question. But my argument is that they are not al1 

that different Instead they are more lüe  mirror images than distinct types. This is 

because they are concerned with the same basic factor. They both begin with the belief 

that to live together successfully, to secure both personal and political benefits, people need 

to share a comrnon fiame of reference. The changes that these formulations cali for are 

thus aimed at bringing about a match between the fiames of reference embodied in the 

political order and that used by the population, or a match between the fiames of reference 

used by different people within the population imlf. 

At the r m t  of nationalist daims, then, is an imperative that holds that people 

should adopt or adhere to a common idiom and to certain patterns of social conduct, and 

that they should support having that idiom and conduct reflected in the political order. In 

other words, it is the demand that al1 people with whom 1 share a political and social life 

should share my &me of reference and it leads, righdy or wrongly, to the idea that people 

may be socially or politically induced to comply with this imperative. 



There are good reasons to be wary of this demand We have been m e d  by one 

theorist that nationalism, by its nature to extremes.w2E For those inside the nation, 

one extreme can involve a threat to their persona1 authenticity and autonomy. This 

happens when life and expression becornes circumscribed wi& narrow boundaries and 

d e n  nonanformists face penalties for any innovation that threatens the &g system. 

But the demand also creates a moral dilemma for outsiders. In recognising and 

accommodating the nationalist claim, outsiders are taking a risk that the political order can 

- - .  mm out to be exclusionary, discnrmnatory, authoritarian, or   or se.^'^ 

Further, since frequently we face situations with mixed populations, there will 

almost inevitably be outsiders who find themselves inside the national population and who 

therefore may get de& into the national project unwillingly. Or there may be paroi of the 

national population that find themselves stranded outside the political borders of the 

national community. In each of these cases (the outsider inside, and the insider outside) 

there is potential for a great deal of emotional and politid dislocation. In addition they 

may be viewed as a political threat because they are mis-matched with the surrounding 

population and this in tum can invite victimisatition of varying degrees. 

Anyone familiar with the history of nationalism is aiready familiar with these 

potential outcornes. My purpose in raising them here is to cleatly acknowledge that there 

êre serious matters at d e  in this question and that any nationalist claim involves 

Kedourie, N w i m i ,  10. 
This conam inctudes, fbr instanœ, what Ayelet Shacbar Qlls the 'paradx of rnuiticultural 

w k d d i t y . '  Even as outsiders, she argues, we have a responsibility taward those individu& who 
can be put at risk by the d m a n h g  a#x,mLMlQtion of cuitud practioes, when tboçe pmdiœs 
udahly disadvantage! or injure vulneraMe p u p  members. Shachar develops tbis argument in 
MulticulnmJ J m  C u l h r m l ~  a d  Womm'sRigAra (Camûridgc Cambridge University 
Press, fotthmming). 



considerable risks- For that reason the moral wordi of nationalism would need to be 

sufficiendy compeliing to merit consideration in the face of these risks. 

1 have atgued in the prewious ORO chapters that exkting theories of the morality of 

nationalism have not adequately captured the idea that n a t i o n h  are rnaking an appeal 

to, or a demand for, a shared fiame of reference. If so, then the next step is to carefiilfy 

assess what a shared frame of refetence represents in moral terms in order that we cari 

rnake more informed decisions in the fice of nationalist daims- 

To better understand what else may be at smke in cases of nationalism 1 will begin 

by looking at the elements diat maLe up the nationd hame of reference. These elements, 1 

argue, boil down to points of reference in time, space, and social relations- These points of 

reference provide a way to reduce the complexity we encounter in the world and thereby to 

increase our security and efficacy. But these effects only appear when the h m e  of 

reference stays within certain parameters defined by the situation of those employing i t  If 

a €rame of reference is too far out of touch with the r d  circumstances that it is ayuig to 

reflect (albeit in a simpMed and axtif'iciauy scabilised way) then it may hinder security and 

efficacy more than help them 

1 begin thïs discussion with a very basic question: What does a national frame of 

reference involve? O r  to put it another way, what is it that is king framed in terms of the 

nation? From the Irish and Quebec experiences we already saw that history, the 

boundaries of political authorïty and die pramces of social conduct were ail items 



contested by nationalists- I'd like to investigate whether thete is a pattern here, and ifso, 

why these items are repeatedly the object of nationalists' efforts. 

One theorist who attempted to draw general conclusions fiom the historical 

expenence with nationalism is Benedict Anderson. Anderson suggests nationalism is the 

surface manifestation of an underlying "fom of consciousnes,"'" and chat the modem 

consciousness that d e s  nationalism possible is o d y  the latest in a historiai succession of 

such modes of apprehending the w ~ r l d ~ " ~ ~ ~  

Anderson thinks we can leam a lot about nation* by considering the Iand of 

consciousness it replacecl. Revious to nationalism, he tells us, we displayed a 

consciousness steeped in religious content In the premodem era dwee main forces 

229 to create the sacrecl consliousness- These were: sacrecl Ianguages which 

dominated for administrative and ontological purposes, a system of dynasties supported by 

"hierarchical and centripetal" loyalties, 2x1 and a view of time as "omnitemporal" or 

involving usimultaneity~Iorig.time."*' 

The fate of these thtee elements appears to be linked somehow, since they all stand 

or fall together. Evidence of this is that al1 three components weaken and a new 

compound takes their place once the powerful cornbination of printing and capitalism 

amves on the scene. It is this new conceptual mix that makes it possible to 'imagine' the 

nation. But, as it tums out, the base composition of the new consciousness coiimins 

familiar elements. These elements again involve our ideas about time, territoriai 

Anderson, IirrrrghdCimmmbb, 23. 
= m, 22. 
z29 lbid-, 4. 
250 Ibid. 36. 



sovereignty, and Soaa solidarity. Let me illustrate this with examples fiom Anderson's 

account of the transition fiom saaed to modem consciousness. 

In place of the old idea of simultaneity-alon@rne, for instance, Anderson sugggs 

that the modem consciousness is fharacterised by an awareness of simultaneity umss tirne. 

Rather than seeing "prefigurement and fdfilmentnu2 as stnicturuig the pattern ofevents 

through cime, the modem view focuses on multiwatial coincidence in otherwise "empty 

t .mem2j3 As regards territory, the s a d  consciousness saw temtorial authority in ternis of 

dynastic systems where *states were definecl by centres, borders were porous and indistinct 

and sovereignties faded imperceptibly into one another."" #en we move to the modern 

consciousness, Anderson tells us that what changed was that sacred communities were 

"territorialized-""' 

Finally, Anderson suggests that sacred languages had serveci in the pst to shape 

and uphold a fratemity based in religion and views of the truth. But these languages were 

replaced in the modem era by vemadar languages that rose to prominence through the 

influence of publishing- The book, Anderson says, engendered a new experience of 

solidarity among speakers of the popular vernaculars. 

What the sacrecl and the modern modes of consciousness have in common, then, is 

distinct ways of thinking about tirne, space (as defineci in terms of temtoria authority) and 



relationships with others- If we can c d  the social realm a dimension of sorts, then in 

effect these could be d e d  the three dimensions of human lifeF6 

But men so, this only -ers the question of what is king  h m e d  in these fiames 

of reference or modes of consciousness- We s d  need to understand why we take this 

approach in the fim place. Anderson's explanation for this phenomenon is that we focm 

and reform these modes of consciousness because they are ways to help deai with the t u m s  

of fate that we encounter in life. Making sense of the conditions of life we find ourselves 

faced with is a considerable task Sorting it aU out is made that much easier when there are 

tried and m e  ways of imagining s u c h  fatalities into a system of order and meaning. 

According to Anderson, the premodem sacred consciousness and the modem 

consciousness yields the idea of the nation have in conunon that they: 

... rooted human lives firmly in the very nature of chings, giving certain 
meaning to the everyday fatalities of existence (above ail death, los, seNitude) 
and offering, in various ways, redemption from them?' 

The national wnsciousness, it appears, is lïke the sacred consciousness in i a  capacity to 

transform "fatality into continuity" and "contingency into rneaning."'38 Anderson tells us 

that there is a fundamental question people ask themselves as they pursue their various 

journeys through life. It  is: 'Why are m.. Le.. mgether?"239 Ifwe take 'we' to address the 

social dimension, 'here' the spatial one, and 'together' to suggest temporal coincidence, 

then the question identifies the three basic categories for which we must find positive 

-- - 

U6 Perhaps properiy one should spealr of four dimcmions, Sas space aiready munts for W, but it is 
not the georneûic sense of the terni we are imroking here, ex- as me~aphur. 
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content The answers we develop to dùs question then oudine the shape and type ofour 

new imaginecl community. 

1. Why meute frames ofrejkence in time, s w  and ~ekztions &th others? 

What is it about these three categories that makes them the building blocks of a 

mode of consciousnecs? 1 suggested earlier that we couid cal1 hem the three dimensions of 

the hurnan world. Naw I'd like to address why these dimensions are special for us, and 

why we build fiames of reference to organise our temporal, spatial, and social experiences. 

1 will start with tirne. Time is important not just because we h e  in tirne, but 

because the way we think about time affec~s how we Iive. This effect fùnctions on  a 

number of levels. At the most basic Iewel, the content of the past helps indicate what to 

expea in the future, For thia reason it may seem that the more knowledge we have about 

the past, the better we can guide Our funire actions. But it is not necessarily as simple as 

that. Nietzsche, in reflecting on the role of history, claimed that tm much or too accurate 

history would exact a high price. There is another level, therefore, which involves how we 

select our historiai knowledge so that we don't overdose on a "surfeit of hist~ry."~'~ 

Nietzsche argues that we need history in varbus fomis to spur us on to great achievements 

but that the modern fascination with histoty as scientific knowledge has had a crippling 

effect, reducing the positive power of history and making it instead something that hinders 

us. W e  need history to inspire us and to give us courage through the knowledge that "the 

great which once existeci was at l e s t  possible once and may well again be possible 



sometime""' But in order that the past does not ' ' ~ ~ e r g r ~ ~ ' ' ' ~ '  man, we also need to 

lcnow haw to forget This act of forgettïng is how we establish horizons to our , 

Such measurs are necessary, N i e d e  instnicts, because @every living thing can becorne 

heaithy, strong and fniidul only wirhin a horizon." If we do not select our historical 

knowledge then "everything which once was rushes in upon man" and we are weighed 

d o m  with "indigestible knowledge. w ZS.) 

And there is yet another level to our thinking about time chat affects how we act 

within it- This b e l  concems our ideas about the saucture of tirne. Anderson's work 

already points to the impact that the idea of simultaneity had on modes of consciousness. 

In the change from cyclical to linear concepts of time it became possible for time to double 

up, with two events happening sïmuitaneously- 

Simultaneity rnay not be the only novel feature of our thinking on time in the 

modem era, however. In the 1950s, Canadian theorist Harold Innis sounded a note of 

concern over our relationship to time by suggesting that we were seeing time speeding up, 

as a concem for immediacy displaced a faris on durability. Like Andenon, b i s  linked 

these tirne changes to the dominant media of communication and he too rhought the 

fallout fiom these changes involvecl the re-stnicturing of political communities along 

national lines. But the 'modem obsession wifh pre~ent-rnindedness,~~~~ indicated for Innis 

an imbalance in Our relationship to t h e  that manifestecl itself in an attempt to restore 

-- 
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older concepts of communiq? Innis believed diat these atternpts went tembly wrong, 

and in the end culminatecl in the tragedy of nationalist war. 

In the end, what this discussion is meant to illustrate is that time is not a neutral 

factor. How we think about evmts, history, and the structure of tirne, ail profoundly affect 

Our behaviour within it. 

Likewise space is a dimension diat we Live within, but one we also shape by our 

stance toward i t  It is perhaps easier to recognise how we have imposed order upon space 

through processes such as surveying and mapping, and measures such as poiitical 

boundarie or the idea of territorial jurisdiction; even citizenship by birth reflects the 

primacy of the spatial factor. Innis daimed that how we managed our relationship wîth 

space and t h e  determineci the kind of civilisation we would ~reate.~'~ And he felt that in 

the modem era our stance toward space had amounted to a tnumph over it, as space had 

been shrunk through new technologies of transportation and communication. "' Where 

space once presented an o b s d e  to Say, cenuaiised management, it is now possible to 

manage closely even widely disperd operations, 

But as with N i e d e ' s  history, even b g h  we are technidy capable of acquirïng 

detailed informaaon on vast amounts of temtory, it's possible to overdose on too much 

space. Centralised control of large temtories (for example in terms of corporate 

operations, political management, social organisation or otherwise) while technically 

246 Ibid, 377. 
As he put it: "Culture is coIremed wiîh the capacity of the incüviduai to appniis piob1ems in 
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possible, has not always pruven desirable- Selecting what space is significant for us, 

therefore, becornes an important proces. 

Temtory alone does not make a nation. But the integrates package of information 

that the nation represents (involving information about tirne, space, and relations with 

others), when shared by a population, provides temtorial attachments that can serve to 

ground political authority. 

Finally, the social dimension also calls for 'horizons': for seleaion and 

interpretation so as to achieve at least a minimum of order and meaning. We achieve this 

through the formation of social roles and the establishment of social indicators. These 

kinds of roles and indicators are not unique to nations, but nations offer a new way of 

organising, transmitting, and understanding those roles, and they can corne to be thought 

of as a hallmark of the population involved. From the basics of everyday courtesy to the 

relative ranking of social standing, certain aspects of the social dimension need to be to 

some degree stabilised in order to avoid misunderstanding, insecurity and distress. Of 

course, some of these social structures may also create distress and insecurity - by perhaps 

stipulating that a woman's place is in the home, or by givîng political responsibilities to 

democratically unaccountable figures such as the clergy. This would require that we pay 

dose attention to the kind of social factors that a nation estabhhes as stable. Nonetheless, 

social roles and rituals help indicate what we crn expect from the people around us, what 

to think of ourselves, and can be especially significant when we encounter strangers. 

Indeed such social information can even help us in dealing wïth strangers that we never 

encounter but whose conduct affec~s us ail the same. Increased interdependence is one 



important feature of modern existence but i t  is ofien dependence on strangers- One b i s  

for sohdariy with these samgers can arise fiom shared circumstances and shared idioms- 

Thus we select from among ail those widi whom we are interdependent a group with 

whom we expect to have more in common. So it is important in the social dimension, not 

just that we select the knodedge on &ch we focus, but also that we share this seiection of 

knowledge with those around us?'9 '9 In way it provides a basis for communication 

through a common idiom 

This idea of seleding the structure and content of knowtedge has aiready been 

anticipated in theories concemed with complexity reduction in a 4 c o n t d o  Nildas 

Luhmann argues, much (ike Nietzsche, that 4 surplus of complexity" leaves an individual 

LL incapable of action.""' Luhmann beLieves that we create systems that can select from 

among complexity the 'possibilities of expenence and action" on which we focus and in 

relation to which we can "orient" oursebes."' Luhmann suggests, for i m c e ,  that tnist is 

one sudi mechanism we have developed to reduce the complexity of our social worId- But 

it is not the only one, and in fact it cannot work in isolation. Trust works best when other 



mechanisms of complacity reduction are &ng up some of the burden thereby k i n g  up 

Our resources in the pro ces^.^^ 

If we think back for a moment to t h e ~ n s  of nationalism as social trust this suggests 

an explanation for the grounds of trust between cenationals. If conationals are people 

who already shate a h m e  of reference in terms of the, space, and social relations, then 

they are likely to have more resources fie to devote to social ma than otherwise. Note 

that this does not guarantee that trust will develop, but it could increase its chances. 

What's more, this does not cast nationdimi as an expression of social trust, rather it is a 

mechanism b a t  fundons like trust by increasing security and efficacy in a world of 

otherwise daunting ptentiaiity. 

2. Functiomh au w m  again! 

Before 1 go any fùrther I want to ahowiedge that the idea that we create s e ldve  

systems of meaning to help us cope with the complexity of our world can start to sound 

like hinctionalism all over again. And there is, I concede, a h d  of fhctionalist idea at 

work here. Yet 1 don't believe that is necessary to conclude that because we create frames 

of reference we can't confiont life in its fuilest rdi ty .  Instead, it may be that we create 

these systerns in order to realise certain advanmges. If it is part of our normal functioning 

to imagine communities out of the conditions we experience on our personal journeys 

through life, then we do not necessarily adopt this behaviour simply because we find 

- - - - - - - - 

2aIn~Luhmaruisaysmatrmst~worlratallwith~utasyotemtoanrnireoururiAei.rtaririing 
of tirne. H e  argues that "a theory of trust priesupposes a theory of time. " This npnin qgests that the 
social dimension is inter-related with our ideas of at least tinie at a very basic level. lbid., 10. 



modernity hard to live up to, or live under. In which case it is not evidendy a modem 

pathology. 

So even though this too may be classed as fimctionaiism, I think it is a different 

formulation of the problem than appears in 'dyshnctionatist' type theories. It is one that 

leaves open the possibility for changes to these h e s  of reference if that is what is calted 

for. It may be that to act effective$ in the world we need some method to transform 

complexity and change into order and intelligibility. But as Luhmann points out, there is 

more &an one way to achieve that end. 

3. Cuwency and relewrnc). as features of a fMme ofreference 

But why even assume that the national h m e  of reference helps us contend with the 

complexity of modemity? Perhaps al1 it does is help us fly fiom it into a simpler, imaginary 

p a d  No doubt there are instances where nationalism has amounted to just that, but 1 

believe that its red raison d'être lies e l sde re .  R d  that nationalists in Ireland and 

Quebec claimed that those who shared in the national h m e  of reference were more likely 

to appreciate the local situation and to have knowledge relevant to decisions conceming 

that situation. Then consider that Luhmann tells us that another necessary feature of 

complexity reduction systems is chat they must have relevance for the situation at hand- 

Speaking of trust, for instance, Luhmann argues that it cannot be wiiled ex nihilo; that "a 

minimum of real foundation is required."" Otherwise, where relevant circumstances are 

overlooked they can corne back to indidate the ~ ~ s t e r n . ~ ~  But given conditions of 



constant change it is not just the one-time relevancy but a h  the ongoing currency of die 

system that matters. As Luhmann put it- 

... each system must to some -nt, in some fashion, 'match' the 
complexïty of the environment: it must on the one hand reflect little 
enough of that complexity to differentiate itseif fiom the environment, 
on the other reflect enough of it to stay tuned with i t  

For the national b e  of reference to provide a basis for shared knowiedge and 

meaning, therefore, it needs to stay in tune with the cirnimstances of the population that 

employs i t  Failure to do so will create a miScmatch that undemiines potential benefits. 1 

want to stress that 1 am not suggesting that a national fiame of reference or national idiom 

can never break loose fiom its rom in the reaiity of a population's situation, but oniy that 

when su& drift oururs, the national fiame of reference begins to diminish in d u e .  

In fact, this seems to describe some of what went wrong with the authoritarian 

nationalism of Ireland and Quebec between the 1930's and 1950's. Moreover, both 

Ireland and Quebec acperienced a dramatic pend of readjustment in their nationalism 

followïng this period. And perhaps most importantly this re-adjusmient was in bodi casg 

a conscious effort It involved a decision to retain but overhaul the national hrne of 

reference. This suggests that even if the national fiame of reference serves a funmon in 

modernity, it is not entirely the work of impersonai forces, or Geliner's "inescapable 

imperatives."E6 And if it  is not an impersonal, immutable operation then there is g m d  

reason to pay heed to what nationalists have to say, because their ideas are likely to 

influence the direction that a given nationalism will take. 



1 do not mean to overstate our capacity to influence the national frame of 

reference. Because it is shared, and its value is derived fiom its king shared, change 

requires a concerteci effort The fiame of reference must also keep within certain 

parameters set by the r d  circumstances of the population. But within these tenns there is 

still room for change and variation, and experience suggests that we have the capacity to 

bring about such adjustments. 

In other wotds, we can realise the most benefit fiom the howledge available to us 

not by overdosing on precise content, nor by steeling ourselves againa change, but by 

relying on what Nietzsche d e d  %e plastic powers of life"" to suike a healthy balance 

between the two. 

At its most fundamend level then, out ideas about time, space, and Our relations 

with others appear to provide the basic elements of the national fiame of reference. The 

national frame of reference is distinguished fiom other older "taken-for-grand hmes of 

referen~e"'~~ by differences in die way we d i i d  about time, temtory, and social solidarity. 

In mm each nation is distinguishd by how it fills in the positive content of these 

categories. These categories have s p e d  significance in that they help people achieve 

security and eficacy in their lives; and the system of strucninng common h m e s  of 

reference can also work as a mechanism of complecity reduction. But like other such 

mechanisms, it must operate within certain parameters to realise benefits for those who 

employ i t  This exploration dius provides a starting point for an assesmient of the moral 

value of nationalism 



III. WEMT IS THE MORAL STANDING OF THE NATION AS A SHARED FRAME 
OF REFERENCE 

1 propose that the reason so many people are prepared to take the ri& assochted 

with n a t i o n a i  is because there is something to be gained by sharing a cornmon h m e  of 

reference. We've already seen how a shared fiame of refmence like that which die nation 

can provide acts like a complacity tedumon system provided it keeps within certain 

parameters. BUG as 1 wiH discuss below, a shared frame of reference can also serve to 

facilitate expression, extend knowledge resources, and nistomise information to a g k n  

situation. What distinguishes the nation from other knds of fiames of reference, is that i t  

packages information on the three dimensions - tirne, space, and relations with others - 

into a single compound. By doing so i t  quite lire* grounds political authority in a way 

that few other such constructs cm. From that grounded political condition, certain 

political and persona benefits can be realised. These benefits are, 1 thuik, what giw 

nationalism moral standing. 

As 1 discussed above, thinking of the national fiame of reference in tenns of a 

complexity reduction system explains some elements of what is involved in the process. 

But the complexity reduction theory focuses on a challenge to be overcome. Here 1 want 

to focus instead on three ways that a frame of reference can confer advantages on its users. 

The first advantage is something already encountered in the arguments of 

nationalim and it concerns the availability of a common idiom Expression and 

comprehension are a fundamental part of the human experïence. But in order to achïeve 



this we need to have a basis for communication - a language that draws on an established 

set of meanings. So evey idiom presupposes some shared fiame of reference. 

Secondy, a shared frame of reference not O& reduces the complacity of 

knowledge, it can also add to our range of knuwledge things chat we might not otherwise 

have had the opportuniry to leam. Only a luniteci amount of knowledge can be deriveci 

from personal exprience. But espeQally in a modern environment we rnay need to know 

about a great many things we don't experience fim hand. A shared frame of reference can 

extend our h d e d g e  resources by providing information through sornething other than 

personal experience. Rather than having to work it ail out &ah for each person, we can 

benefit from accumulated experience and collective1y devisecl solutions. 

But if there is a great deal we can leam about our world this way, there is also a 

danger that we could retum to a sate of complexity that complicates action. This is where 

the third advantage of a shared fiame of reference cornes in. Out of the range of possible 

knowledge a frame of reference provides customised information by focusing on the 

information that is most relevant for certain purposes. For instance climate pattems or the 

state of repair of road infrastnicture so dramatically ïmpacted mobility and econornic 

options that this information was crucial for effemvely govemment in early Queber In 

Ireland it was much less necessary to understand how to cope through a severe winter, but 

the island had its own weather patterns that effected the lives and livelihood of the 

population. A national frame of reference gives primacy to what people should h o w  best, 

*en the local circurnstances. and thereby explains their comrnon experiences. 



These are some of the advanmges that attach to having a s h e d  frame of reference. 

But none of them is unique to the national frame of reference. Therefore I want to retum 

to the di f f id t  question that I postponed in Chapter 1. That question was 'What's so 

special about nations?' 

1 + What's so spaial about nations? 

1 believe that what is special about nations is the way that they package together 

content on history, territory, and social relations. And because rhey cover these three basic 

dimensions with a single integrated b e  of reference they d e  on special significance for 

people. Further, 1 think that for political purposes the key element here is territory, since 

in the modern era we define political authority primarily in geographic terms. Sovereignty, 

jurisdiction, and citizenship are byand.large tied to particular spaces, and we know when 

we enter one such jurisdiction that we are in a new sphere of authority. 1 do not daim that 

this temtory-authority conneclion is a universal d e  or that it can nwer be surpassed by 

new thinking about space and authority. Indeed 1 expect that is very likely to happen.z59 

But for the time king 1 think, like Benedia Anderson, that Our concept of political 

authority is Yterritorïalited"'" and set within borders. 

But this may not appear to differentiate sufficiendy nations kom states. And 

clearly there are states that are nations too, so the two can coincide. But in some cases 

states represent a fi-ame of reference that does not reflect the circumstances of some part of 

259 See for instanoe, David Ekins, B i y d  ~ g n t y :  T t  d P d .  Eawronty in abe 21" Clwmy 
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1995). 
2 6 0 A n d e r s o n n , l h r c r ~ ~ ,  19. ~iüustrativeoftbispointistk~tbôtwhentwo 
political socioiogists set out to â e f k  the tams of a new metbDdO1ogy of "amtextuai anaiysis" they 
chose to define the fundainentd unie of poliîicai amtext as "gmgraphidiy bound-" John W. Book 
and Charfes L. Psrsby, eds., P d i r i w l B e ~ M d h W ~ ~ e w  York: Pmger, 1991), 2. 



their population. In such cases the frames of reference at work at these two levels may be 

different In other words, the problem is d ~ t  behg within a state does not guarantee that 

you share a frame of tefaence with the rest of the population within its boundhes? 

whereas k ing  part of a nation is definecl by this characteristic 1 think it is quite possible 

to have such things as multiaation states, and they can be effective means of providing for 

the security and weU-being of the populations involved. But if the multi-national nature of 

the state is forgotten, or if an effort is made to deny that reality, then this invohres a 

difficult process that may lead to lesser nations being submerged in favour of the nationai 

fiame of reference of the mosc powerful population group. 

2. 'Becoming' a ~ t i m  the golitical and p e r s o ~ l  benefitr 

The nationalist dictum, as artïculated in the Irish case, c d s  for a population to 

'become a nation.' So beyond the characteristics that define a nation we also want to 

h o w  what reasons we have for bcoming a nation and for escablishing that nation 

politically. These reasons, 1 contend involve the persona1 and political benefits associateci 

with having a politicaliy esablished shared frame of reference. 

ï h e  political benefits of having a shared h m e  of reference in national form have 

already been previewed in the "good govemment" formulation of the nationalist da im 

They corne down to the idea that difterences in circumstances lead to differences in 

perspective, even differences in interests. When those differences are comprehensive 

enough to lead to repeated and serious misunderstanding and mismanagement of political 



and social issues, the alternative is to find a means to ensure that the relevant 

understanding and perspective do inform die poiitical decision-making proces. 

1 believe that we can see the leading edge of this connection between 

circurnstances, p e q x a k ,  and enhand poiitical decision-making in the arguments that 

Melissa Wiiiams has made conceming minority representation in representative 

dernocra~ies.~~' Williams is umcerned with the political position of marginalid groups in 

the United States, and her point îs that a distinct historical qerience (i-e., slavery in the 

case of Blacks) means some groups will experience legisiation in different ways. This alone 

calls for us to be eqmdly conscientious in hearing theu views. But if, in addition, trust 

has been disabled by repeated failures to address issues fairly or adequately, then it is 

imperative that these groups be aliowed insatutional avenues to injea their own 

perspective directiy into the political system. 

The groups Williams is concemed with in her work on this topic generally share in 

the same national frame of reference as odier Americans, and 1 do not mean to suggest by 

referencing her work that these groups represent a kind of proto-nationaiism.'62 But I do 

ttiink that her work illustrates that where significant dHerences aïst in circurnstances and 

consequently in perspectives, there is an argument for havuig politics give voice to these 

differences. 

At an men more general level, Hannah Arendt's work suggests that politics requins 

a setting within which action can take place and have meaning. In order to appear to 



others, and to have one's actions immortaliseci in the stories that korians teil, we nced 

two things. F i  there must be a b i s  for mutud understanding, since the "&ring of 

words and deedP3 is what gives birth to politics. And second there must be boundaries 

that hold this sharing experience together. As Arendt explained in 7he Humun Condition= 

It is as though the w a h  of the polis and the boundaries of the law were 
drawn around an already exiscing public space which, however, without 
such stabilising protection could not endure, could not survive the 
moment of action and speech itself? 

Arendt tells us that we extract ourselves kom the necessities of the famal world 

through politics. In doing so we create a Iond of fdsehood, but it is only through this 

exercise that we can d e  ourselves manifest in the world, by escaping the web of 

u necessary dwel~~ment&]"~" that threaten to ensnare us. This f&hood2" is what the 

storyteiler gives a final polish to when she creates history. So politics, it seerns, requires us 

to devise a new account of our place in the world, something that sidesteps the raw facts. 

But the outcome of diis pro- must also be something we can share. 1 beliew that this 

new shared account of the world is what the national h m e  of reference is trying to 

provide. And as with the national frame of reference, the political actorfliar must keep 

within reasonable bounds. Arendt wams that this process of falsification cannot be d e n  

2aThecdseof-~-inirnratatbc-ofagaryinassatiogaaatio<raüstdaia 
Although it bas many distiirt c!ircu-, this population has not niade a sustained &oa at 
assming a nationaïkt claim. 
Hanoah Arendt, Ihr Humon G d h 2 m z  (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1958), 198. 

Zba W., 198. 
as Harmah A r d t ,  "T'& and Politics," in Bm<an P a  MdFrrturio (New York: Viking h, 1%8), 
259. 
%1 thuilrthereisaparalldbcrrwithPlato'sideathataü mahodsofrepesentationorùintationwere 
a kïnd of tàlsehood or 1% In Z k  RIpualù, the t h e v e  such as poetry are -y banned 
h m  the perfièct &y, but in fàct, these arts are the metaphor P h  chooss to expiain tix work of the 



tw far without undermining the original benefits Even though as political animals we 

are bom liars in Arendt's view, stiU she wams that am, attempt to entirely manipulate facts 

"out of the worldw MU prme futile in the end, and will lead to the destruction of politio.267 

Let me be clear that as widi Wiiiams, 1 am not tryuig to construe Arendt as 

defending nationdism. What 1 am suggesting, howewer, is that her ideas about the nature 

of politics are relevant to understanding what nations brîng to the political arena. 

Tuming fiom the politid to the personal level, there are other advantages 

associated with a shared fiame of reference like the nation. These benefits have also been 

previewed in the previous discussions of Ireland and Quebec in the f o m  of the "national 

characterw formulation. This formulation promiseci thar people would feel more 

'connected' and diat they would have a basis for pride through the establishment of their 

nation. 

Because they indude content on the temporal dimension, nations connect people 

with a historical p s t  from which they can draw inspiration. As already noted, Nietzsche 

believed we leam fiom history that people like us, in situations like ours, were once capable 

of great things. Thus when presented properly, history serves "the purpose of lifew2" By 

establishing a historical h m e  of reference from which a population can draw saen*, a 

nation can field important personal benefits in securing esteem and individual and 

collective efficacy. 

pbilosophers, who alone axe q d e d  to praaice them using the raw mataials of hurmniîy irself. See 
Piato, TlieRcpublicofPleto, ed. ed. BIoom, 2* ed- (USA:  BasicBcmks, 1991) 
267 Ibid-, 259. 

A h g r  d Dr'sodwritctge o f u ' i i ,  23. 



More broadly, the nation can pravide some relatively fixed points of referenœ in an 

otherwise rapidly changing landscape defineci by the d i r e  dimensions of time, space, and 

relations with others. In doing so it  enables people to take their bearïngs and orient 

themselves in those dimensions, prclviding another kind of connectedness. But whether 

you take your nie fiom Luhmann's wmplcxity reduction or Arendt's political lying:69 

these points of reference are at best abstractions ffom the reaiities of the situation. This 

has led to the idea that such processes offer us amelioration rather than fresh benefits 

(what 1 have d e d  the cdysfunctionalist' view). 

In place of diis view I suggest that the effort to extract relative stability and meaning 

fiom the raw fam of the world indicates a creative and adaptive capacity. It is as if in the 

presence of the national idea, all that is air crystaliises into solid and in the process we give 

ourselves some firm ground on which to stand. What's more, by injecting constancy into 

some elements of our world we can fke up personal resources to direct to other efforts. 

Luhmann observes this dynarnic at work in the case of trust; which, by positing a belief in 

the predictability of certain others' conduct, fiees up energies that can be directed toward 

other challenges and opportunities in Iife So rat& than nationalisrn king  evidence of a 

flight from complexity or the demanding circumstances of modemity, it offers a way to 

economise the standard demands on our personal resources. Rather than having to work 

out afresh what we need to know about a situation - who we can consider trustworthy, 

what changes to pay attention ta, what previous experiences are relevant to new 

269 Arendt ouuines this @œ in "Lying in Politics," in C M  oftk &public (San Diego: HBJ, 1972) 
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developments, e tc  - we can have some of that i n f o r d o n  supplied in advance- 270 

makes it possibk both to toterate higher compiacity and to pursue individual achievements 

within a cornplsr environment 

Putting them togethq then, these poiitical and personal benefits promise to 

support collective and individual achievements by providing a way to adapt to rather than 

shelter fiom the modem environment. 'The shared fiame of reference known as the nation 

can yied these benefits because it represents a package of uitegrated information on time, 

space and social relations, and the nation is distinguished especiaily by how it can ground 

political authority in the temtoriai dimension. And like al1 shared ftames of reference, the 

nation can also provide a basis for expression, can extend Our personal stock of knowledge, 

and a n  customise that knowledge in relevant ways. these considerations weighing in 

favour of the nationdis daim, 1 think there is r m o n  to recognise it as having some moral 

standing. 

IV. VlrHAT IS AT JUSTICE OR THE GOOD? 

To better understand the kind of moral standing nationalism has, 1 next want to 

ask whether it concems a matter of justice or the good. I believe it can concern both, 

under certain conditions. Although nationalism is an effort to secure certain goods (and 

therefore is insuumentaily good), if certain populations are systematidy denied the 

There is no guamntee tbat this riationaiiy-suppiïeü ïdbmwion won't ever be wmng, however - 
just as based on personai experience we might be misied about a person's trustworthinas. But even 
though tnisting someone can in some instanoa expose you to i r g ' q ,  trust itselfremains an essential 
part of soaal We, because of the benefits it ptovides when it does work out. 



chance to rnake these efforts, this can Ugraduate to the ranks of a ha-" to borrow a 

phrase from Charles ~ayl0r.f" 

As the previous discussion outlined, establishing the nationd fiame of refetence is 

a means to securing certain g d .  It can be a means to expression and comprehension 

through a shared idiorn; it can provide a basis for esteern by relating to the adiievements of 

those in like circumstances, and it can enhance efficacy through expanded knowledge and 

through knawledge tailored to locai citcumstances. None of these guarantee that these 

resources MU be dirraed toward good ends, but as attributes that support and extend 

hurnan capacities 1 think that shared understanding, shared kndedge, personal esteem, 

and collective and individual efficacy can at a minimum be considered the basis for other 

potential goods. It is these basic goods that nationalism is concerned wich building. For 

these reasons I condude that nations are instrumentaliy good. However, 1 think diat out 

capacity to create and re-create shared frames of reference - national and otherwise - 

represents something intrinsically good, because they are the basis of collective Me 

But the issue of nationalism may also involve justice. In a representative political 

system having your inter- rnisunderstd, overlooked, or discounted can result in those 

inter- k ing  harmed. And notably, this corresponds to the ugood govemment" 

formulation of the nationalist daim. ükewise degradation and alienation are thou& of 

as harms to esteem and belonging, tespeca'vely, and these too can constitute an issue of 

justice. For those on the receiving end, this harm arises not only in king denied the qua1 

Charles Taylor, "The Politics of Rumgnition," MulricJrrriril ' ' g t h e P d i r i a o f ~  * .  Inn-Emun#t#r 
ed. Amy Gutmann (Rhceton, NJ: Princeton University Press, L995),6L 



respect due to them as persons, but also in the acperience of alienation and degradation 

which undermines the capacity to achieve either coIIectively or individually. 

This requirement for equal respect for persons might seem to raise the danger of 

moral sdemate once again - can we not daim that to be shuwn respect, and to be 

protected from degradation and alienation, each individual has an equal daim to have 

their shared fiame of referene politidy or socially estabIished? But this is not n d y  

so. No one gets a complete guarantee that his or her nation or societal culture will be 

protected or promoted. What they should be guaranteed is an equal opportunity to seek 

that outcorne, but as with any nationalist daim this oppominity will be limited by the 

circumstances in which the individual or indMduals find themselves. If theu number is 

too srnall to support unassisted the range of cultural or political resources to which they 

aspire, then while they may ultimately be denied their amchment to their original shared 

h m e  of reference, this is not necessarily an injustice This means mixed populations or 

minotity groups do not necessarily lead to moral d e m a t e  under a 'shared h m e  of 

reference' account. 

Although nationaiism involves an attempt to secure certain goods, when reasonable 

efforts to secure these g d s  are systematically obstnicted it can become an issue of 

justice.272 The justice issue tums on the nght to pursue your own good (in a rnanner that 

does not unfairly compromise this tight or capacity in others) and the denial of this right 

can imply an injustice of some degree. 

m ~ h e ~ t e m i ~ i s r i e a s o n ~ c a O m - w h t w e ~ a s r e a s o n a b k w ü l ~ d o i i ~ s p e Q f i ~  
of the situation and on how we evaiuaîe the c lah  of natioaaiism a@nsî other tbings we value. But 
as a minimum 1 wouïd expea tbat masonable nationaiist e&lrts wouki observe the principie of equal 
respect for persons, as I outiine in the hst section of thïs chapter. 
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I also want to note that this idea cuts both ways. It a n  weigh in on behalf of a 

population seekïng to establish its national frame of reference or it cm apply to the case of 

minorities within the naaonal population that do not want to be part of the national 

projen To deny their efforts to pursue their own routes to political representtation, 

esteem, and achievements, would make that national population @lty of the same 

injustices that they want to avoid for themselves. 

In sum, becoming a nation is about securing certain goods for a population - 

mostly basic kinds of goods that make other goods possible. Obsaucting reasonable efforts 

to attain these g d  c m  amount to a rnatter of justice in light of the h a m  involved. This 

is a formulation that can argue on behalf of the nationalist daim, but that can also serve to 

lirnit its exercise in the case of minority populations. 

V. OBJECTIONS TO THE MORAL STANDING OF NATIONALISM 

Before 1 close 1 want to specifkally address three objections to the arguments 1 have 

made for the moral standing of nationalism. The firçt argues that the national h m e  of 

reference could represent pemicious conterit The second raises the problem of intemal 

minorities or mixed populations, and the third questions why the national h m e  of 

reference should get privileged political accommodation. In effect my answer to ail of 

these objections is that they are well founded but that they cal1 for Limitations on 

nationalism rather than its moral condemnation. 



Let me first discuss the case of pernicious content The national frame of reference 

can easily contain ideas that support discrimination, domination, or aggrandisernent, in 

which case esrablishing the national frame of reference will mean establishing these 

practices. I do not beLieve that we should accept this outcorne. If che moral standing of 

nationalism rests on how the national b e  of reference serves to benefit people, then in 

cases where that fiame of reference causes harm instead of good (even to a daerent 

population) this moral standing is wiped ou t  As I believe the Irish and Quebec cases 

show, people are not left helpless when elements of their nation are denied them, although 

they may not be as effgtive or seme without them And they also show that it is possible 

to reconstruct a national fiame of reference or to establish new shared fiames of reference, 

national or otherwise. 

This much is mie, however: the grounds on which we censor nationalism have 

their basis in some principle other than nationalisrn So nationalism needs to be modified 

by an extemal principle or principles. It seems to me that one s u c h  principle should be a 

requirement for the equal respect for persons. The reason is that unless we already 

acknowledge this principle, the whole moral argument for nations f d s  apart. Why should 

1 be concemed with your daim to establish your national frame of reference unless you 

recognise that others a) are equally entided to benefit fiom the political and social order, 

and b) have an equal claim to pursue theü own good. If we cannot discount the hamis 

done to one person beguse of the benefits reaped by another, the potential for pemicious 

content requires that we limit the moral standing of nationalism to cases where it mets 

the equal respect requirement 



The second objection that L want to ad& arises in cases where there are intemal 

rninorities or mixeci populations. In these cases there may be people inside the territorial 

boundaries of the nation who may not want to participate in the national project, This 

can lave such people socially or politidy excludeci, or worse, it can draw aggression 

against these 'outsiders inside' in an effort to either break down and absorb these 

populations, or to atpel them. 

In the process of addressing this objection I don't want to water down the account 

of nationalism as a shared fiame of reference. Clearly it relies on sharing quite 

fundamental ideas. Where this shared element is rnissing, the national fiame of reference 

is in trouble. Neither do 1 deny that nationalisrn has a tendency to d e  life more 

hazardous for the 'outsiders inside' That tendency is evident both in the logic and the 

history of nationdism. Yet die moral standing of nationalism cannot be extended to cwer 

such conduct as oppression or discrimination, given the requirement discussed above for 

the qua1 respect for persons. 

The requirement for equal resp- combined with an expecîation of reciprocity in 

our moral conduct, 1eads to a requirement that the shared fiame of reference of others 

deserves the same consideration as is claimed for the nation. Thus Loyaliss in the North 

of Lreland have a legitirnate case for accommodation. Likewise Protestants in Ireland or 

Natives in Quebec cannot be willed out of existence when a population is in pursuit of 

their own national project. Either the national b e  of reference must be adjusted to 

accommodate them, or some means of continued politicai separateness rnust be devised. 



Any attempt to deny the reality of a mixecl population or the existence of intemal 

minorities would invdve an attempt to deny the practicai circumstances in &ch the 

population I'wed. The chief benefits of the nationai fiame of reference aise in its capacity 

to provide a digest of reality. By going too far outside the reality of the situation in an 

effort to undo some parts of it, exclusionary nationalism devalues i d f  as a complexity 

reduction mechanism. Thus 1 arpect that for prudential reasons alone such nationalism 

will ultimately prove a counter-productive strategy- 

The third objection I want to deal with arises from the requirement for the qua i  

respect for persons. There are other s h e d  hmes  of reference that can serve as a basis for 

esteem and for collective and i nd~dua l  achievements and that can be equally important, 

or sometimes more important to people than the nation. So it seems unfair to privilege 

the dernands of nationalism. Or there can even be cases like the Canadian one, where 

depending on h m  you look at it there rnay be o ~ o  national hmes of reference in play, 

and some people may be attached to both. So again, privileging one national project over 

other attachments can force an unfair choice on people, or a n  disable an important 

source of esteem and achievement. 

1 don't see, however, that establishing a national fiame of reference need 

necessarily be incompatible with the establishment of other shared fiames of reference on 

other temis. For instance there may be groups that fundon within the population based 

on their own frarne of reference - such as professional groups, religions or gender or senial 

identity movements. Thete can also be fiames of reference that are shared with 

populations outside the nation, at a multiaational or international lwel. For instance, the 



European union might qualifi. as one such supra-national frame of reference, or depending 

on what it represenfs for you, Canada may qua16 as another. 

However, in this case the bottom line remains much the sarne as with minorities 

and mixed populations: Where people have a distinct h m e  of reference they have the 

same daim to having it accomrnodated- If an artangement for the coexistence of these 

h m e s  of reference cannot be worked out, then an arrangement for their separation should 

be- 

These three objections together point to the ~otential for nationalkm to lead to 

undesirable outcornes if i t  is not modifiecl by a tequirement for the equal respect for 

persons. They al1 represent legitirnate concems and focus attention on the most difficult 

aspects of establishing the nation. These challenges include ensuring that the content does 

not involve harm to either insiders or outsiders; balancing the daims of different 

population groups; and protecting a space within which other shared fiames of reference 

c m  operate. In no way do 1 mean to dirninish the significance of these concerns. Nor am 

1 suggesting that reconstructing the national fnme of reference or working out 

arrangements for the coexistence or continuai separateness of some populations are easy 

tasks. They are imrnensely dif&ult- But experience suggats diey are not impossible, and 

they are the minimum requirements for reraining, in a morally acceptable way, the benefits 

of the s h e d  h m e s  of reference that are at d e  in &ese situations. 



VI. CONCLUSION 

The defence of the moral standing of nationalism oudined here rests on the 

nation's role as a shared fiame of refetence - as a way of organising experience and 

knowledge to increase security and efficacy. In other words, it is a kind of cognitive 

shortcut that is not &e other complexity reduction mechanisms such as mist But like 

trust we can say of nationalism that while we need some such mechanisrn, we also make 

choices about how it is deployed- 

I t  may be that we need some shared h m e  of reference in order to orient ourselves 

in the temporal, spatial, and social dimensions, and that the nation may be special in the 

way that i t  integrates information about these dimensions. But we are not obliged to be 

certain kinds of nationalias or to accept nationalism in certain forrns, any more than we 

are obliged to trust certain people just because we need some trust in our lives. Sometimes 

people don't deserve trust, and Iikewise sometïmes the daims that nations make do not 

desewe mord standing. Knowing when to accommodate certain nations, jun as with 

knowing when to nust certain people is a complex calculation in its own right. 1 have not 

even touched on the practical difficulties associatecl with making this calculation, although 

1 aduiowledge they are many. B a d  on the aploration of the moral issues conducteci 

here, the basic guideline I offer is that nationalism must meet the requirement for the 

equal respect for persons, to presewe io moral standing. 

niroughout this discussion I have k l y  made use of te- like esteem and trust, or 

raised ideas like functionalism or socially constructeci contexts of meaning. These are 



terrns and ideas that I criticised as a basis for the moral standing of nationalkm when 

others employed diem In the next diapter, dierefore, I want to explain how 1 dillik the 

ideas outlined in ùùs chapter both draw on and differ from those of the theories 

encountered in Chapter 1. 



In this chapter 1 revisit the six t h e ~ n e ~  of nationalism that 1 discussed in Chapter 1. 

More precisely, 1 ask how each of them compares to a shared frame of reference account, to 

see whether this new approach can deal with some of the difkulties highlighted in these 

existing theones. In Chapter 1 1 argued that existing theories of the moral worth of 

nations each had certain troublùig features or left important questions unanswered. Yet at 

the same time each emphasised a certain feature of nationalism that was helpful to our 

understanding of the phenornenon. 1 think that a shared fiame of reference account 

builds on these strengths, integrating them into its perspective, while suggesting solutions 

to some of the aspects that r a i d  problems before- 

The account of the moral worth of nations outlined in the previous chapter draws 

on much of what is powerful and persuasive in exïstïng theories of nationalism. It calls for 

limits to nationalism based on a recognition that it can lead in a dangerous direction, and 

it acknowledges the special political signifimice of territorial attachmenoi as well as the 

moral significance of harm. It recognises a functional relaaonship between nations and 

efficacy in a modern secting, and recognises that CO-nationality has the potential to support 

desirable ethical relationships like trust and reciprocity. And finally, it endorses the idea 

that nations support self&teem, and that they provide a context within which individual 

fieedom can be realised. 



What a shared frame of reference account adds to these insights is a view of 

nationalism as an attempt to secure a situation that supports &e security and efficacy of a 

population, simultaneously at an individual and collective ievel- It holds that nationalism 

seeks to equip a population with a cognitive mechanism that sorts and selects knowledge 

according to theù circumstances. But it also argues we c m  still hold the population 

responsible for how they colleaively conduct themselves, since it is possible for them to 

coUectively revise the terms of this mechanism. This last element is a feature crucial to 

individual freadom - which requires a coUective context within which to flourish. 

To illustrate these points, 1 separately addres each of the six b r i e s  of the moral 

worth of nationalism that 1 previously criticid, and explain h m  they d i fk  fiom a 'shared 

frame of reference' account 

1. HOW IS A 'SHARED FRAME OF REFERENCE' ACCOUNT DLFFERENT FROM 
'DARK SIDE' THEORIES? 

The differences between the understanding of nationalism that 1 have proposed 

and that contained in 'dark side' theories of nationalism can be sumrned up in cwo points. 

First, 'dark side' theories se& to preserve us from outcomes that a 'shared fiame of 

reference' account suggests can have çome value for us, Second, a "shared h m e  of 

reference" account proposes that even if these outcomes are harmful when taken to 

extremes, this does not apply to al1 cases of nationalism and therefore it is possible to 

distinguish berneen situations where nationalism has legitirnacy and where it loses its 



moral standing. 1 will aplain these points with reference to the three factors of progress, 

individual wili, and socid order- 

Beginning with a conem for social progres, which nationalism is said to obstnict 

or endanger, 1 suggested in Chapter 1 that this argument a h  served to justifv culturai 

superiority or an imperialist stance toward 'lesser' peoples. A 'shared h m e  of reference' 

account of nationdism, on the other hand, suggens that we construct nations partly as a 

way to extract stability fiom an othenvise radicall~ unpredictable world. So we would have 

to concede that nationalism has a naturall~ conservative bent But this naturai 

consewatism can be the basis of things we value - like a sense of security in a dynamic 

world or enhanoed efficacy when it becornes possible to share ideas about how the world 

works. It was these kinds of advanmges that led Edmund Burke to provocatively ppraise the 

virtues of prejudice which he claimed, when endorsed by reasoned reflemon, lent an extra 

motive to action as well as an "affection which gave it Burke also believed 

that it was a good thing if we tended to stick with the tried and m e  ways of social 

organisation since rhere were considerable n s k ~  involved with an overenthusiastic raste for 

change. 

But men Burke did not want to rule out diange entirely, only to inject sceptical 

caution into the pursuit of progres. Attempts to completely freeze a social or political 

order in tirne, thetefore, are not necessary to preserve the benefits Burke had in rnind. 

'Dark side' theories are right to condemn s u c h  extremes. But as noted in Chapter 1 and as 

illustrated in the Irish and Quebec examples, nationalism can also be an agent of change. 



In these two cases naaonalïsm aras, at points, associated with both a reactionary and a 

liberalking trend in each Society. 

What we can d e  fiom this social progress version of the 'dark side' theories is that 

nationalisrn's natural conservatism can becorne an obstade to progres withïn society, but 

we must qualifjr this conclusion in two ways, First, that the people best positioned to judge 

what constitutes progress in a socid systern are the people living within it, and second, that 

there are advantages to social stabiiity rhat should not be overlmked in the pursuit of 

progress. 

To relate this back to the account of nationalism as a shared hame of referene the 

national kame of reference when used as a dead weight to anchor a population by 

restricting them to an unchanging set of traditions, loses its value But if instead of king 

an anchor, it is used as a kind of ballast, it can be a duable  source of stability and can be a 

means to continuing Our joumey securely rather than a means of preventing it, 

The 'shared fiame of reference' account therefore is in accord with 'dark side' 

theories in denying the moral worth of nationalism when it is aimed at fieezing a 

population in time, but it does not put al1 nationalism in this category. 

Turning to the idea that nationdism calls for the submergence of the i n d ~ d u a l  

will, I want to begin by conceding that a national frame of reference does influence the 

dl-formation of individuals. it does so bv providing the hmework within which 

individuals operate. But this effect is not entirely a bad thing. As Will Kyrnlicka explains, 

we need some context of meaning in order for our autonomous will to have meaningfd 

options to choose between. The national frame of reference is one system for providing 



such a contact But it is also a cognitively consmaed entity, so there is a sense in &ch 

we consciously or unconsciody will the nation. This is why we hear nation& appealing 

to people to beunne a nation, not just to redise they already are one. 

But none of b necessarily requires the submergence of the d l .  That is not to say 

that no nationalist ever took it in this direction, only that the moral worth of a shared 

frame of reference does not support this extension. The account of nationalism as a shared 

hame of reference while it admïttedly invdves the will in construaing the nation, and 

whiie it can serve to shape the context within which individual d l  operates, disagrees with 

the 'dark side' accouncs that daim that nationaiism ultimately se& to undermine our 

capacity to fiinction as individuais, 

As for the idea that nationalism has a built-in chaos factor, it should be r d e d  

that the national h m e  of reference has if anything a nanirally consemtive bent Where it 

seeks changes in the political order it is generally in an effort to bring the polithl order 

into line with an existing shared b e  of reference in a given population. Granted, the 

political change that nationalise seek is often considerable and fundamental. But if the 

value of a shared h m e  of reference arises in its ability to yield ~ecunty in a world of 

dynarnic potentiality, then the moral roots of nationalisrn lie in its contribution to stability 

as opposed to chaos. 

Nationalism is about introducing changes)- eirher to the character of a population, 

or to the political order. Often these changes are aimed at reinforcing or promulgating a 

frame of reference that is already active. But to preserve the value of the national frame of 

reference, these changes shouid be inmoduced in a way that presewes security for the 



popuiations involvd If n a t i o n h  is pursued to the point where it degenerates into 

chaos, it loses its moral standing. Therefore a shard fiame of reference account of 

nationalism agrees with the prohibition on nationalisrn as the unrestrained upheaval of the 

political or social order, but it disagtees with 'dark side' theories which conclude that dik is 

the only possible outcome of recognising a moral worth to nations. 

At the end of Chapter 1 I said that what 'dark side' theories established was not 

that nationalism should be rejected tout court, but that we need to specifi conditions under 

which it could be considered legitimate. Based on the shared frame of reference account 1 

would propose that there are at ieast dire conditions that circumscribe legitimate 

nationalism And by legitimate nationalism I mean a nationalkm that can claim to have 

some moral standing, although this does not mean it is the only factor to be considered, 

only that it  has a valid daim to be considered. 

The first condition is an extemal limitation and involves the principle of the equd 

respect for persons. This limitation means that any one nationalism must come to terms 

with the existence of other nations and other shared frames of reference that a h  have 

legitimate moral standing It  also xneans that nationalism loses its legitimacy if it is  

internally discriminatory or oppressive to those inside or outside the nation. Some rnay say 

there is no nationalkm that meets this condition. I disagree. But if they are right, then the 

problem of nationalism is solved either way, since even if it is possible to have legitimate 

nationalism in theory, if in praaice it newer me- this requirement then we will end up 

prohibiting nationalism in practice. The point is that we should not condemn it without 

considering it fint 



The 0th- two conditions serve to limit nationalism based on the way n a t i o n b  

hct ions as a shared frame of reference and dierefore can be thought of as interna 

limitations. In one case we can specifjr that to have moral standing based on the benefits it 

can offer a population, a national frame of reference must be in touch with the real 

circumstances faced by that population. In other words, a nationalism that prwes too 

reactionary and that represents an effort to deny or prevent changing cir-ces, will 

not support security and eficacy. In the second case, to have moral standing nationalism 

should not act to undermine whatever is aiready serving to provide a population with a 

sense of security and efficacy, or whatewr is already providing a bais for a shared idiom 

Nationalism can legitirnately question whether an existîng order is in fact adequately 

providing these benefits, but in order to move to change that order it needs to be clear that 

the r d t  will not be a worse one for the population or populations involved.L7' 

Put together, these three limitations help to identiti. the conditions under which 

nationdism has some legitimate mord standing. This does not mean that if it meets these 

conditions die nationalist claim should always prevail, however. It merely means that the 

nationalist claim a n  Iegitimately be weighed into a calculation of our choices in a given 

situation. We should give such daims consideration because they represent things we 

value such as stability in a dynamic world, a constructed framework to make sense of that 

world and to help us exercise i n d ~ d u a l  choice within iq and a system for inaoducing 

changes to the structure of our social and politicai world, if need be. 

As an aside, I think this is the mndition mat cunmtly aOs sgaimr a move to Qwbc independ- 
unless or until it cm be estabiished tbat the Caaadian connection obstnacts the capacity of Quebec's 
politid and social systems to serve as a source of sectinty and a besis for the individual and ooliedive 
achievements dits population. 



II- HOW IS iï DIFFERENT FROM 'REMEDIAL RIGHT' THEORIES? 

N a t  1 want to explore how R 'shared b e  of reference' account of nationalism 

differs from 'remedial right' theories such as that off& by M a n  Buchanan. In effect I 

believe these theories' emphasis on harm and territory is correct, but they are wrong about 

how their significance factors into the moral equation. Thinking about nations as shared 

frames of reference on the other hand, gives us a basis other than victirnhood for politid 

change, and it gives us a basis 0 t h  than a property rights mode1 for temtorial daims. 

Buchanan is led to emphasise harm to rights as the most moraliy weighty reason for 

secession but in principle he does not d e  out other reasons, such as cultural presemtion. 

Yet because of his requirements on temtorïaf tide 1 submit that reasons like cultural 

preservation are ruled out in practice. If we trace backwards ftom harm to the conditions 

under which we encounter sysreemic g r o u M e  harm 1 believe the idea of a shared h m e  

of reference has to be part of the picture. 

Tke:  for instance, the idea that a group or a people have had its rights infnnged. 

How is it that we consider those who have been injured to be a people, one that can daim 

a group right like secesion? It m o t  be simply a collection of al1 those harmed, because 

you would need to try each individual case and then perhaps separate out those who 

weren't really harmed. It cannot be a p r d t i n g  citizenship or jurisdimond division 

because we fan face situations where the victims have no special political statu. 



I would argue that we can recognise those injured as a group by the way they 

circurnstances, patterns of living, a cornmon idiom, and ways of thinking. In other words, 

we know the group as a population working wïdun a shared frarne of referen~ '~ '  Even if 

every individual within thar population is not direcdy harmed, we recognise their lot as a 

shared one. So sufficiently widqread hann can count as a groupwide ha- 

Now consider the question of what harms we should be counting as signifiant. 

Clearly intentionai harm should count toward a right of secession. But what happens in 

the case of unintentional band If the hann causecl was inadvertent, is it fair to revoke 

historical tide and hand it over to the seceding Perhaps it still is, but the case is 

not quite so compelling. Such a hand-over appears to be the implication of Buchanan's 

arguments, but it lacks the same intuitive fairness when you take out intentionality- 

So what is the basis for a collective right to exit a polity if we have no reason to 

think the group is being intentionally victimised? Rather than this king a weaker, more 

complicated case for secession I think the very fact that they are k ing  unintentiondy 

harmed d e s  for a mure convincing case. Intentional harm, because it is consciously 

done, can be cureaileci, and &en Buchanan's conservarive preference for the status quo 

this should probably be the first solution to which we look. But if the harm results from a 

lack of awareness of how certain policies affect a population group, then chances are we are 

Even tben, such groups are not always riations. For imcance, Iris Marion Young has argued that 
when it oomes to iIiinority rights f a  cüsadwmtageâ goups, one way of detamuiuig - .  wfio is at risk in 
Society is by asking who identifies with thuse who have diffctly experienoed discriminati on or 
disadvantage. See, "Polity and Group DW-: A Critique of the Ideai of U n i v d  Citizensbip," 
Ethh 99 (1989): -74. 
276 Buchanan believes that a third party nmy have to give up tenitory to a persecuted group, even ifthe 
third party was mt involved in intentionaüy harming anyorie's ri*, if that is the only p o s s i i  
solution to ttre situation. Yet in the example he uses @eisecution of Jewish jqmktions ieading up to 



d&g with different b e s  of teferen- which is leading to some basic 

misunderstandings between groups. It may be possible to overcome diis awarenessdeficit 

in some cases, however if different b e s  of reference are still leading to hami then there 

is a case for maLing changes to the politid order so that each group can have direct input 

into the political system and perhaps even govem itself in relevant policy areas. This can 

involve different levels of independence up to and induding outright secession. 

But if this is the case, then Buchanan is wrong to require that hami should have 

occurred fim. If we can estabiish that there are signifkant Merences in the shared h e s  

of reference of two or more population groups, and we can anticipate that these differences 

will have political relevane, a case an be made for independence or secession as a means 

to prevent harm So whete a shared hune of reference account wodd differ fiom 

'remedial npht' t h e o h  is that it allows for proactive measures to avert harm. Its moral 

force does not rest, wen in part, on penaiising the h m p '  population for intentional 

victimisation or exploitation. 

But Buchanan's 'temediai right' theory focuses on another crucial issue - that of 

territory. In fact, he makes it central to the moraiity of secession. 1 agree with Buchanan 

that territory is a key factor, but I disagree that we should think of territorial title as if it 

fünctions Iike property rights. There can be other attachments to the land that should be 

granted moral significance. The case of aboriginal people is a good example. It 

underestimates the moral significance of native land claims to suggest diey are simpiy a 

rnatter of property damages. There is something about a group's historical tenure on a 

World War II) intentional harm is di adive in the soenario. Ifwe subscitute an example based on 
unintentionai harm, 1 t b k  the intuitive power of the argument is diahished. &usion, 66. 



temtory, and the way that temtory is integrated into theü eveyday practices, that changes 

rnere property into something more. In such a case title to the land rem to some degree 

with the people living on it, and not sïmply with the state. This does not negate the daim 

a state has to maintain its temtoty on behaf on its entire population, but it means it is not 

so easy to d e  out a group's daim to the land that it inhabits, if it chooses to exit a state. 

It  is pretisely the territorial dimension that sets nationalisrn apart as a shared fiame 

of reference, Because it integrates ideas about space into an werall way of thinking about 

the world, the national frame of reference can provide a temtoriai basis for changes to the 

political order. And since contemporary ideas of political authority are, as Buchanan's 

arguments apdy illusaate, dosely tied to temtory, this gives nationdism a politicai status 

distinct fiom other shared fiames of reference. This connection to territory, which is an 

integral part of every national frame of reference, does not suffice to swïtch territorial tide 

to an existing group, however. But it does give the group a daim on that temtory, one that 

can be stronger or weaker depending on other factors like potentiai for, or past evidence 

of, h a m  

'Remedial ri&' theories are right to draw our attention to issues of harm and 

temtory. These are key indicators of the grounds for a nationalist daim because they point 

to the presence of a distinct shared h m e  of reference in t h e ,  space and relations with 

others. Unlike 'remedial right' &ries, a 'shared frame of reference' account does not 

pridege the s t a t u  quo, and does not l d  for harm or victimhood as a prior justification 

for separation. But it is dso much les  elegant and executable than the system Buchanan 

offers. It requües us to judge questions of temtorid tide under more complex terrns than 



apply under a simple property ri& model. And we m w  also decide when differences 

between populations are sufficient to lead to political rnisunderstandings. While these 

tasks are much more daunting than the 'remedial right' cakulation, they wiii, 1 diink, take 

us doser to an outcome that recognises ali relevant moral factors. 

III- HOW IS IT DIFFERENT FROM 'DYSFUNCTIONALIST THEORIES? 

As I already noted in the previous chapter, a defence of the moral standard of 

nationalism that is based on the idea of the nation as a shared h m e  of reference can start 

to sound like hctionalism all wer again. But the account 1 have outlined dif6ers fiom 

the approach &en by "dvsfun~tionalist"'~~ theories in two important ways. The 'shared 

frame of reference' amount d i t s  human beings with having more options first in terms 

of agency and second in terms of standard capacities- Together these factors mean we are 

able to do something about the kind of nationalism we are involved in, and that we can do 

without nationalism if it proves morally untenable. 

Gellner bases his theory of nationalism on the idea that the modernisation 

imperative transformed the way we organiseci outselves as social units for political and 

economic purposes. Variations in circumstances fiom place to place produced pockets of 

relative success or failure, advancage or disadvantage, and in some (but not ail) cases these 

variations lead to nationalkm and then to nations.278 The basic consideration in this 

* 1 ou- in Cbaper 1 why 1 believe Geiîner's fiinctionalism arnounts to the idea chat modems are 
in danger ofbecorning dysfùnctional in the absence of aationalism. 

Gdner estimates that out of ten potentiai nntinnakms ody one is likdy to beaorne & d v e  
Gellner, NïPndNrrtronalmn, 45. 



process is to achieve a certain level of c u l d  homogeneity and this means sharing 

common ideas based on a generalised ducation, and on the "sharïng of explicit meaning" 

or a Ustandard idiom" as a basis for corn muni cation^.^'^ So far, Gellnerts account of 

nationalism has a good deal in common with the idea of nationaiism as a shared fiame of 

reference. Where they part company is when G e h e r  suggests that thk process is in some 

ways out of our hands. It doesn't much matter what nationalists have to say because they 

do not "really d e  much differen~e."'~ The process is driven on by inescapable 

irnperatives of economic development 

I don't think Gellner c m  have meant to discount entirely the significance of active 

nationalists. His rematks are instead aimed at theV theones, which in his view offered a 

more self-indulgent explanation of their cause than he was prepared to tolerate. But in his 

own theory he recognises that the real puzzle with nationalism is why so few groups with 

national potential actually assert themselves as nationsz8' Many factors play into this 

sorting process and it cannot be nirned uito a predictRre science, as he put itZB2 

But Gellner acknowledges one essential requirement for success - a defining 

feature of nationalism - this is that it involves groups with which "men willingly and often 

ardently identify."83 Nations, he says, "are the artefacts of men's convictions and loyalties 

and solidaritie~."'~ And if individuai nationaiisms depend on a multitude of factors for 

their success, including the preparedness of indMduals to will their formation and 

continuation, then we have a means to affect its course of development and eventual form. 

279 Geiiner, N i  a n d N ' i m t ,  34. 
2m W-, 124. 

W., 49. 
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In his dismissal of nationalists Gellner is setting out to prme (contra Kedourie) that 

nationalism as an idea or individual will atone, in the absence of other circuzzl~tances, d l  

not produce nations. 1 think we can accept Gellner's point, and recognise his 

modernisation theory (and the variations on it offered by those like Nairn and Greenfeld) 

without surrendering the expeaation that we can still influence the direction of indMdual 

nationalisrns. 

A 'shared h m e  of reference' amunt  of nationalkm suggests that there needs to be 

certain plasticity built into Our ideas about the, space, and relations with others. We need 

to adjust these ideas to keep them m e n t  with out circumstances or they will stop yielding 

the benefits that Geilner believes a common hi& culture offers. So consciously or 

unconsciously we need to modi~ what the nation represents for people. To put it another 

way, a 'shared h m e  of reference' account accords with Gellner's idea chat changing 

circumstances of modernity led us to organise ourselves into nations but it adds to that the 

idea chat the pracess doesn't end there. If nations have something to offer, we need to 

keep them in tune with relevant circum~tances, in order to secure t h e  benefits. Since 

willing an attachment to the nation is a factor both in a nation's formation and in its 

continuation, it is not possible to write human agency out of the picture. Perhaps we are 

powerless to resist the modem imperative - dus is the sarongest possible statement of 

Gellner's theory - but a 'shared kame of reference' account suggests that nations are in 

part the work of accumulated hurnan agency, in which case we are still rgponsible for how 



individual nations turn out. This then means we can set moral limitations on the kind of 

nationalism it is legitimate to engage in, and hop to be able to apply them. 

The second way in which the accwnt that 1 oudined in the prwious çhapter dîfTers 

from 'dysfunctionalist' theories is that it does not suppose nations to be a necessity, even in 

modemity. Nations, even while servuig as the basis for a shared frame of reference, 

undergo dramatic shifis and uansforrnation. More irnportantly, the populations involved 

a n  manage &ou& such transformation even d e n  they amount to a social and cultural 

revoIution. This is not to suggest that such change is without costs or consequences. It 

can often be a painhl and disruptive experience. This is because a shared frame of 

reference has a functionalist element in its connecbon to certain b e n e h  like security and 

efficacy. But added to diis relationship is the idea that hurnans have an adaprive capacity 

that enables us to constnict and reconsmict h e s  of reference to help us sort out our 

world to a level of manageable complexity. Given this capacity, we are always able to start 

again, if need be. 

This capacity shaped the way we organised ourselves in eras previous to the arriva 

of nationalism (witness Anderson's sacrai consciousness). Therefore, so long as we have a 

way to share Our fiame of reference in time, space, and relations with others, there is 

reason to think we can stili employ chis process men in the absence of nations, and even in 

the wake of modemity. Granted, given Our temtorialised understanding of politicai 

authority, nationalisrn is a likely fonn for such a shared b e  of reference to cake. But 

while 1 agree with Geber  that we could have predicted the eventud a d  of 



nationali~m,'~' 1 do not agree that in the modem era we can e x p ~  nothing but 

nationdisni, 

Thus the account 1 have offered based on the idea of nationalism as a shared b e  

of reference differs in ovo important regards fiom 'dysfunctionalist' theories. F i  it 

emphasises the posibility for agency and therefore for moral responsibility, and second it 

recognises a oipacity that enables us to manage our attachments to our nations, to chorne 

to change the way a particular nationalism unfolds, and even s u g g e ~ ~  we can perhaps 

choose against n a t i o n a h  entîrely. Once these feamres are part of a theory of 

nationalism, developing guidelines for the moral conduct of nationalism - guidelines that 

rnay require us to Mt or reject certain nationalisms - becornes a meaningful exercise. 

A 'shared frame of reference' account is akin to social trust accounts in many 

important regards. But there is one important difference. Nationality, instead of king  a 

matter of affective ties of identity and culture, is a byprodua of cognitive practices based 

on shared experiences and circurnstances. Thought of in this way, nationality no longer 

presents the same problerns in terms of scope, boundary semng, and Our relationship to 

outsiders. The moral significance of nationalism, meanwhile, rests in its capacity to 

function like social trust not as socia l  trust. Yet by generûting an environment of increased 

Although the of individuai nations was wntinmt, Gellwr says " in no way does it 
follow that the priacipie of nationaiism.. . is itseif in the least contingent and aOcidentaL " N m  and 
NorionolLmr, 6,56. 



secunty and predictability, through the reduction of complexity, shared nationahy can 

make social trust a more likely outcome. 

A 'shared fiame of reference' account does not presume that people will feel doser 

to those they share a nationality with, or wiii be more likely to trust them. It  does, 

however, assume that cenationals will recognise each other as people who share an 

understanding of &eir common circumstances and who are fluent in the common idiom- 

And although 1 have tned to limit m y  use of identity as a way of explainhg the daims of 

nationalism, I diink diere is a commonality - an identtity in the sense of paralleIism - 

between the basic ways of dunking that arnationals employ. But this does not mean that 

they wifl fiel obligated to each other, even if on reflection we think that such obligations 

really exist. 

So where does such an obligation a h ,  if not in the aust relationship that is 

supposed to naturally grow from conationality? The argument that Irish and Quebec 

nationalists gave in answer to this question was diat people who shared a nationality &O 

shared the same circumstances of life, and were therefore better positioned to know what 

their co-nationals needed as a collectivitty. Translated into the political realm this became 

the " g d  govemment" formulation of the nationalist daim David Miller actudy 

acknowledges the snength of this argument as a universaiist defence of nationality. As he 

puts it: "cultural sidarities mean that cenationais are betrer informed about one another 

than they are about outsiders, and therefore better placed to Say, for example, when dieu 

fellows are in need, or are depriveci of their rights."286 



But Miller thinks this argument fails, -because vast inequalities in the international 

order means we would be putting "&e well off in charge of the well off and the badly off in 

charge of the badly off.''" But I think the argument can be rescued fiom this problem 

Our common humanity sets the terms for some very basic shared circumstances - we can 

say that we all need to eat regularly or we risk starvation, that we all need to have 

opportunities to succeed and develop ourselves in order to achieve anything, and that we 

need to live free fiom fear in order to function effectively day to day. These are not 

conditions that vary much from population to population. So our national frame of 

reference may be nested within a broader frame of reference from which obligations 

continue to flow. On the other hand, these obligations are not as extensive as those 

associated with cenationality because our information on precise circumstances - what 

solutions work better than others do, for instance - is just not as good. 

This understanding of nationality - as a function of cognitive practices rather than 

affective ties - sorts out some of the problems encountered in terms of scope, boundary 

setting, and relations to outsiders. The scope of nationality, or in other words who gets 

counted into the national community, is not a matter of whether we feel an immigrant 

really belongs among our number. What matters is whether a newcomer has acquired 

enough fluency in our shared frame of reference to be able to operate effectively within it- 

This means using the common idiom, being familiar with cultural landmarks and social 

patterns, etc. 

It does not even require, 1 think, that these newcomers should show special 

pamotism, since it is not dependent on emotional attachments. Even a severe critic of a 



national community, who immigratecl into that community but who has becorne fluent in 

the frame of reference used in that community, has earned a right to be counted among its 

nurnber if he or she chooses. The scope of nationality in temu. of who is counted in and 

out is therefore set by a person's ability to employ the national fiame of reference in their 

communication and in relating to others in their social world. It does not mean that living 

in a manner atypical to the nation counts you out of i~ however, only that this social rebel 

must be conscious of what those 18estyle Merences d l  mean to her or ber cenationah 

who observe hem- 

The boundaries of nationality, therefore, are in a large part derived fcom the 

distribution of ways of thinking, communicating, and relating to others. But this an be 

further grounded in the kind of econornic and social changes that underpins fünctionalist 

accounts of nationalism. Differences in circum~rances require different shared frames of 

reference to best represent thare circumstances. So the boundarks of nationality also owe 

something to the actual circumstance of history and ge~graphy and to the patterns of 

interpersonal relations that prevail in an area. For instance, a common economic 

m a u r e ,  perhaps based on certain key industries or resources, will be tied to a certain 

social structure and heritage.288 Such boundaries are rarely precise and will tend to shift as 

circumstances shift, but unlike social trust theories, these boundaries are grounded in more 

than identity and personal cuItural attachments. 

Harold Innis was a politicai ecommist before he was a ~~~~llllunicaîions tbeorist, and in tbat 
capacity he deveioped a ttieory of emnomic development whe&y eoonomies depedent on ceriah 
key raoufca or saples for export and trade developed a soaal  and political stmcme alignecl with the 
chamderistics of thse stapies- Thus the early deveIopment of can be expiaineci in tams of 
themppingand~inbeaver. See, M a ~ a n d ~ ~ a n d  TlieFwT.w&in 
Gz& m. d. (Tmto: Univasity of T011)11to Pras, 1956). 



Finally, with regard to Our obligation to outsiders 1 have already mggestecl that we 

d l  have obligations to those outside Our national h e  of reference. Our obligations to 

those inside our nation are more extensive because we are better equipped to understand 

the situation and the needs involved, Yet there are sorne circumstances we share with 

people everywhere. When a clear cut case of need arises, therefore, and we are in a 

position where we can assist, the obligation to do so cuts across national bo~ndaries."~ 

Thus cases of fimine, genocide, terrorism, and political repression require a response frorn 

responsible people, regardless of the nationality of the victims. 

Because a 'shared fiame of reference' account is based on shared cognitive praaices 

it avoids some of the problems associatecl with C O U ~ M ~  people in and out of our 

nationality, it helps explain why the borders of our nationality fall where the-  do, and it is 

consistent with continu& obligations to those outside our nation. As with 'social trust' 

theories, it matters that people have a common culture and that people can recognise in 

their felIow nationals that they use the same points of reference in time, space, and 

relations with others (even ifthey use them for different purposes or to live an atypical Me). 

From this situation, political and social benefits a n  be realised, and moral obligations can 

flow. 

Nations are therefore ethical cornmunities not because of the relationships they 

foster, but because of the knowledge environments they represent We are more likely to 

achieve social trust within these environments because a shared h m e  of reference has 

~Evenifwe.~r~epc~sargurrienttbat~liespo~~s~~tyfor~~needsEiUsfirstona, 
nationais, when we know tbat riespollsl'bility is not behg met, some element of obiigatïon retums to 
us. So fbr instanœ, even ifthe responsi'bility for swing a driowning vidim fdk k t  upon the 
designated lifeguard on a beach, if we can sec that tk Iiféguard canna a wiü nat heip the victim, 
then we have the same r q c m s i i t y  to help as if there had never been a Iifeguard. 



made communications and wmmon action less complex or riskg ventures. Nationality 

tends to align with social trust not because it represents a kind of trust but because as a 

social mechanism, it serves a like purpose in terms of complaity reduction. In tum 

because it can inject an air of predictabiliy and Scability into a situation, it aiso helps create 

the conditions for trust 

The 'shared h e  of reference' account of the moral worth of nations draws on 

rnany of the same elements that 'seksteern' theories employ. The difference between 

these approaches arises in the kinds of rights they associate with nationality, how subjective 

and individualisecl their measure of national value is, and how consemtively they view the 

daim to protect or promote a national cuhre. 

F i  however, 1 want to adrnowledge the similarities between these approaches. 1 

have argued that a shared b e  of referenœ and the individual and collective 

achievements it helps facilitate can be the basis for enhanced seUesteem Feeling you can 

relate to past achievements by people situated like yourself is, as Nietzsche points out, a 

further support to esteern and encourages future efforts to achieve great thing~.'~~ 

Meanwhile, Charles Taylor's ideas on a "social imagina$' - as involving an evolution in 

the way we thuik about time and social relations - is in keeping with the discussion of 

in rny view, is taflring about esteem whem he wdes that a heahhy relaticmship to history 
is one in which an individual "nIcds himseif, striength, smmgth, striength, ddjgeme, his pleasure, his juâgement, 
his foiiy and nideness" and &ads bim to say "we are tough and not to be uprootd oveniight." 
Contrast this with the aonsequews of an unhealthy dationship to bïstmyhistosr In this case, the 



fiames of reference in Chapter 4; and Margalit and Raz's six characteristics of 

encompassing groups apdy sums up at leas the social dimensions of the nationd h e  of 

reference- 

1 also concw with 'seksteem' theories when they state that the worth of nations 

anses, ultirnately, in their d u e  to individuds while they also acknowledge that there are 

collective beneh  to nations which cannot be reduced to an individualid intere~t?~' 

Yet the 'shared frame of referenœ' account that 1 have outlined does not posit a 

special right associated with nations or nationalism. Nations are only one species among 

other shared frames of reference, albeit one with particular political salience in the 

contemporary era because of dieu temtorial dimension. 

Instead of introducing a new right especially designed to cover national self- 

determination, as Margalit and Raz do, we should allow national populations the same 

rights as other groups to organise to pursue their collective good - wen if that involves 

changing the political order or the chatacter of the population. These rights, however, 

should d l  be limited by the requirement for the qua1 respect for persons and therefore 

should respect the daims of other shared frames of reference. 

In Chapter 1'1 expressed concern about the consequences of rooting the moral 

value of nationalism in the self-esteem ne& of individuals. My concern was that this 

masure of a nation's value, especially since it was describeci as representing an "overriding 

interest"fg2 for the individuai, would lead to moral sdemate. 11's fau to ask then whether a 

individual "becoll~es timid and mane and may no longer believe in hinrçelf." AdviPritUge and 
m g e  ofU&wy, 19,29. 

mfgalit aad Raz, ''National Ct?lF-LL+erminati~n,'~ 450. 
+P2 Mar@t and Haibmai, " L i  and the Right to Culture!," 505. 



'shared h m e  of reference' aaurunt nins into the sarne difficulty, since it also indudes self- 

esteem as a basis for the d u e  of nations? 1 don't d d c  that it does, and the reason is that 

a 'shared frame of reference' account counts selfeeern among the potential benefits of a 

national frame of reference, but it does not count it as a suffiaent condition for 

establishing the moral worth of nations. 

The 'shared h m e  of reference' account appeals to the value of nationdisrn as a 

cognitive strategy through &ch we can order our information in tirne, space and relations 

with others, thereby increasing persona and collective &cacy. This process will most 

likely pay a dividend in temis of persona1 esteem, and so it should be recognised as 

entailing these bene&. But they do not stand alone. And if self-esteem is not the central 

feature in the worth of nations, then we will have to consider other faaors when evaluaâng 

nationdist claims - factors such as whether the national frame of reference describes 

existhg patterns of social organisation and reflects the real circumstances of the population 

involved. While 1 do not want to exaggerate the objectivity of these factors, 1 believe they 

are more objective than a masure of national value that rests on individuals' self-esteem, 

and so they can avoid the stalemate of individualised claims. 

ht t ing emphasis on the role of self-esteern as a basis for establishing the moral 

w o d  of nations can also leave an important part of the picture unexplained. Setfksteem 

theorists like Margalit and Raz are not aiming at a situation where nations are kept static. 

They acknowledge that there are ouasions where nations should yield to 0th- concernso3 

But even graduai evolution wiil have consequences for our level of selfeneem and may 

require a painfd transition. Whereas selfeneem theories suggest a consemtive approach 



to national character to minimise these effècts, because it links the value of nations to theu 

capacity to reflect r d  circumstances of a popdation's situation, a ' s h e d  frame of 

reference' approach aQually requires nations to evolve as circumstdnces change, in order to 

preserve this value, 

If it is necessary to update a feanire of the nation, men one deeply linked to 

people's esteem, thÎs outcome can be better explained using a 'shared h m e  of reference' 

account than one that rests its value primarily on individual esteem. In a sense then, what 

a 'shared b e  of reference' account does is trace the selfksteem effect of nations back to 

its source- The source Lies in systems for managing and communicating information and 

knowledge, systems that enhance Our security and eficacy as individuals. But a defining 

feature of this effect is that it must be shareh Even if we observe its consequences in terms 

of its impact on individuals, it can only operate ben<reen ind~duals." 

To recap this discussion of 'selfesteem' theories, 1 have proposed that while dieir 

territorial dimension rnakes them particularly well suited to political incarnation in an era 

of territorialised political authority, nations are not unique in terms of providing a shared 

frame of reference, and therefore they do not require special rights. Meanwhile, nations 

are more than just what we feel about Our cenauonals and ourselves - they are rooted in 

actual social practices and the actual circurtl~tances of history, econornics, etc. Therefore 

we should not emptoy an exclusively subjective measure, men if subjective attachment is 

necessary for the existence of any nation. And since they are linked to extemal 

293 kkgaiit and Raz, ''National Self-Determination," 461. 
294 Margaiit and Raz mmgnise this féanire of nations when tbqr argue tbat the iast of the Mohicans 
can't ex- to be a& to enact his right to cuituzie, since there is 110-0ne left with whom he can  share 
this r i e  ''National Seif-I)etenniaation," 499. 



circurnstance at least as mu& as to inner affective ties, nations may be required to change 

and evolve in order to stay in tune with changing ciraunsrances. 

In sum then, a 'shared frame of reference' account does not necessarify contradict 

selfeeem theories which see nations as having fundamental value for individuds when 

they serve as a basis for personai esteem, belonging, or security- It rnerely suggests that the 

account should not stop there, and that this esteem value should not be considered central 

to the moral worth of nations. 

VI. HOW IS ïT DIFFERENT FROM A 'CONTEXT OF CHOICE' THEORY? 

1 noted in Chapter 1 that an autonomy-based 'context of choice' theory 

abowledged that 'societal cultures' such as nations have value because they enable 

individuals to revise their personal ends. Given the significance of the collective 

dimension in realising personal autonomy and fieedom, then, we need ways to work out 

what meanings we want to share with those around us. A 'shared ffame of reference' 

account argues that the worth of nations is due in part to the way they enable populations 

to collectively revise and update the information and range of options that are offered to 

individuals through the culture 

There are many common featwes berneen a shared hame of reference account and 

Kyndicka's 'context of choice' theory of cultures. So, as with many of these other theories, 

it is not so much that a "shared frame of referencen atxount contradich the arguments 

already k i n g  made, &r it aims at  supplementing them. Kdicka's account of how 



cultures provide a necessary setting for individual freedom is not at odds Mth the idea that 

nations provide a package of information about time, space, and out relations with others, 

which while it reduces complexïty also enhances efficacy and Security. But persona 

freedom is not managecl at the individual level alone and so a theory diat derives iîs d u e  

from the significance of cultures for individual autonomy can miss an important part of 

why nations have moral worth. 

They have moral worth, according to a 'shared fiame of reference account also 

because they represent a collection of meanings and knowledge that is shared by a given 

population and that can be changed and adapted in a way that affects the collective life of 

that population. If there were no common idiom, no shared base of knowledge, we would 

not be able to affect the context within which we d e  Our choices - bringing in new 

possibilities and exduding others we no longer see as legitimate options. In other words, 

part of the value of cultures, induding national ones, is irreducibly collectk in that it 

enables us to form and revise shared elements of our lives including communal goals and 

what defines the group as a collective. 

These are important elements of a system of individual freedom as Kymlicka has 

recognised,L9' but he has not counted it as part of what malces cultures morally valuable. 

To do so would mean that there wuld be occasions where these two leveis of value - 

individual and collective - a n  conflin And in these cases we rnight find ourseives 

recornmending a course of action that seeks to preserve a prevailing shared fiame of 

reference while requiring individuals to adjust theu personallydefined choices. If we d u e  

215 Kymlicka, M- Cilüaship, 104. 



the 'shared' part of cultures as well as die individual choie  Pa- we may sometimes fàvour 

the preservation of one a t  the expense of the other. 

This may sound unpalatable, especially to liberals, but I diink it accounts for our 

expectation that immigrants should achieve a certain level of integration hi their new home 

country. Acquiring a language, for instance, is generaUy accepted as a legitimate 

expectation of Unmigrants and is often a requirement for citizenship. Kymlicka explains 

this requuement as being pady derived from the immigrant's own awptance of the terms 

of immigration. David Miller explains it in temis of out need for affective ties to underpin 

social justice. Both are m e  to a certain degree- 

However, a 'shared h m e  of reference' account wodd argue that integration such 

as leaming a comrnon idiom is a pre-requisite for the conanued well being both of 

immigrants and of the population they are joining. If there is no shared h e  of reference 

then the efficacy and security of both parties d be impaired. Note that this does not 

require immigrants to conforni to some national character ideal any more than any other 

individual in the population. It merely suggests that they should be equipped to work with 

the same set of reference points - in a very broad sense, to speak the same language - as 

hose they now live among, so that all involved can reap maximum benefit from their 

situation. This process works both ways, however, and shouid also involve the majority 

population, which may need to adjust its e x i s ~ g  idiom or social practices to recognise, 

accommodate, and integrate the new immigrant members. 

We need to recognise the value and importance of the shared element in a national 

frnme of reference in order adequately to explain the special situation of immigrants. 



Neither the 'dioice to emijpte' explanation or the 'need to feel ties' explanation can do 

the job in the absence of this element In tum, a 'shared fiame of reference' account is less 

likely to lead to moral dernate  beause its worth is tied to more than the single 

individual's need for his or her societal culture. 

There is one more dif6erene suggestd by a 'shared h e  of reference' account of 

the worth of nations. In setting out his ' con ta  of choice' theory Kymiidca stressed the 

differences berneen external protections and intemal restrictions as measures associateci 

with the protection of minority cultures. And he argued extemal protections were 

sometimes justifid, even necesSay, while internal restrictions could at best be permitted 

under a modus vivendi, but should otherwise be discouraged. While 1 agree with Kymlicka 

that there should be limits on what is done in the name of the nation, I don't believe it is 

possible to separate these measures quite so ~ l e a n l ~ . L ~ ~  

As I argued when discussing the ''good government" formulation of the nationalist 

claim that focused on political change and the "national charactern formulation that 

focused on changing the population, these two tactics are not really that far apart. What is 

more they are even harder to distinguish in terms of justification since they both appeai to 

the value of a shared fiame of reference- M e n  one measure is k ing  employed as a means 

to the other - such as esriblishing political independence in order to direct the 

development of the national character, or re-constnicting the national character to 

strengthen the case for independent hStitUti0ns. 1 think we have no choice therefore but 

to recognise the îwo as related. Liberals m y  still prefer external protections to internal 

~6 Ayelet Sùacbar makes this point in "Grioup Identity and Women's Rights in F a d y  Law: The 
Perils of Muiticuihiral AamntlllOQtion, " J i  c f P b l M  Plirl;asophy 6 (1998): 285-305. 
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restrictions, but since maintaining a distinct national character is ofhm the key to daiming 

and retaining extemal protections, d e n  hose protections invobe self-goveming powers it 

is very likely that a national minority will sooner or later get into the business of intemal 

restrictions to maintain their distin~mgs?~~ What 1 thïnk we can say at this stage is that 

certain restrictions serve to undermine the benefits of a national fiame of reference, and 

for this reason we are justifiecl in rejecting them 

Thus a Shared b e  of reference" account differs fiom a 'context of choice' 

account in that it focuses on how keedom and autonomy are managecl at the coilective 

level, as well as at the ind~dual level. The d u e  of having a basis for shared 

understandings and for revising the options and information provided by a culture is 

irreducibly collective- It can even come into conflict with the individual-level exercise of 

fieedom and it is not dways the case that the individual level should prevail, as the case of 

immigrants illustra te^.^^^ And while there are two distinguishable strategies to presewe a 

national culture - change the political order or change the population - in reality the ~o 

are so closely related that addressing them separately does not provide a reliable way to set 

limits to the conduct of nationalism or to identify the measurs that may merit 

accommodation. We should, instead, be asking about the worth of nations, asking what 

supports and what undermines the benefits of a shared frame of reference, and haUy 

asking what other prinàples we thuik ovemde this w o d .  

-- 

289-29 1. She develops this argwnent in M m  Jwkiktkm. 
See W. a c t i n g  to Kymiida, intemal restrictions are at th& most problematic, when they 

iimit the right of roembers to question and sevise th& culture. 1 share this c o l ~ ~ e m ,  for the reason hi 
ifweoinndTeviseomd~t)lWWiabao~increasiqgtyirrielevanttoourÇbangiag 
circumstanclies, Yet not idi ad and political h i e s  d d y  bear on this procress of rwision - fOr 
instance, bgmge of the workplacie or slchooi. See M i  Citivnrh*, 37. 



VIL CONCLUSION 

In the conclusion to Chapter 1,1 set out certain criteria rhat we could expect a 

theory of nationalism to meet based on the problerns 1 identifieci after c o n s i d e ~ g  some of 

the leading theones of the moral worth of nations. A 'shared fiame of reference' account 

may not address each one perfdy,  but I hope it has mwed in the direction of m e e ~ g  

these requirements. 

To review how a 'shared h e  of reference' account fares on these criteria, 

consider the folIowing. Fim, this account provides a basis for spec@ng the conditions 

under which nationalism can count as a valid moral daim - i-e., when it reflects the real 

circurnstances of the people, d e n  it serves as a basis for communications and for 

informing people's understanding of their situation, and when it is characterised by qua1 

respect for persons. Second, it explains nations as special kinds ofgroups because they 

represent a coUectivity brought together by shared circumstances, shared cognitive practices 

and ways of communication, and a shared connection to a given temtory. 'ïhird, it credits 

us with the capacity to revise this collective cognitive mechanism and therefore d e s  us 

morally responsible for its final form Fourth, it explains how social t r u s t  is more likely 

among ccmationals, since other mechanisrns are sharing the task of complacïty reduction, 

and it explains how the boundaries of d a 1  trust are therefore likely to foUow diose of the 

national hame of reference. Fifih, it gives us a basis beyond individualised subjective 

For example, immigrants may be reqwried to gain mmpetenœ in a major or ofüciai hguage or 
may not have rigats to owl~lasguaee education fbr th& childrea 
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experience dut can indicate rhe stanis of a national h m e  of r e fe ren~  And sixth it re- 

integrates the colIective dimension of freedom back into the picture, whereby nations are a 

way for us collectively to revise the available information and options that in mm set the 

context for individual autonomy. 

At the same tirne a shared frame of reference account owes a great deal to the 

understanding of nationalism dewloped by eadi of the six theory types disfusseci in this 

chapter. UltimateLy this whole exercise has been an attempt to talre what is most powerful 

in existing theoreticai approaches and to see whether those elements can be integrated into 

a new account That exercise, together with looking at what actual nationalists had to say 

about their causes, has yielded up a perspective on the moral wordi of nationalism that is, 1 

hope, both novel and familiar. 



The project I laid out in the preceding chapters is, as 1 acknowledged at the outset, 

an ambitious one. The daims 1 have made dong the way are admittedly broad in scope. 

But 1 hope that they represent a reasonable attempt to consider what nations mean for 

people, how they contribute to collective and individual well-being, and under what 

conditions these benefits are best realised. 

To conclude this discussion, 1 provide in this chapter a brief synopsis of the main 

points of the argument, then say a few words about the implications of this account and 

suggest that these implications are not unlimitecl- Next 1 touch on questions conceming 

the applicability of these ideas, and findy 1 indicate what fürther work needs to be done in 

order to develop this account 

2. Reuïew of main points 

I'd like to review the steps 1 followed to amve at my main daim, which is: that 

nations have moral worth and that this moral worth derîves fiom the benefits a shared 

frarne of reference can provide to a population. 

I began by criticising six theory types that suggested, directly or indirectly, a moral 

evaluation of nationdism. 1 found that theories that dismissed its moral standing entirely 

did not reflect a fùUy accurate pimre of how nationalism (or politics in generai) has 

historically operated. On the other hand, theories that based their moral argument on 



individual rights or needs ran into problems when it came to the case of mixed 

populations, and those that based their moral argument in the collective benefits of 

enhanced politicai relations didn't f d y  explain how these benefits came about. 

Tuming to some specific cases involving nationalism, 1 found that existing theories 

of nationalism did not adequately explain certain common moral intuiaons about these 

cases. Looking to what nationalists had to say on this score, 1 identified two formulations 

of the nationalist daim employed by b d  Irish and Quebec nationalists - the "good 

govemment" formulation and the "national character" formulation. The formulations had 

in comrnon an interest in establishing or reinforcing a shared frame of reference among a 

particular population, either by changing the political order or changing the habits and 

thinking of the population. Moreover, the two formulations were not so much distinct 

types as rnirror images - they aimed at the same end, but stresseci different strategies. 

The historical experience with nationalism in the Quebec and Irish cases provided 

an opportunity to assess ideas about a shared frame of reference in action. In the Irish case 

a move toward politid independence seemed called for, but some of the socially 

conservative measures of the early Irish State were not. In the Quebec case, efforts to 

maintain particular national traits such as a common idiom seem legitimate measures, but 

moves toward independence in the Quebec case are more complicated because many in 

Quebec share a h m e  of reference with other Canadians. Attention to the partidar 

circurnstances of a national population is therefore crucial to understanding what kinds of 

measures are appropriate to their situation- 



Querying the moral value of a shared frame of reference, 1 dien argued that nations 

were mechanisms for selecting, integrating, and transmitting information and knowiedge 

about the three basic dimensions of hurnan life - those of time, space, and dations with 

others. This mechanism serves to reduce complexity and enhance eficacy by customising 

knowledge resources to the local circumstances, and this knowledge base has a lot to offer 

to political decision-making. By extension it also supports a sense of~ecunty and esteeni in 

past achievements. 

But all these benefits are conditional on the h m e  of reference k ing  revonably in 

tune with the real circumscances of the population empluying it; otherwise it can lead to 

maladjusmient and dissonance. And since circumstances are constandy changing, a 

national ftame of reference d l  need to evolve to stay curent with the circumstances of its 

population. 1 concludecl fiom this exercise that nations are instrumentally good, and that 

they do not n e c 4 y  involve issues of justice unless a people are denied, without good 

reason, an opportunity to pursue their collective aims. Yet behind the nation lies a 

capacity to create and reueate shared fiames of reference, and this acavity is intrinsically 

g d -  

Retuming to the six theories 1 outlined at the outset, it seemed that the conclusions 

drawn about nationalism based on a review of two historical cases bore a saiking 

resemblance to certain features of these accounts. But a shared h m e  of reference account 

of nationalism also suggested ways to dose the gaps identified in these theories. What 

makes nationaiism dangerous, for instance, is also what d e s  it valuable. And while we 

should be attentive to and concernai  th the individual-level experienœ with harm, 



esteem, trust, inter-, and autonomy, each of tbese is affècted by what happens at the 

collective level. The goal, therefore, ïs to ensure that they are affècted for the becter. 

The condusion a> whidi my work on the moral standing of nationalism has led is 

this: Nationalisrn involves the effort to establish a shared fiame of reference - pobtically, 

socidy, or bath- It is a way to provide a communal cognitive mechanism that supports 

efficacy in collective and individual achievements and to enhance our sense of security in 

personal esteem and interpersonal relations- These benefits - sometimes personal, 

sometimes political - are what give worth to nations. 

2. Impliurtions of a 'shared fiame of reference' account 

The implications of ackndedging a moral worth to nations are often thought to 

be both enormous and enorrnously disruptive. But I believe that the implications of the 

account 1 have outlined in this work, while signifiant, are lirnited in certain important 

regards. 

If we accept that nationaiist daims can have moral standing based on the b e n e h  

of a national frame of reference, then there wiil be cases where we may need to 

accommodate these daims. This dl most likety involve upheavai and change in the 

political order or the organisation of social life within the population. Either way there 

will inevitably be people who would prefer to avoid such change. 

But another implication of a shared h m e  of reference account is that we should 

carehlly consider which nationalisms ment accommodation and under whar terms. So 

this is not a blanket endorsement of every nationalist claim. Under this account it is not 



merely a matter of what na t ionah  feel for their nation or cenationah, nor a question of 

their attadiment to traditional ways. nese feelings and attachments may be strong but we 

might d l  condude that the nationalist measures king pursued will  not ~ ie ld  the benefits 

that give nationalism its moral standing. 

One consequence of thïs approach, therefore, is that while we may recognise 

nationalism as aiming at an outcome with moral worth, we cannot presume that each 

particular nationalism has equal standing- We need to investiete whether the conditions 

exist to redise the prornised benefits, and we need to be wnscious of what can be lost 

through the changes that nationalism may seek. Such investigations are a science unto 

t hemsek  and 1 have not set out to address them here, although to be fuily operable a 

theory of nationalism should p r o d e  some guidance in this area. For that reason it mua 

be aclmowledged that the account of nationalism provideci in this work remains at a ven, 

general level. But even at this general level we can say that not all  nationalist daims are 

equal and therefore that to recognise a morai worth to nations is not equivalent to 

endorsing every daim a nationalist might malce. 

The implications of this account of the moral worth of nations are limited in a 

number of ways. This account requires that there should be a rasonable expectation that 

we'll see real tenefits from the changes involved in establishing the national frame of 

reference. It requires that we respect the shared hame of reference of other populations 

induding their right to opt out of the national project. And it still requires chat we 

evaluate our concem for a nation against other things that we value. Given these 



requirements, I do not think we need anticipate a nationaiist freeforall, although 1 think 

we can anticipate chat the task of evaluatïng a given nation* daim d be substantial. 

3. Confi-ng the status quo? 

1 want to address specificaily one concern about the way I applied this account of 

nationalism in the Irish and Quebec cases. In both cases 1 argued that a shared €i-ame of 

reference account d e d  for outcornes that tumed out to be similar to the existing status 

quo. In the Irish case 1 argued independence had been an appropriate goal, but that some 

efforts to change social patterns and practices had been misguidecl. In the Quebec case 1 

argued that there was a case for efforts to presewe signifiant cultural traits, but that 

independence was not a ciearat case- Because many in Quebec also share a frame of 

reference with othet Canadians, something valuable could be lost if independence came at 

the expense of this other conneaion. 

The way that this account appears to endorse the status quo rnay seem suspect, 

however. If it  serves to confirm the already favoured course of action, a theory could either 

be in line with moral intuitions or, on the other hand, it could simply be legitimating seif- 

interested preferences. 

1 think a 'shared €rame of reference' account goes beyond legitimating preferences. 

In the Lnsh case, for instance, it indicated that the partition of the island in order to 

accommodate Loyalists' preference to opt out of an independent Irish legislanire was a 

morally justified meanire.2w This is a controversiai daim in the Irish contes and can 

ZP9 However, parti& eieinents of the partition solution were not justifiecl. For instanœ, the 
inclusion of oounties with non-Coyaiist majœities tbat wished to remain under a Dublin govetll~ne~~. 



hardly be considered as confirming the preference of those concerned with Irish 

nationalism, 

In the Quebec case, a 'shared frame of reference' account indicated that the 

population of Quebec (or at least chose parts of it that want to participate) can legitimately 

choose to pursue either independence or efforts to inculcate national traits, including a 

national consciousneas. The independence route, b u s e  i t  may involve the loss or 

compromise of a Canadian frame of reference, is more limited in its moral standing. But 

Canadians outside Quebec stiU do not have a right to block these efforts. This is a position 

that is far fiom confimllng the preferences of those who champion either Quebec 

sovereignty or Canadian unity. 

And finally, the requirement to allow an 'opt out' option - providing for either 

accommodation within the national kame of reference or a means to continued 

separateness - rnay appear almost unworkably cornplex- What if there were severai such 

groups? Who looks out for them and ensures their rights and interests are protecced? How 

do you manage relations between a new national political order and the groups that have 

opted out? 

1 don't pretend to have worked out the answers to these diffidt questions. But 

one thing is dear; to embark on an approach to nationalism that employed dus principle 

would require a set of tactics and strategies that are far fiom ordinary. So again, a shared 

fiame of reference account does more than just dress up the status quo in moral language. 

A 'shared frame of reference' account does, to some degree, confimi out existing 

approach to the nationalist daims made in Ireland and Quebec But it also challenges 



those involved to wrne to terms with other conditions b t  they may not like so much. 

And it challenges ail diose 60 would rrcognise a m o d  wordi to nations to corne up with 

strategis for accommodating or living dongside those who, for one reason or another, fall 

outside the national project. For diese reasons 1 think it has potentiat to do more than 

merely endorse the staw quo. 

4- Fu* resec~rdr 

More work is needed in two areas to complete this account of the moral worth of 

nations. First, the difficult matrer of application mua be worked out, and second, the 

larger moral and historical questions raised by diis account should be addressed- 

In terms of application, as already noted this is an incomplete dement of the 

argument To be complete, we would need to be able to say with more precision what 

indicates the presence of a shared frame of reference, and to what degree it should differ 

fcom other shared hmes  of reference ùi order to qualifjr as a nation. We should also be 

able to amculate ways to accommodate nationalist daims without undue dismption, ways 

to provide for 'optingout,' and ways to ensure a national fkme of reference is reasonably 

in tune with a population's real circumstances- This is no inconsiderable task (or set of 

tasks) and goes beyond what 1 set out to do in this project, which was to trace the basis of 

the moral worth of nations. 

This account of nationalism also cails on us to consider the standing of nations and 

nationalism in a broader moral and historiai con tex^ On the moral side, we need to 

evaluate the nationalist daim vbàyis other things we value, such as individual fieedom of 



choie for instance. Kymlicka has pro@ that soc id  cultures nidi as national 

minorities are a pre-condition for individual autonomy. But despite his prohibition on 

intemal restrictions, 1 don't think we can avoid having these cwo (autonorny and ailme) 

corne into conflia In short, 1 don't think we can avoid the tension between Our need to 

know d o  we are, and be d o m  we ch- This tension must be directly addressed as 

part of an effort to develop a complete a m u n t  of the moral standing of nationalism. 

On the histoncal side, t h e  is another potential complication. If nations are 

historid artefacts, as Benedict Anderson has suggested and as a series of modemisation 

theorists starting with Emest GeIl.net have argued, then what if their day is already passed? 

What if something else better suited to our ever-lving socid and mated conditions is 

ready to take the place of nationalism as a basis for a shared frame of reference? 1 don't 

dispute this possibility and 1 find the question a compelIing one. At the same the, 

whatever the answer, I don't think this line of questionhg need diminish out interest in 

understanding nations as one instance of a shared fiame of reference at w o h  If anything, 

such research can ody better prepare us for whatever cornes next 

There is a wnsiderabIe amount of d o r t  required, therefore, to further develop the 

account of nationalism outlined in the previous chapters. However, 1 would like to think 

that a better understanding of the sources from which nations derive their moral worth 

could at  leaa provide a good starting point for these efforts. 



5. Condusion 

1 started this project with an Irish idea of nation- as something that could be 

dangerous, but a h  something that could be worthy of rrspen 1 have leamed that among 

North Americans and especially Canadians the image of nationalism is more dubious. 

This is because of a concem that nationalism can serve as a cover for xenophobia or 

cultural or ethnic prejudice- I do not believe nationalism is aiways this way and in 

defending the moral standing of nationalism 1 am not trying to defend this kind of 

condua 

At the same time I redise that the account 1 have set out hem implies certain risks. 

It  rnight be safer and easier to stick with the status quo and to discourage or stave off the 

demands of nationalists for as long as we can. But 1 do not believe that this is the morally 

right thing to do. To follow through on any set of moral principles usuaily requires us to 

navigate between the Scylla and Charybdis of moraiity and practicality. This account of 

nationaiism is no exception. How we actually steer a course through these waters is, 

however, another matter. 
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